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Abstract
We present the results of dynamical studies of the young supernova remnants (SNRs: Tycho's SNR,
Kepler's SNR, and Cassiopeia A), using the data obtained by Chandra, Suzaku and NuSTAR.
For the type Ia SNRs of Tycho's SNR and Kepler's SNR, we have investigated the kinetics of the
small-scale structures. Using both of the imaging and spectroscopy by Chandra, we measured the radial
velocities of these SNRs for the ¯rst time. In the case of Tycho's SNR, we performed detailed spectral
analyses on 27 \blob" structures, and then we succeeded in separating these features cleanly into red-
shifted and blueshifted clumps of ejecta. We conclude that the velocities of the redshifted and blueshifted
blobs are . 7,800 km s¡1 and . 5,000 s¡1, respectively. The results also suggest most of ejecta have
similar velocities of a few thousands km s¡1 and are expanding with almost like a shell geometry. In the
case of Kepler's SNR, we report measurements of proper motion, radial velocity, and elemental compo-
sition for 14 compact X-ray bright knots. The highest speed knots show both large proper motions (¹ »
0.11{0.1400 yr¡1) and high radial velocities (v » 8,700{10,020 km s¡1). For these knots the estimated
space velocities (9,100 km s¡1 . v3D . 10,400 km s¡1) are similar to the typical Si velocity seen in
SN Ia near maximum light. The ¯ve knots are expanding at close to the free expansion rate (expansion
indices of 0.75 . m . 1.0). X-ray spectral analysis shows that the undecelerated knots have high Si
and S abundances, a lower Fe abundance and very low O abundance, pointing to an origin in the partial
Si-burning zone, which occurs in the outer layer of the exploding white dwarf for SN Ia models. Other
knots show slower speeds and expansion indices consistent with decelerated ejecta knots or features in
the ambient medium overrun by the forward shock.
We found simultaneous decrease of Fe-K line and 4.2-6 keV continuum of Cassiopeia A with the
monitoring data taken by Chandra. The °ux change rates in the whole remnant are ¡0.65§0.02 % yr¡1
in the 4.2{6.0 keV continuum and ¡0.6§0.1 % yr¡1 in the Fe-K. In the eastern region where the thermal
emission is considered to dominate, the variations show the largest values: ¡1.03§0.05 % yr¡1 (4.2-6
keV band) and ¡0.6§0.1 % yr¡1 (Fe-K line). On the other hand, in the non-thermal emission dominated
regions, the variations of the 4.2{6 keV continuum show the smaller rates: ¡0.60§0.04 % yr¡1 in the
southwestern region, ¡0.46§0.05 % yr¡1 in the inner region and +0.00§0.07 % yr¡1 in the forward shock
region. In particular, the °ux does not show signi¯cant change in the forward shock region. These results
imply that a strong braking in the shock velocity has not been occurring in Cassiopeia A. All of our
results support that the X-ray °ux decay in the remnant is mainly caused by the thermal components.
We also present new evidence that the bright non-thermal X-ray emission features in the interior of
Cassiopeia A are caused by inward moving shocks. Several bright inward-moving ¯laments were identi¯ed
using monitoring data taken by Chandra. These inward-moving shock locations are nearly coincident with
hard X-ray (15{40 keV) hot spots seen by NuSTAR. From proper motion measurements, the transverse
velocities were estimated to be in the range »2,100{3,800 km s¡1. The shock velocities in the frame of
the expanding ejecta reach values of »5,100{8,700 km s¡1, slightly higher than the typical speed of the
forward shock. Additionally, we ¯nd °ux variations (both increasing and decreasing) on timescales of a
few years in some of the inward-moving shock ¯laments. The rapid variability timescales are consistent
with an ampli¯ed magnetic ¯eld of B » 0.5{1 mG. The high speed and low photon cut-o® energy of
the inward-moving shocks are shown to imply a particle di®usion coe±cient that departs from the Bohm
regime (k0 = D0=D0;Bohm » 3{8) for the few simple physical con¯gurations we consider in this study.
The maximum electron energy at these shocks is estimated to be »8{11 TeV, smaller than the values of
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energy scale, in order to illustrate the Doppler shifts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63
5.5 Plots of the relative abundances of various elemental species with respect to carbon rela-
tive to solar ratios for the several sets of knots studied here. The rightmost panel shows,
for comparison, the integrated yields from a variety of SN Ia explosion models including
W7(99): W7 from Iwamoto et al. [85]; W7(10): W7 from Maeda et al. [109]; C-DEF:
spherically symmetric pure-de°agration, C-DDT: delayed detonation after a spherical de-
°agration, and O-DDT: delayed detonation after an extremely o®set de°agration all from
Maeda et al. [109]; and N100: delayed detonation after a de°agration initiated at 100
ignition spots from Seitenzahl et al. [169]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63
5.6 Two-color image of the 0.6{2.7 keV band (red) and the 4.2{6 keV band (blue). Left: Ex-
trapolation of the measured proper motion vector for each knot back to the explosion date
(1604 Oct 9), assuming purely undecelerated motion. The green lines, crosses and circles
show the estimated distance moved, best-¯t extrapolated original position and 1 ¾ uncer-
tainty. Five knots (N1, N2, N3, N4 and SW1) extrapolate back to a consistent position
which we note by the solid white cross symbol (whose size denotes the 1 ¾ uncertainty).
The other cross symbols denote expansion centers estimated by others: cyan [radio: 114],
magenta and yellow [X-ray: 92, 194]. Two dashed circles, centered on the position we
determine here, match the northern (r = 1:710) and southern (r = 1:870) extent of Kepler's
SNR. The yellow ellipse is centered on the kinematic center, while the axis lengths and
orientation are matched to the nonthermal ¯lament on the eastern rim (highlighted with
red crosses). Right: In this panel, we use only the ¯ve knots with the highest expansion
indices to extrapolate back to the explosion center including the e®ects of deceleration us-
ing the measured expansion index. The agreement between the individual knots is greatly
improved. The dynamical center here is shifted by about 600 south of the center shown in
the left panel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65
5.7 Scatter plot between 3D space velocity and expansion index for the 14 knots identi¯ed
in Fig. 5.1. The space velocity is the root-sum-square combination of the radial velocity
and the proper motion assuming a distance of 5 kpc to Kepler's SNR. The plotted uncer-
tainties are at the 90% con¯dence level. The di®erent knots are indicated with di®erent
colored symbols and are labeled along the right side. Circles (boxes) indicate redshifted
(blueshifted) knots. The solid vertical line shows the average expansion index for the
remnant [r / t0:5: 194]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67
5.8 Hubble Space Telescope color image of Kepler's SNR using data from the Advanced Camera
for Surveys (ACS) in the F502N (blue), F550M (green), and F660N (red) ¯lters that trace
[O III] ¸ 5007 emission, the stellar continuum, and H®, respectively. The green box is the
region studied by Kerzendorf et al. [96] where they measured spectra from the ground for
a number of stars (not all of which were isolated). The 24 stars circled in cyan are those
with V-band luminosities greater than »10L¯ at the distance of the remnant. Published
explosion centers are shown with small magenta, cyan, and yellow plus signs (same as in
Fig. 5.6). The kinematic center reported here is shown as the large white cross, the size of
which denotes the 1¾ uncertainty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71
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6.1 Suzaku XIS image which was corrected for the exposure map (i.e, the vignetting function
of the telescope) in the 10{12 keV band. This image was binned by 8 £ 8 pixels, and was
then smoothed with a Gaussian function with a sigma of 3 bins (= 0.42 arcmin). The
image is normalized by the value of the pixel value of the maximum brightness. White and
green contours show the range of 1.0(maximum brightness){0.5 and 0.1{0.01, respectively. 76
6.2 Three color images of Cassiopeia A with Chandra overlaid with the Suzaku contour in the
10-12 keV band. Blue, red and green colors show the 4.2{6.0 keV, 6.54{6.92 keV (Fe-K
line) and 1.75{1.95 keV (Si-K line) band images, respectively. Each plot around the image
shows the time evolution of observed °ux of Cassiopeia A at each region (Whole SNR:
WS, East: E, Inner: I, North West: NW, South West: SW, Forward Shock: FS). Blue and
red data show °ux of the 4.2{6 keV band and Fe-K line normalized at the ¯rst data-point,
respectively. Solid lines show the best-¯t linear models. The error bars of all Figures are
1 ¾. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79
6.3 Time variation of equivalent width of Fe-K line (plot in the middle) and observed spectra
in 4.2-7.3 keV band (on both sides) at each region (Whole SNR: WS, East: E, Inner: I,
North West: NW, South West: SW, Forward Shock: FS). In the central plot, the solid
lines show the best-¯t linear models. Individual spectra were ¯tted with a model composed
of a power law and a Gaussian. The error bars of all Figures are 1 ¾. . . . . . . . . . . . . 80
6.4 Left: a plot of the change rate of the 4.2-6 keV continuum intensity versus the equivalent
width of the Fe-K line. Right: a plot of the change rate of the 4.2-6 keV continuum °ux
versus the photon index of the continuum power law. The equivalent width and the photon
index are the best ¯t values in 2000 yr (Table 6.2). The error bars are 90 % con¯dence level. 81
6.5 Comparison between the time observed variation and the predicted change rate in the
forward shock region in the band 4.2-6 keV. Black circles show our results of time variation
in the Forward Shock (FS) region. Red solid and broken lines show the predicted change
rate with m = 0:66 and m = 0:8, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83
7.1 (a) Image di®erence in the 4.2{6 keV band of Cassiopeia A between 2000 and 2014 with
Chandra. Adjacent black and white features show transverse motions of X-ray structures.
Green arrows and boxes show the inward-shock positions de¯ned by eye and the regions
which were used for the proper-motion measurements. The boxes are identi¯ed by name
(e.g., C1, W1) The box sizes are 21£21 pixels (1 pixel = 0.49200) for W1 and W3, and
31£31 pixels for C1, C2, W2 and W4, respectively. (b) The NuSTAR image in 15{40
keV band. The green arrows and boxes show the same as shown in the ¯gure (a). (c)
Three-color image of Cassiopeia A. Red, green and blue color show the 4.2{6 keV image
with Chandra, the 6.54{6.92 keV image (around Fe-K emission) with Chandra and the
15{40 keV image with NuSTAR. The binning sizes for the 4.2{6 keV (Chandra), 6.54{6.92
keV (Chandra) and 15{40 keV (NuSTAR) images are 1£1 pixels (0.49200£0.49200), 8£8
pixels (3.93600£3.93600) and 1£1 pixels (12.300£12.300), respectively. The images were then
smoothed with a Gaussian function with a sigma of 3 bins. The green arrows and boxes
show the same as shown in the ¯gure (a). Cyan dot shows the position of the central
compact object (CCO). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91
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7.2 Left side: X-ray images overlaid with proper-motion vectors obtained by the optical °ow
method, where the energy ranges are (a) a continuum band of 4.1-6.3 keV and (b) Si-K
band of 1.7-2.1 keV. For the optical °ow analysis, we used images taken in 2004 (ObsID.
5320) and 2014 (ObsID. 14481). The vector length is proportional to the actual shifting
value. Blue and red show outward and inward motions, respectively. In these ¯gures,
small vectors whose proper motion is . 0.05 arcsec yr¡1 are not shown. The ¯eld of view
is 450£450 pixels (= 3.690£3.690). The center of the ¯eld of view, (x, y) = (225, 225) is
the CCO location. The unit of the color bar is 10¡7 counts cm¡2 s¡1. Contours overlaid
on the continuum and Si-K band images show 1, 5, 10, 15, 20£10¡7 counts cm¡2 s¡1
and 3, 15, 30, 45, 60£10¡7 counts cm¡2 s¡1, respectively. Right side: length of radial
component of proper-motion vectors are shown in color maps in the continuum band (a0)
and the Si-K band (b0). Positive and negative values correspond to outward and inward
motions, respectively. The unit of the color scale is arcsec yr¡1. A proper motion of 0.15
arcsec yr¡1 corresponds to »2,400 km s¡1 at the distance of 3.4 kpc. . . . . . . . . . . . . 92
7.3 Results of the proper-motion measurements. Large panel shows a scatter plot of the best-
¯t positions (delta x vs. delta y). Here, each color identi¯es the best-¯t positions from
2004. Black arrows show best-¯t directions of the proper motions. Small panel that is
placed close to the large one shows a plot of the best-¯t positions as a function of time
(delta x, y vs. time). Solid lines show the best-¯t linear models for the estimations of the
mean shift values summarized in Table 7.3. The error bars show 68 % con¯dence level,
which include the systematic errors of (¾x, ¾y) = (0.500, 0.500). The ¯tting (statistical)
errors are much smaller than the systematic uncertainties. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94
7.4 Time variations of the °ux (black boxes) for each ¯lament in the 4.2-6 keV band. The
°uxes were normalized by the °ux in the ¯rst epoch (2000). The error bars show 68 %
con¯dence level (¢Â2 = 1.0). Broken lines show background levels in each epoch. . . . . . 95
7.5 Emission pro¯les of the inward-shock ¯laments in the west (left) and center (right). The
pro¯les were extracted from 15 pixels wide using 2004 image in 4.2{6 keV band and were
normalized by the peak intensities. The positive direction in the angular distance shows
a direction to the outside of the remnant. The scale bar in the right panel shows the
Chandra's angular resolution, »000.5 (FWHM). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96
7.6 Synchrotron cooling timescale and observational shock width for the forward shock (black)
and the inward shock (red) estimated from typical parameters in Table 7.4. . . . . . . . . 100
7.7 Estimate of the re°ection shock velocity and the density of interacting cloud in the case
of Cassiopeia A with solving the °uid equation in [66]. The black and red curve show
the forward and re°ection shock velocity, respectively. Blue area shows the range of the
velocities of the western ¯laments in this work: »2,100{3,800 km s¡1. . . . . . . . . . . . 101
7.8 A schematic diagram of the shock-cloud interaction. The image show the same image as
in Figure 7.1(a). Magenta arrows show the proper-motion directions of the inward shocks.
The forward shocks are emphasized by thick green lines. Small and large circles indicate
the radii of the reverse shock and forward shock [53], respectively. Cross marks show the
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8.1 The metal abundance measurements of the Perseus Cluster by Hitomi [71]. (a) Comparison
between the observed abundances in the Perseus Cluster and theoretical calculations for the
Fe-peak elements. The magenta arrows indicate the 1 ¾ lower limit of the XMM-Newton
measurements for the 44 objects [117]. The blue, green, and gray regions represent the
theoretical predictions for SNe Ia from the near-MCh delayed-detonation explosion [169],
sub-MCh violent merger [129], and single sub-MCh WD [211], respectively. (b) The zoom-
in spectrum of the Perseus Cluster in the 5.3{6.4 keV band by Hitomi, where the emission
from He-like Cr and Mn are detected. The red-shifted Fe I °uorescence from the AGN
is resolved as well. (c) The zoom-in spectrum of the Perseus Cluster in the 7.4{8.0 keV
band by Hitomi, highlighting the Ni XXVII resonance (w) line clearly separated from the
stronger Fe XXV He¯ and other emission. This enables the ¯rst accurate measurement
of the Ni abundance in a galaxy cluster. For comparison, an XMM-Newton spectrum
extracted from the same spatial region is shown as the blue data points. . . . . . . . . . . 105
8.2 (a) Close-up view around the Fe-He® resonance line in the Crab nebula. Over the unbinned
spectrum (gray plus signs), several models are shown: the best-¯t continuum model (black
dashed), and the emission (solid) and absorption (dashed) by a 3.16 keV CIE plasma with
3 ¾ upper limits (blue). Ten times the absorption value is also shown with green (SXS)
and purple (convolved with a Suzaku XIS response). (b) SXS spectra around the Fe-He®
line of N132D. The blue shaded region shows the best-¯t model, and the black shaded
region, barely visible, shows the estimated total background. The dotted line shows the
model with velocity ¯xed at vhelio;LMC = 275 km s¡1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 107
8.3 (Left) The SXS simulation for the red- and blue-shifted blobs in Tycho's SNR. The red
and blue model show the red- and blue-shifted models, respectively. The Doppler velocities
are » §4,800 km s¡1. The line width is assumed to be 12 eV (kTSi ¼ 1.1 MeV). (Right)
Close-up view around the Si-Ly® line. Color shows di®erence of the ion temperature (black
= 1.1 MeV, red = 500 keV, green = 2 keV). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108
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Suddenly, an extremely bright star whose luminosity exceeds their host galaxies appears in the sky. This
astronomical event is called \supernova (SN)" that is known to be an explosion of stars at the end of
their life. They release large energy (»1051 erg) and blow away elements synthesized by the interior of
the stars and the explosions. The ejected materials (ejecta) are shocked and heated by interacting with
the surroundings, then a bright nebula is formed, which shines over tens of thousands of years. It is
called \Supernova Remnant (SNR)". Studies of the SNe and SNRs are in the current main stream of the
astrophysics. Where are heavy elements synthesized? How is the Universe expanding? How are cosmic
rays produced? In order to answer these questions, we need to understand the explosion mechanism, the
nucleosynthesis and the in°uence on the surroundings.
Above all, the SNRs are powerful tools to reveal the progenitor star, the explosion mechanism and the
nucleosynthesis of heavy elements. In particular, the nucleosynthesis in the stars and their explosions is
important to understand the chemical evolution of the Universe because heavier elements than Lithium
can be produced by only those phenomena. A di®erence of the progenitor stars appears on the elemental
compositions and the total energy and mass of ejecta in SNe, and so the combination of the di®erent
element compositions produced by di®erent progenitors has built up the current element abundance in
the Universe. In the SNRs, those progenitor histories are recorded. Investing the emissions from the
SNRs, we can reveal what amounts of elements and energies are included in the plasma and predict their
progenitors. In addition, the strong shock wave in the SNRs is a unique laboratory for understanding
high energy phenomenon in the Universe. For example, extremely high energy particles that are called
\cosmic rays" are considered to be e±ciently accelerated at the shock waves that have a high velocity
reached up to a few thousand km s¡1. Since the discovery of the cosmic rays by Hess in 1912 [64, 65],
the origins have been still debated. In particular, the cosmic rays below 3£ 1015 eV are considered to be
produced in the Milky Way, and the Galactic SNRs are one of the most plausible candidates.
Typical temperature of the SNRs is » 106{107 K, so the SNRs shine brightly with X-ray. In partic-
ular, we can observe X-ray emissions from highly-ionized heavy elements, which provides us the element
compositions in the plasma. Furthermore, synchrotron radiations from accelerated electrons (» 1012{
1014 eV) appear in X-ray band, which is a powerful tool to study the cosmic-ray acceleration processes.
Therefore, X-ray observations of SNRs are useful to study for both the nucleosynthesis and the cosmic-
ray acceleration. The X-ray observations of the SNRs have been dramatically progressed since the ¯rst
appearance of X-ray CCDs on board the ASCA satellite that launched in 1993. Both of X-ray imaging
and spectroscopy with the CCDs are very useful to investigate di®use sources like SNRs. For example,
the spectroscopy has advanced our understanding for ionizing processes and element compositions by re-
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solving K-shell emissions from individual heavy elements [e.g., 76, 94]. The high energy resolution could
also catch bulk motions of the hot plasma using the Doppler shift of the line emissions [72], which helped
us to understand the kinetics in SNe and SNRs. Also, the synchrotron X-rays from the high energy
electrons accelerated up to 100 TeV have been discovered by the ASCA's X-ray CCD [e.g., 101, 100, 6],
which rapidly progressed our understanding of the cosmic-ray acceleration.
In this thesis, we aim to capture the real time evolution of young SNRs and to reveal their physical
properties in more detail. In the past two decades, several X-ray observatories (e.g., Chandra, XMM
Newton, Suzaku, NuSTAR) have been launched, and those have investigated X-ray-emitting objects with
high observational qualities until now. Such a long-term observation for young SNRs shows us a moment
of dramatic evolutions for »10 yr. By capturing the moment, we now know many physical faces of the
young SNRs (e.g., high expansion rate [92, 194, 133, 89], rapid particle acceleration [188, 187, 133], rapid
X-ray decay [135]). In particular, we focus on three young SNRs (Tycho's SNR, Kepler's SNR, Cassiopeia
A) whose ages are in a range of » 300{400 yr. These SNRs are dynamically young, very bright with X-
rays and are located near the Earth. Therefore, the targets are suitable to study the dynamical evolutions
in detail. In particular, we pay attention to the kinetic studies of X-ray-emitting small structures using
both of X-ray imaging and spectroscopy in these SNRs. The investigations of the expansion history, °ux
variability, element compositions and ionization states of the small scale structures are directly related
to the understanding of the explosion mechanism, the surrounding materials of the progenitor stars and
the particle accelerations. Such a study should be done just at this time when we have good quality and
abundant data.
The thesis is organized as follows. First, we review SNe, SNRs, and their X-ray emission mechanisms
in chapter 2. Next, we introduce instruments on board the Chandra, Suzaku, and NuSTAR satellites used
in our researches in chapter 3. In the following chapters, we present individual observations, analyses,
results, and discussions for Tycho's SNR, Kepler's SNR and Cassiopeia A, respectively. For Tycho's
SNR (chapter 4) and Kepler's SNR (chapter 5), we directly measure the high expansion velocities of »
1,000{10,000 km s¡1 using both the Doppler shift of the K-shell emissions and the proper motions for
the ¯rst time. For Cassiopeia A, we have found the remnant is experiencing an adiabatic cooling by the
high expansion rate using the time variation of X-ray °ux (chapter 6). Also, we have investigated the
particle acceleration properties at some inward moving shocks in Cassiopeia A using the proper motions
and the °ux variabilities for the ¯rst time (chapter 7). In chapter 8, we discuss the observational results
and the future works. Finally, the summary and conclusion of the thesis are described in the chapter 9.
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Chapter 2
Review of Supernovae and
Supernova Remnants
2.1 Supernovae and Supernova Remnants
The SNe are mainly divided into two types of stellar explosions. One is \thermonuclear explosion",
and another is \core-collapse explosion". The former is related to the explosion of a white dwarf. This
explosion is triggered by an explosive nuclear reaction in white dwarfs and then blow away the entire
star. This is called type Ia supernova (SN Ia), too. The latter is thought to be the explosion of a massive
star (> 8M¯).
Figure 2.1: Optical spectra and classi¯cation of supernovae [120].
Historically, the type of supernovae has been classi¯ed by the optical spectra (Figure 2.1). In the
1940's, roughly 20 SNe outside the Milky Way had been already discovered. For the ¯rst classi¯cation
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of SNe, Rudolph Minkowski proposed that an existence of hydrogen in the spectra can classify the SNe
into di®erent two groups [118]. Then, ones that have no hydrogen feature were called \type I" and the
others that have hydrogen features were called \type II", provisionally. In the 1990's, more detailed
spectroscopic observations and SNe classi¯cations progressed. The type I SNe divided into three types:
\type Ia" with silicon features, \type Ib" and \type Ic" without silicon features. A di®erence between
type Ib and Ic is an existence of helium. At the present time, type Ia SNe and the other SNe are classi¯ed
into the thermonuclear and core-collapse explosions, respectively (Figure 2.1). Why do the spectra of the
core-collapse explosion have such a diversity? The reason why is because a condition of stars just before
the explosion is di®erent. As shown in Figure 2.1, red super giants whose mass is a range of »10{20 M¯
have a thick hydrogen layer. Therefore, the hydrogen features appear in the spectra of the type II SNe.
On the other hand, more massive stars (Wolf-Rayet stars) whose mass is & 30 M¯ blow o® the outer
layer composed of hydrogen and helium by their stellar wind in the evolutionary phase. Then, SNe whose
hydrogen layer was perfectly blown away are observed as type Ib, and SNe whose helium layer was also
perfectly blown away are observed as type Ic.
In the following section 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, we review the thermonuclear and core-collapse explosion
mechanisms, respectively. In the section 2.1.3, we introduce remnants of those explosions and their
emissions.
2.1.1 Type Ia SNe
Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia), which are considered to be thermonuclear explosions of white dwarfs
(WDs), are one of the most important objects in astrophysics. For example, the SNe Ia have been used
as \standard candle" for measuring the expansion of our Universe [149, 136]. The luminosity of the SNe Ia
is known to be almost uniform [139]. Using the feature, the distances to far galaxies have been measured,
and it reveals that our Universe is expanding and the expansion is accelerating. The discovery exposed
mysterious and attractive aspects of the Universe to us. Also, almost heavy elements (heavier than
lithium), which constitute a life and many objects in the Universe, are produced and scattered around
by an evolution and explosion of stars. Therefore, the study of SNe Ia has a key for understanding the
both of the dynamical and chemical evolution of the Universe. In particular, the SNe Ia are known to
produce most of iron-group elements in the Universe. On the other hand, there are many issues in our
understanding of the SNe Ia.
Figure 2.2: Left: single-degenerate scenario (Image Credit: STFC/David Hardy), right: double-
degenerate scenario (Image Credit: NASA/Tod Strohmayer GSFC/Dana Berry, CXO).
One of the biggest issues for the study of SNe Ia is how to explode the progenitor star. Even though
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they are used as standard candles for cosmology, many fundamental aspects of these explosions remain
obscure. The thermonuclear explosion is considered to occur when the total mass of the WD including
the accumulated gas exceeds the Chandrasekhar limit of » 1.4M¯. When the WD mass reaches the mass
limit, the nuclear reaction of carbon ignites at the central core, which leads to a thermonuclear runway
and the SNe Ia explosion. On the other hand, a typical mass of the WDs is only »0.6{0.8 M¯. So, they
need to obtain mass from other places for the explosions. In the present, there are mainly two scenarios
to lead to SNe Ia explosions (Figure 2.2): the single-degenerate (SD) scenario [204] where a WD obtains
materials from a non-degenerate companion via an accretion disk and explodes when its mass grows up
to the Chandrasekhar mass (MCh ¼ 1.4 M¯), and the double-degenerate (DD) scenario [201] where the
explosion is triggered by the violent merger of two WDs. It is still unsettled which scenario is the origin
of the explosion even now that debate over three decades has continued.
2.1.2 Core-Collapse SNe
Core-collapse supernovae (SNe CC) are considered to be the end of a massive star whose mass is > 8M¯.
As with the SNe Ia, the SNe CC are known to be a factory of heavy elements. In the case of the SNe CC,
a large amount of intermediate-mass elements (e.g., oxygen) are produced and scattered by the explosion.
Therefore, it is important to understand the chemical evolution of our Universe in conjunction with the
nucleosynthesis in the SNe Ia. Also, the SNe CC are considered to leave a compact dense object (neutron
star or black hole) after the explosion. The explosion mechanism of the SNe CC is various and complexed
because there are many types of progenitor massive stars.
Figure 2.3: Schematic view of the explosion mechanism of core-collapse SNe (Copyright c°2005 Pearson
Prentice Hall, Inc.).
Figure 2.3 shows a schematic view of the explosion mechanism. In the initial phase, the massive star
has a carbon-oxygen core such as WDs (1st panel from left in Figure 2.3). Because the mass of the
massive star's core is larger than the Chandrasekhar-mass limit, electrons in the core can not degenerate.
Therefore, the gravitational contraction in the core proceeds, which causes nuclear fusions one after
another and synthesizes various heavy elements. The nuclear fusion ¯nally makes a massive 56Fe core
(2nd panel from left in Figure 2.3). At that time, since 56Fe has an high binding energy, the nuclear
fusion stops, and the core can not obtain the nuclear energy further. On the other hand, some elementary
particle interactions occur in such a dense and hot core, and then neutrinos created by the interaction
bring a large amount of energy out into the outside of star. Thus, the iron core must continue to shrink
by its own gravity. Furthermore, the shrinking core heats up, producing high-energy gamma rays that
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decompose iron nuclei into helium nuclei and free neutrons via photodisintegration as following,
56Fe + ° ! 134He + 4n¡ 124:4 MeV; (2.1)
4He + ° ! 2p + 2n¡ 28:3 MeV: (2.2)
With this series of energy extraction, the core is crashed by the gravity, which is called \core collapse".
During the collapse, a proto-neutron star is formed in the dense central core. Nevertheless, 56Fe continues
to fall into the hard surface of the proto-neutron star, which makes a rebound shock (i.e. core bounce, 3rd
panel from left in Figure 2.3). If such a shock reaches up to the star surface, the star explodes (4th panel
from left in Figure 2.3). This is the standard scenario of the SNe CC. On the other hand, the rebound
shock must propagate thorough 56Fe region that has a mass of 0.8{1.5 M¯ before reaching the surface.
Then, most of the shock energy is deprived by the passage. This stagnates the shock wave, which results
in failure of the explosion. There are several scenarios in order to help the rebound shock to reach up
to the surface (e.g., neutrino-driven wind, Standard Accretion Shock Instability: SASI, magnetar-driven
shock), however the explosion mechanism have not been completely understood yet.
2.1.3 Introduction of X-ray Observations of Supernova Remnants
After a star explosion, a bright nebula called Supernova Remnant (SNR) is formed by shock heating.
Then, it shines most brightly in the X-ray band because its temperature is in » keV range. Figure 2.4
shows X-ray images of famous two SNRs called Tycho's SNR and Cassiopeia A. The X-ray emissions
mainly come from thermal and non-thermal particles in the nebula. X-ray studies of SNRs are advancing
toward two important purposes using these di®erent emissions: (1) thermal X-ray study in order to reveal
the SN explosion mechanism and their supply of heavy elements, (2) non-thermal X-ray study in order
to reveal the particle acceleration process.
Figure 2.4: X-ray image of Tycho's SNR (left) and Cassiopeia A (right) by Chandra. Green, red and
blue color show the Si-K (» 1.85 keV), Fe-K (» 6.5 keV) and continuum (» 4{6 keV) emissions. The
continuum emissions are mainly synchrotron radiations from accelerated relativistic electrons. Image
credit: NASA/CXC/SAO
In Figure 2.4, we can see cloudy and/or clumpy structures in red and green color. Those are thermal
X-rays from ionized heavy elements (green = silicon, red = iron in the ¯gure) that were synthesized by
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the explosion. Using spectroscopy of the thermal X-ray, we can measure plasma density, temperature,
ionization state, element abundance, etc. The element composition and total mass are directly related
to information of the progenitor star and the supply of heavy elements: purpose (1). In addition, we can
see ¯lamentary structures at the rim of the SNRs (Figure 2.4), too. These are non-thermal (synchrotron)
X-rays from relativistic electrons. The SNRs are one of the most plausible candidates as a cosmic-ray
factory. One of the most important things for the particle acceleration in SNRs is what the maximum
energy of the accelerated particles (both protons and electrons) is. If we investigate the non-thermal
X-ray from SNRs, we can measure the maximum energy of the accelerated electrons (» 10{100 TeV).
Therefore, the non-thermal X-ray is a powerful tool to understand the acceleration processes at least for
electrons: purpose (2). Of course, it helps us to understand the proton acceleration too because the ions
are accelerated at the same place as the electrons.
X-ray observations of SNRs have many advantages over the other observations in order to achieve the
purpose (1) and (2). The ¯rst thing is that we can measure the element compositions directly by observing
SNRs. For example, SN observations with optical can also measure the element compositions. On the
other hand, the optical spectrum just after the star explosion is dominated by a black body radiation
since most of ejected materials are optically thick. Then, information of only elements located in the
outer layer can be obtained from the absorption lines. Therefore, if we try to investigate the element
composition in detail, we have to take a method to solve radiation transport with a quasi-theoretical-
explosion model as input and compare the expected spectra with observation data [e.g., 115, 179]. On
the other hand, the SNR is optically thin, and the heavy element itself released emits X-rays, so we can
measure the element quantity without any assumptions and limit the physics of the explosion based on
it. The second advantage would be that we can investigate spatial structure of explosive ejecta in detail
by observing SNR. Although it is di±cult to investigate the three-dimensional structure of the explosion
from the observation of a distant SN, but for a SNR with a spatial extent, it is possible to investigate the
distribution of elements in detail [e.g., 37, 21]. Also, X-ray observation has high sensitivity than °-ray
observation in a TeV range. Therefore, we can easily probe on the particle acceleration up to » 100 TeV
using X-rays (although we can not investigate the proton acceleration).
Over three following sections, we introduce bases of hydrodynamics (section 2.2), an emission mech-
anism of thermal X-ray (section 2.3) and non-thermal X-ray (section 2.4) for SNRs before showing our
observational results.
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2.2 Hydrodynamics of young SNRs
The SNRs are the result of the interaction of the ejecta with the ambient medium that surrounds the
supernova progenitor. The SNR evolution with the interaction can be characterized in several distinct
stages [31]. In this section, we ¯rst review expressions of the SNR shock as a °uid (section 2.2.1). After
that, we introduce two initial-evolutional phases, \free expansion phase" (section 2.2.2) and \adiabatic
phase" (section 2.2.3). These phases are classi¯ed as \non-radiative" since a radiative loss from a SNR
can be dynamically ignored. Most of young SNRs (age . a few 1000 yrs) fall into the phases.
2.2.1 Shock Compression and Heating in SNRs
Figure 2.5: Schematic views around the SNR shock front.
The blast wave in SNRs behaves as a compressible °uid. The SNR expansion shows much higher
velocity (a few 103 km s¡1) than the sound speed (order 1{10 km s¡1) in the surroundings, which
forms a strong shock wave (Mach number M & 103) and a contact discontinuity between upstream and
downstream. Figure 2.5 shows schematic views around the shock wave. The Rankine-Hugoniot relations
express the conservation low of mass, momentum, and energy as the following three equations.
½uvu = ½dvd (mass) (2.3)
½uv
2
u + pu = ½dv
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Here we assumed the ideal gas. If we set the upstream parameters (½u; vu; pu), then we could obtain the
downstream parameters (½d; vd; pd) using the equations. We also de¯ne the sound speed cs ´
p
°p=½ and
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where r, Mu and ° = 5=3 are a shock compression ratio, a Mach number at the upstream and a heat
capacity ratio for an ideal (monatomic) gas, respectively. Besides, a ratio between the upstream and
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where k is the Boltzmann constant, mi is the mass of the particle in the gas, and we assume Mu À 1
for the Eq. (2.9). When the gas contains di®erent elements, the average temperature Ts just behind the




where ¹ is the mean atomic weight and mp is the proton mass, and we assume ° = 5=3. From this
equation, it can be seen that 3/8 of the kinetic energy is transformed into thermal energy by shock wave
heating. For the typical parameters of SNRs (¹ = 1:4 vs = 1,000 km s¡1), the temperature is estimated
to be kTs » 3£ 107 K, indicating that strong radiations occur in the X-ray band.
2.2.2 Free Expansion Phase
Materials blown o® by the SN explosion expand into the ambient medium (e.g, ISM, CSM). In the initial
phase, the ejected materials (ejecta) expands freely with a supersonic velocity, and then a shock wave
is formed. This phase is called \free expansion phase" or \ejecta-dominated stage". Since most of the
explosion energy E is transformed into the kinetic energy, the typical shock velocity vs;0 and the shock














Rs = vs;0t; (2.13)
where Mej and t are the ejecta mass and the elapse time from the SN explosion, respectively. The blast
wave evolves while sweeping up the ambient medium. A deceleration of the expanding shell e®ectively
begins when the mass of the swept-up ambient medium Mam is comparable to the mass of the ejecta.
The radius and time (age of the remnant) are described as












¼ 210 yr; (2.15)
where we assumed an ambient medium with mean hydrogen density of n0 = 1 cm¡3, the total swept-up
mass ofMam = 1:4M¯ (= Chandrasekhar-mass limit), the initial velocity of vs;0 = 104 km s¡1 (= typical
initial velocity of SNe Ia) and ¹ = 1:4 (mean molecular weight per hydrogen atom).
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2.2.3 Adiabatic Phase
When the deceleration by the swept-up material begins signi¯cantly, the SNR evolution goes into the next
stage which is called \adiabatic phase" or \Sedov phase". In this phase, the energy loss by the radiative
cooling is still neglected by comparison with the initial energy E. This evolution was well explained by
the self-similar solution of a point explosion The radius and blast wave velocity are described as following
[128],































If the radiative energy loss becomes signi¯cant for the initial energy, the SNR evolution goes into the
¯nal stage which is called \radiative cooling phase". The timescale of the transition from the adiabatic
phase to the radiative cooling phase is estimated by










Therefore, all young SNRs whose age is . 1,000 yr (e.g., SN 1006, Cassiopeia A, Tycho's SNR, Kepler's
SNR) are in the adiabatic phase.
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2.3 Thermal X-ray Emissions
2.3.1 Bremsstrahlung
Figure 2.6: Schematic view of bremsstrahlung emission mechanism.
Accelerated motions of electrons caused by collision with ions emit electromagnetic waves, which is
called \bremsstrahlung emission" or \free-free emission" (Figure 2.6). In a thermal thin plasma like SNRs,
continuum emissions by the thermal bremsstrahlung are observed. The power of the bremsstrahlung









where Z, e, c, b are the charge number, the unit of electron charge, the light speed and the collision
parameter, respectively [see Rybichi & Lightman (1979) 154]. Using Eq. (2.19), we consider the total
bremsstrahlung emission from single-speed electrons. We assume the ion-electron collisions occur in a
plasma whose ion and electron densities are ni and ne, respectively. Here the °ux of electrons that
incident on a single ion is nev. Then, the electrons go through the element of area 2¼b db as shown in
Figure 2.6. Taking the integral of Eq. (2.19) wrt. b, the power of the bremsstrahlung emission per unit































2gff (v; w); (2.22)







is called \Gaunt factor" that is a certain function of the energy of the electron and of the
frequency of the emission.
We next estimate the emission averaged over a thermal distribution. For a thermalized plasma, the









For the integration of Eq. (2.23), we choose the velocity range of 0 · v <1. Since the moving particles
must create a photon energy of hº for the emission, the incident velocity must be hº · 12mv2 at least.












v2exp(¡mv2=2kT )dv : (2.24)












= 6:8£ 10¡38Z2neniT¡1=2e¡hº=kT ¹gff (2.26)
where ¹gff (T; º) is a velocity averaged Gaunt factor. We notice that the radiation intensity from the
plasma is proportional to the square root of the temperature
p
T that re°ects the electron velocities and
the square of the density n2 due to the two-body interaction between electrons and ions. From the above,
we can obtain the electron temperature kTe and the density neni in the plasma using the shape and the
intensity of the spectrum from the thermal bremsstrahlung emissions.
2.3.2 Line Emission
The line emission is a monochromatic radiation by a bound-bound transition between two discrete quan-
tum levels. For hydrogen atom, the line energy E of a photon absorbed or emitted in a transition between


















where Z is the atomic number. The line emissions from the H-like ion are named as Ly® (2p ! 1s),
Ly¯ (3p ! 1s), Ly° (4p ! 1s), and so on, where s and p mean azimuthal (orbital angular momentum)
quantum numbers (l) are 0 and 1, respectively.
If the ions have two or more electrons, the transition process becomes more complex. For example, we
show the line emission mechanisms from He-like ion in Figure 2.7. Here, the resonance line (1s 2p 1P1 !
1s2 1S0), the inter combination line (1s2p 3P2;1 ! 1s2 1S0), and the forbidden line (1s2p 3S1 ! 1s2 1S0)
are radiated strongly from the He-like ion. However, it is di±cult to separate these three lines by the
current X-ray detectors (e.g., CCDs whose energy resolution around 6 keV is about 120 eV). Therefore,
in this paper, we call the emission lines from bound-bound transitions of n = 2 ! 1 and n = 3 ! 1 as
K® and K¯ lines, respectively. On the other hand, the X-ray calorimeter on board the \Hitomi" satellite
has succeeded to separate these minute lines by the high energy resolution of » 5 eV [see Figure 2.7, and
67].
Ions in thin-thermal plasma are excited by the collisions with free electrons. Since the lifetime of
the excited states is much shorter than the average timescale of collision between the electrons and
ions, we can assume that the rate of photon emission is the same as that of excitation. Thus, the line
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Figure 2.7: Left: conceptual diagram of energy level of He-like ion[142]. The solid line shows the collision
excitation, and the broken line shows the radiation transition. \w" is a resonance line, \x" and \y" are
intercombination lines, and z is a forbidden line. Right: line emissions from He-like irons in the Perseus
Cluster observed by Hitomi [67].
intensity is proportional to neni, which determines the probability of collisions between electrons and
ions. We can hence derive relative element abundances by comparing line intensities among di®erent
elements. Furthermore, if the element composition in the plasma is dominated by hydrogen, the intensity
of bremsstrahlung is proportional to nenH, and then we can derive absolute element abundances (with
respect to H) by comparing the intensities between the line and continuum emissions.
2.3.3 Non-Equilibrium Ionization
Just after the shock wave passed through, the electron temperature is low, and the ionized state of the
shock-wave heated materials is considered to be almost neutral. The ions are gradually ionized by collision
with electrons, and they lose their electrons. The ionization continues until equilibrium with thermal free
electrons, which is called collisional ionization equilibrium (CIE). The time scale for the ionizing plasma
to reach the CIE is given by Masai [113] as
¿ = net & 1012 cm¡3 s: (2.29)
This time scale hardly depends on ion charge and electron temperature but depends on electron density.
Therefore, the ionization parameter is de¯ned as the product of electron density (ne) and time (t), which
is used as a parameter representing the degree of non-equilibrium ionization (NEI) state. As shown in
the Eq. (2.29), it takes about 1012 cm¡3 s or more until the plasma reaches the CIE. Therefore, many
young SNRs (e.g., SN 1006, Cassiopeia A, Tycho's SNR, Kepler's SNR) are in the NEI state.
2.3.4 Thermal Non-Equilibrium between Ions and Electrons
Since density in the plasma of SNRs is extremely low (. 1 cm¡3), there is almost no interaction between
electrons and ions. When shock-wave transitions occur on a short scale rather than the mean free path of
Coulomb interactions, this is called \collisionless shock". As a result, it takes a long time for the plasma
to shift to the equilibrium state.
In the case of pure collisionless shock, the shock heats the particles up to a temperature proportional
to their mass (see Eq. 2.10). This means that ion temperature is mi=me » 1856 times higher than that
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of electrons. Actually, electrons receive energy from ions by Coulomb interaction and, they gradually
approach the temperature equilibrium. This energy transport time scale tie is given by









where Zi, Ai and ¤ are the mass of ions, the charge of ions and the plasma parameter that is the ratio
of largest to smallest impact parameters for collisions [175]. For a typical SNR (Ai = 1, Zi = 1, keT = 1
keV, ne = 1 cm¡3, ln¤ » 40), tie is estimated to be about 104 yr.
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2.4 Cosmic-Rays and Non-thermal X-ray Emissions
\Cosmic rays" are mysterious high energy particles that °y in outer space. In 1912, the presence of this
particle was revealed by Victor Franz Hess [64, 65]. After that, as a result of experiments and observations
by various researchers, it was found that the majority (90 %) of the cosmic rays are protons, 9 % are
nuclei including helium and the remaining 1 % are electrons.
Figure 2.8: The cosmic ray energy spectrum reported in BlÄumer et al. [24]. The °ux is multiplied by the
power law E2:5.
Figure 2.8 shows the cosmic ray energy spectrum in a high energy range of » 1012{1020 eV. As can
be seen in Figure 2.8, the spectrum is a power-low with two bend points. The ¯rst bend (» 1015:5 eV)
is called \knee" and the second bend (£ 1018:5 eV) is called \ankle". The cosmic rays that have smaller
energy than the knee energy are thought to be from galactic sources. However, it has been unclear what
sources are accelerating particles up to the knee energy.
How can cosmic rays be accelerated to the high energy? The most promising acceleration mechanism
\Di®usive Shock Acceleration (DSA)", also known as the Fermi primary acceleration, caused by interac-
tion of shock waves in SNRs with the interstellar medium. The DSA is a mechanism by which particles
moving between two walls that approach each other gradually obtain kinetic energy by repeating elastic
collisions with the wall.
2.4.1 Di®usive Shock Acceleration (DSA)
Consider the case that particles jump to the downstream side after collision at the upstream side, where
they collide and return to the upstream side again. On the shock rest frame, the collision at the upstream
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Figure 2.9: Schematic views of the di®usive shock acceleration (DSA).
side is the front collision and the collision at the downstream side is the rear collision, causing increase
and decrease of the energy respectively. At this time, an energy after the collision of the particles, E0 is
E0 = E + (vu ¡ vd)p?; (2.31)
where E, vu, vd and p? are an energy before the collision, an upstream velocity, a downstream velocity
and a vertical component of momentum, respectively. We assume the particle is relativistic E = pc and
p? = (E=c)cosµ, where µ is the scattering angle shown in Figure (2.9). Transforming the Eq. (2.31), we
can describe the energy obtained by collision ¢E as







A rate that the particle crosses the shock front is in direct proportion to cosµ. Taking the average of cosµ

































where E0 is the initial energy of the particle. We note that the particle energy increases exponentially
with the number of round trip. The probability of the particles going to down-stream and coming back
to the up-stream is














® = ¡ 3vd
vu ¡ vd = ¡1; (2.36)
where we used vu = 4vd, which is derived from the strong shock condition vd = 4vu and the mass

















Using Eq. (2.36), we notice that the particle energy spectrum is proportional to E¡2, which is similar
to the observed cosmic-ray spectrum below the knee energy, E¡2:7 (Figure 2.8). The e®ect of cosmic-ray
propagation in the Milky Way is thought to cause the observed steeper index.
2.4.2 Synchrotron Emission
An acceleration of particles by a magnetic ¯eld emits an electromagnetic wave. In the case of acceleration
of relativistic particles, it is called \synchrotron radiation". The power of synchrotron radiation per unit















dimensionless function given by modi¯ed Bessel function of the Second Kind (see Figure 6.6 in Rybicki












where ¾T and UB = B2=8¼ are the Thomson scattering cross section and an energy density of magnetic
¯eld, respectively. The typical photon energy by synchrotron radiation appears on













In this thesis, we use three di®erent X-ray satellites, Chandra, Suzaku and NuSTAR. Individually, these
satellites have peculiar advantages for X-ray observation, and we aimed to advance the study of SNRs
by maximizing their individual advantages. In following sections, we brie°y introduce outlines and
characteristics of these satellites.
3.1 Chandra
X-ray astronomical satellite \Chandra" [202] was launched by NASA's ¯rst space shuttle \Colombia" on
July 23, 1999. The Chandra satellite is introduced into an elliptical orbit with a perihelion of 10,000 km,
faraway point 140,161 km and 64 hours in a period, realizing a continuous low-background observation
for 55 hours. The Chandra satellite's observational instruments consist of a X-ray telescope and CCD
detectors. These performances are superior in both angular resolution and energy resolution, and cover
a wide energy band of 0.1{10 keV. Especially angular resolution is the world's best among currently
operating X-ray astronomy satellites.
Figure 3.1: Left: High Resolution Mirror Assembly (HRMA), Right: Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrom-
eter (ACIS). Credit: NASA/CXC/SAO
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3.1.1 High Resolution Mirror Assembly (HRMA)
The HRMA mounted on Chandra consists of four layers of a concentric circular Wolter Type-I optics.
From the outside, the four layer re°ector is named ID = 1, 3, 4, 6 and its diameter is in a range of
approximately 0.65 m to 1.23 m. The re°ecting mirror in the front has the shape of the paraboloid
of revolution and the rear is the hyperboloid of revolution, and it re°ects incident X-rays twice before
imaging on the focal point. All re°ectors are made of polished Zerodur glass on the surface, and iridium
is deposited on the surface. As an X-ray telescope, it has a high angular resolution of 0.500 which is
unprecedented in the past and it is e®ective in the band up to » 10 keV.
3.1.2 Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS)
The Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS) mounted on the Chandra satellite consists of 10 CCDs
(Figure 3.1 right). The ACIS consists of the ACIS-I that is a 2£2 CCD chip array and the ACIS-S that
is a 1£6 CCD chip array. The ACIS-I is used for imaging and the ACIS-S is used for both imaging and
grating. Of the ten CCDs, ACIS-S1 and ACIS-S3 are back-illuminated (BI) CCDs, the remaining eight
are front-illuminated (FI) CCDs. The BI type has a higher sensitivity at a lower energy band than that
of the FI type. In the observation, it is possible to observe using up to six CCDs. The ACIS chip has an
array structure of 1024£1024 pixels and covers the area of 80£80.
3.2 Suzaku
X-ray astronomy satellite\Suzaku" [119] is the ¯fth Japanese X-ray astronomical satellite. The launch was
carried out by ISAS/JAXA on July 10, 2005. It was launched into an elliptical orbit with a perigee altitude
of 250 km, an elevation altitude of 550 km and an orbital inclination angle of 31 degrees, and was then
¯nally introduced to a substantially circular orbit with an altitude of about 570 km. Major characteristics
of Suzaku are that high-precision data can be obtained in a wide band (0.2{600 keV). Suzaku has four
soft X-ray telescopes (X-ray Telescopes: XRTs, section 3.2.1) and X-ray imaging spectrometers (X-ray
Imaging Spectrometers: XISs, section 3.2.2) in order to observe a soft X-ray band of 0.2{12 keV. Here,
we brie°y introduce only these equipments used in our analyses.
Figure 3.2: Left: Suzaku's X-ray Telescope (XRT), Right: X-ray Imaging Spectrometers (XISs).
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3.2.1 X-ray Telescope (XRT)
The X-ray Telescope (XRT) for Suzaku [170] is an telescope whose diameter and weight are 40 cm and
19.5 kg, respectively (Figure 3.2 left). There are four XRT-Is with a focal length of 4.75 m. As a
re°ecting mirror, 175 sheets of aluminum thin plates with mirror surface formed by replica method were
used, realizing a compact, ultra light but high e±ciency X-ray telescope. In this telescope, a Wolter I
type optics approximated by two conical cones was adopted. The telescopes were fabricated at Goddard
Space Center. The angular resolution (HPD) is » 2 arcmins. The e®ective areas are typically 440 cm2
at 1.5 keV and 250 cm2 at 8 keV.
3.2.2 X-ray Imaging Spectrometers (XIS)
The X-ray Imaging Spectrometers (XIS) of Suzaku [102] is a X-ray CCD camera as same as the Chandra's
ACIS. There are four XIS (XIS-0, XIS-1, XIS-2, XIS-3) in total (Figure 3.2 right), which are installed at
the focal plane of four X-ray telescopes (XRT-0, XRT-1, XRT-2, XRT-3). Among the four XISs, XIS-0,
2, 3 are front-illuminated (FI) CCDs and only XIS-1 is back-illuminated (BI) CCD. The chip of the CCD
camera has an array structure of 1024£1024 pixels and covers the area of 170.8£170.8. Each pixel is a
square of 24 ¹m £ 24 ¹m, and then the whole CCD size measures 25 mm £ 25 mm.
3.3 NuSTAR
X-ray astronomy satellite\NuSTAR (Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope Array)" [60], which is the 11th
satellite (SMEX-11) of the SMEX project of the NASA, has the ¯rst space imaging telescope to observe
hard X-rays (5{79 keV) exceeding the energy range of Chandra, Suzaku and XMM-Newton. It was
launched into a near-equatorial, low-Earth orbit, on 2012 June 13. In particular, the performances of
NuSTAR are useful to study non-thermal X-rays because of the high sensitivity at hard X-rays.
Figure 3.3: Left: NuSTAR's X-ray Telescope, Right: NuSTAR's focal plane detector. Credit: NASA/JPL-
Caltech
3.3.1 NuSTAR's X-ray Telescopes
NuSTAR has two Wolter-I conical approximation X-ray optics (Figure 3.3 left), which focus onto two
independent solid-state focal plane detectors separated from the optics by a 10.15 m focal length. The
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optics were multi-layered coated with Pt/SiC and W/Si, which increased the re°ectivity to 79 keV.
Optical equipment was manufactured at Goddard Space Center. At the Goddard Space Center, a sheet
of easy-to-bend glass of 210 ¹m was heated in an oven, ¯xed to a precisely polished cylindrical crystal
mandrel with a suitable radius, and a group of Danish Technical University coated. Afterwards, at the
Nevis Research Institute of Columbia University, the shell was assembled into a conical shape by ¯xing
the glass with epoxy resin using graphite spacer. The focal length is The point spread function of the
mirror is 5900 (HPD). This was two orders of magnitude worse than the resolution of Chandra, but for
hard x-rays, it was unprecedentedly good resolution. The total e®ective area is & 800 cm2 at 10 keV and
& 100 cm2 at 60 keV.
3.3.2 NuSTAR's focal plane module
NuSTAR's focal plane module (FMP, Figure 3.3 right) consists of four solid state CdZnTe pixel detectors
surrounded by a CsI anti-coincidence shield. Combining it with the multi-layered X-ray telescope, we
can simultaneously perform imaging and spectroscopic observation up to 79 keV. The FMP is designed
to achieve good energy resolution in the hard X-ray range, with an FWHM of 400 eV at 10 keV and 900
eV at 60 keV. The two-by-two array of detectors (Figure 3.3 right) with an array of 32 × 32 pixels (pixel
angular size corresponds to 1200.3) provides a ¯eld of view of 120.
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Chapter 4
Dynamical Study of Tycho's
Supernova Remnant
Toshiki Sato & John P. Hughes
The Astrophysical Journal, 2017, 840, 112[163]
4.1 Previous Results and Motivations
The X-ray emission from remnants of Type Ia supernovae (SNe) holds important clues about the nature
of these explosions, which are used as standardizeable candles to determine the expansion history of the
Universe [149, 136]. Additionally there is increasing evidence that the high-speed shock waves driven by
these explosions accelerate cosmic rays to PeV energies [see 173, for the speci¯c case of Tycho's super-
nova remnant]. To investigate these two important scienti¯c questions, measurements of key dynamical
quantities, such as ejecta bulk velocity °ows, turbulence, and ion temperatures, are critical, yet such
measurements are extremely challenging to make with current instrumentation.
Tycho's supernova remnant (SNR), recorded by Tycho Brahe in 1572 and studied by him for more
than a year, is known to be the result of a type Ia supernova (SNIa) based, circumstantially, on the light
curve from Tycho's observations [10, 152] and, de¯nitively, on the light-echo spectrum obtained with
modern instrumentation [103]. As the prototypical Galactic example of a SNIa explosion, Tycho's SNR
has been well studied for insights into the SNIa explosion mechanism. Badenes et al. [12] made a detailed
comparison between the ejecta X-ray emission properties of Tycho's SNR and several SNIa explosion
models. They concluded that the X-ray morphology and integrated spectrum was well reproduced by
a one-dimensional delayed detonation model with compositionally strati¯ed ejecta, expanding into a
uniform ambient medium density with density ½ » 2£ 10¡24 g cm¡3. Some collisionless electron heating
at the reverse shock (¯ ´ Te=Tion » 0:03) was necessary to explain the XMM-Newton and Chandra
observations. In this model, the mean velocity of the shocked ejecta was estimated to be »2000 km s¡1.
The expansion velocities of the forward shock and shocked ejecta have also been studied through
proper motion measurements. Hughes [73] made the ¯rst accurate X-ray expansion rate measurement by
comparing the brightness pro¯les from two observations by the ROSAT high resolution imager taken in
1990 and 1995. This indicated expansion rates of 0.2200{0.4400 yr¡1 at the outer rim of Tycho, where the
range represents the variation in expansion rate from the peak of the ejecta emission to the remnant's
edge. Katsuda et al. [89] used Chandra observations to measure the expansion rates of both the forward-
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shock and the ejecta. They found the proper motion of the reverse-shocked ejecta to be 0.21{0.3100 yr¡1,
consistent with the earlier ROSAT work. Converting these rates into shock velocities requires knowledge
of the remnant's distance which remains uncertain with a spread of published values mostly between 2
kpc and 4 kpc [see 62, for a review of distance determinations to Tycho's SNR]. For reference, an angular
expansion rate of 0.2600 yr¡1 corresponds to a velocity of »3700 km s¡1 for a distance of 3 kpc.
Spectral measurements have also revealed evidence for signi¯cant ejecta expansion velocities. Using
data from the Suzaku satellite, Furuzawa et al. [50] and Hayato et al. [62] found broadened X-ray line
spectra from the remnant's interior, which both studies interpreted as being due to the Doppler shifting
of lines from the approaching and receding hemispheres of the SNR. They required expansion velocities
of the Si, S and Ar ejecta to be 4700§100 km s¡1, somewhat larger than the inferred velocity of the Fe
ejecta (4000§300 km s¡1). The ejecta velocities measured by these two di®erent methods (proper motion
and line broadening) are broadly consistent and higher than the predicted velocity in Badenes et al. [12].
However, direct measurements of ejecta velocities in Tycho's SNR have not been done yet.
In this chapter, we aim to directly measure the velocities of the shocked ejecta with Chandra. From
high angular resolution X-ray imaging over the years (e.g., with Einstein, ROSAT and Chandra), clumpy
ejecta structures have been clearly noted in Tycho's SNR [e.g., 171, 190, 78]. It is plausible to suspect
that such clumps could have di®erent velocities along the line of sight as a result of, for example, being
located on either the approaching or receding side of the remnant. If so it should be possible to separate
these with a su±ciently good combination of X-ray imaging and spectroscopy. This separation would also
provide us with improved constraints on the intrinsic widths of the lines from thermal and/or turbulent
broadening by better identifying material moving perpendicular to the line of sight, allowing for a study
of the thermodynamic state of the ions.
This chapter is organized as follows. The next section discusses the observations used and the data
reduction procedures applied to the data. In section 4.3 we present our imaging and spectroscopic analysis
of the data and results on ejecta velocities in Tycho's SNR. Section 4.4 places our results in the broader
context and the ¯nal section concludes. Throughout this article uncertainties are quoted at the 90%
con¯dence level, unless explicitly stated otherwise. This chapter is based on the results in Sato & Hughes
[163].
4.2 Observation and Data Reduction
4.2.1 Chandra ACIS-I and ACIS-S Data Sets
The Chandra Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer Imaging-array [ACIS-I, 51, 16] observed Tycho's
SNR in April 2009 (PI: Hughes) for a e®ective exposure of 734.1 ksec. The observation was carried
out using nine ObsIds as summarized in Table 7.1. We reprocessed all the level-1 event data, applying
standard data reduction procedures using tasks from version 4.7 of the Chandra Interactive Analysis
of Observations (CIAO1) package with calibration data from the version 4.6.1 CALDB. For spectral
extraction, we used specextract and made weighted response ¯les using this script. Unless otherwise
state, background was taken from the exterior detector area beyond a radius of 4.75 arcmin centered on
the remnant. Fits were done using XSPEC (version 12.8.2).
In addition to the frontside-illuminated CCD chips on ACIS-I, Chandra carries a spectroscopic array
(ACIS-S) with a backside-illuminated chip that can be used for imaging. An observation of Tycho's SNR
using ACIS-S was carried out early in the mission for an e®ective exposure time of 48.9 ks (see Table
1Available at http://cxc.harvard.edu/ciao/
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Table 4.1: Log of Chandra Observations Used in this Study
Date Exposure
Detector ObsID (YYYY/MM/DD) time (ks)
ACIS-S 115 2000/09/20 48.9
ACIS-I 10093 2009/04/13 118.4
" 10094 2009/04/18 90.0
" 10095 2009/04/23 173.4
" 10096 2009/04/27 105.7
" 10097 2009/04/11 107.4
" 10902 2009/04/15 39.5
" 10903 2009/04/17 23.9
" 10904 2009/04/13 34.7
" 10906 2009/05/03 41.1
ACIS-I sum : : : 734.1
7.1). The e®ective area and spectral resolution of the ACIS-I and ACIS-S detectors are quite di®erent;
additionally the two detectors allow us to sample two independent sets of readout electronics for the
spectra of individual features in the remnant. Therefore we utilized both detectors as a powerful cross-
check of our spectral results and to establish the level of systematic error in derived velocities. Data
reduction and analysis techniques for the ACIS-S data were the same as for ACIS-I.
4.2.2 Suzaku XIS
Table 4.2: Log of Suzaku Observations Used in this Study
Date Exposure (ks)
Name ObsID (YYYY/MM/DD) [XIS0+3] SCIa
Tycho's SNR 500024010 2006/06/27 202.2 o®
" 503085020 2008/08/11 205.7 on
E0102¡72 100044030 2006/02/02 42.6 o®
" 103001030 2008/08/12 22.6 on
aSpaced-row Charge Injection mode (see text)
For an additional comparison with the Chandra data, we also analyzed data from the X-ray Imaging
Spectrometers [XIS, 102] onboard Suzaku. The Suzaku XIS observed Tycho's SNR twice as summarized
in Table 4.2. The primary data reduction was performed following the standard procedures recommended
by the instrument team as implemented in the aepipeline task (using HEASOFT2 version 6.16). An-
cillary response ¯les (arf) and redistribution matrix ¯les (rmf) were generated using xissimarfgen and
xisrmfgen, respectively. For calculating the XIS e®ective area, we assumed the Chandra image in the
1.6{2 keV band as the input sky map. For spectral analysis, we used only the XIS data of the front-
illuminated CCDs (XIS0 and 3). Background data were taken from the nearby source-free sky area and
subtracted from the source spectrum.
From October 2006, the XIS observed using the Spaced-row Charge Injection mode [SCI: 186]. The
two observations of Tycho's SNR were therefore observed in each of these di®erent modes. We found a






















































Plucinsky et al. 2008
Figure 4.1: Left: Suzaku spectra of E0102¡72 in the vicinity of the Ne X L® line from observations taken
in 2006 and 2008. Right: Comparison of the centroid energy of the Ne X L® line between 2006 and 2008.
The dashed horizontal line shows the expected Ne X L® line energy of E0102¡72 from high spectral
resolution observations [141].
XIS spectra of the calibration source SNR E0102¡72 in these epochs over the energy band that contains
the Ne IX He® and Ne X L® lines. Fits were done using individual Gaussian models for the two line
features plus a powerlaw continuum. The Ne X L® line centroid in the 2006 observation is inconsistent
by »10 eV (Figure 4.1 - right panel) with the value determined by Plucinsky et al. [141], who use
high spectral resolution grating instruments to characterize E0102¡72's 0.3{2.5 keV band emission and
establish this source as an e®ective calibration standard. The centroid energy from our analysis of the
2008 data is, however, consistent with Plucinsky et al. [141].
4.3 Data Analysis and Results
4.3.1 Radial Pro¯le
In this section, we check the consistency of the radial pro¯les3 of line properties from our Chandra analysis
with past results and, because of Chandra's sharper point-spread-function (PSF), we also investigate ¯ner
radial dependencies. Figure 4.2 shows the radial pro¯les of the surface brightness, centroid energies and
line widths of the K® line blends of Si, S and Fe from Chandra (red curves). The black curves show the
Suzaku pro¯les [62]. Four radial bins were used in this work. In our analysis, we divided essentially the
same area into 12 radial bins (referred to later as Sky1 through Sky12). Our Chandra spectral ¯ts followed
the same procedure as used in the Suzaku analysis: a set a Gaussian lines and a powerlaw continuum ¯t
over the energy range 1.7{3.4 keV for the Si+S band and 5.0{7.0 for the Fe band, which also includes
the Cr K line.
The radial bins in the Chandra pro¯les are all fully independent, unlike the Suzaku pro¯les where
the broader PSF of the Suzaku X-ray telescope (with a half-power diameter of »20) causes signi¯cant
amounts of °ux to mix from one bin to the others. Consequently, we obtain much sharper surface
brightness pro¯les than Suzaku. We found that the Si-K and the S-K lines peak in intensity at a radius
of »3.30{3.50, consistent with XMM-Newton [35]. We note that the S-K line appears to peak at a slightly
higher radius than the Si-K line. For Fe-K, we found an intensity peak at a radius of »3.00, which is also
3As in Hayato et al. [62] we exclude the southeastern portion of Tycho's SNR from our radial pro¯les, because of the
failure of a simple shell geometry to describe the images there as shown by Warren et al. [200]
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Error bars are 90 % confidence limits
Suzaku (Hayato et al. 2010)
Chandra (in this work)
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Figure 4.2: Radial pro¯le of surface brightness, centroid energy and line width. Top, middle and bottom
show the Si-K, S-K and Fe-K lines, respectively. We divided the whole SNR into 12 \Sky" regions. Black
curves show the results from Suzaku [62], while the red curves show the Chandra results from this work.
The regions from the innermost region to the outermost are referred to as Sky1{Sky12. Uncertainties are
shown at the 90 % con¯dence level. Solid (dashed) green lines show the best-¯t values of centroid energy
from the entire SNR from 2006 (2008) Suzaku observation. Dash-dotted and dotted green lines show the
XMM-Newton results from regions A and B, respectively from Badenes et al. [12].
consistent with past results [e.g., 200, 213].
The energy centroid pro¯les are shown in the middle columns of Figure 4.2. Again the Chandra
pro¯les are shown in red and the published Suzaku ones are in black. The green lines show other values
integrated over the remnant from the literature [XMM: 12] or our own analysis of the 2006 and 2008
Suzaku data. For the Si and S line centroid energies, the new Chandra pro¯les are inconsistent with the
Suzaku data taken in 2006, which are »10 eV too high. This is also the data set with inconsistent line
centroids for the calibration target E0102¡72, so we are justi¯ed in ignoring it for this consistency check.
Since the Chandra pro¯les are consistent with all the other data sets, we are con¯dent that the energy
scale of the Chandra observation is accurate.
In principle, for a perfectly uniform emitting shell, the energy centroid pro¯les should be °at. In fact,
however, the Chandra pro¯les show signi¯cant radial structure. One notable feature is the statistically
signi¯cant jump in centroid energy from the innermost bin to the second one. For the Si-K line, this
jump is »9 eV, which corresponds to a di®erence in line-of-sight velocity of »1450 km s¡1. This value
is about 30% of the expansion speed of the Si-rich shell and it can be explained if we assume that there
is an factor of approximately two di®erence in the intrinsic intensity of the approaching and receding
hemispheres in this radial bin. We propose that the patchy nature of the remnant's emission is the source
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Table 4.3: Best-¯t Parameters of the Double Gaussian Model from the Central Regionsa Using Chandra
Widthb Ered Eblue 2±E v? vexp (km s¡1) vexp (km s¡1)
Lines (eV) (keV) (keV) (eV) (km s¡1) (this work) (Hayato et al. 2010)
Si-K® 12.6 1.821§0.003 1.880+0:002¡0:003 59§4 4780§320 5010§340 4730+30¡20









Fe-K® 41 6.36§0.02 6.53§0.02 170§30 4000§700 4200§800 4000§300
aFrom within the central 1.410 radius.
bFixed at the appropriate minimum values from the radial pro¯les (for region Sky 8).
of the structures seen in the Si and S line centroid pro¯les. We consider this in further detail in x 4.3.5
below. We also consider the increasing Fe line centroid energy beyond the peak emission below (x 4.4.4).
For the line width pro¯le, we found a gradual decrease from the center toward the edge. This feature
was also seen (albeit at lower resolution) by Suzaku [50, 62]; these authors interpreted the variation of
the line width radial pro¯le as the signature of an expanding shell of ejecta. An important new feature of
the Chandra pro¯les is the clear minimum in the line width at a radius of »3.40 (the Sky8 region). This
is also where the line intensity peaks. We identify this as the region where the ejecta are moving most
closely to the plane of the sky and therefore show little to no Doppler shift.
4.3.2 Expansion Velocity
Here we estimate the shell expansion velocity from the Si, S, and Fe K lines using the Chandra data from
the center of Tycho's SNR, extracting the spectrum from within a radius of 1.410 (Sky1 plus Sky2 regions)
to match the previous work with Suzaku. We modeled the line broadening as in previous work [62] with
two Gaussian lines corresponding to the Doppler-shifted components from the receding and approaching
hemispheres of the expanding shell of ejecta. Results of the Chandra ¯ts are given in Table 4.3 for the
three species. For the Si+S band the best ¯t yields Â2 = 146:75 for 92 degrees of freedom and for the
Fe band Â2 = 137:32 for 127 degrees of freedom. Figure 4.3 shows that the double Gaussian model is a










































Figure 4.3: Double Gaussian model ¯t to the Chandra spectrum from the center of Tycho's SNR
(Sky1+Sky2 regions) in the Si+S band (top panel) and the Fe-K band (bottom panel). The weak
bump at »5.6 keV in the bottom panel is Cr K line emission.
For the spectral ¯ts, line widths were ¯xed at the values determined from the minima in each radial
pro¯le. The radial velocity (v?) was calculated from the average energy of the red- and blue-shifted
components and ±E. To convert v? to the shell expansion speed we needed to correct for the projection
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Figure 4.4: Left: Mean photon energy map in the Si-K band (1.6{2.1 keV) from the deep Chandra
ACIS-I observation of Tycho's SNR. Voroni Tessellation was used to combine pixels to produce varying-
sized regions with similar signal-to-noise ratio in each region. We chose a S/N of 20 for this image (i.e.,
approximately 400 detected Si line photons). The color scale varies linear from energy centroid values
of 1.816 keV (dark) to 1.879 (light). The dark ring around the edge is where nonthermal dominates
over thermal emission. Right: Map of the Si-K band data projected onto the Principal Component
that separates red- and blue-shifted emission (see text). The color scale here has been adjusted to
approximately match that in the left panel.
factor over the central 1.410 of the remnant. For Si-K and S-K, we assumed a spherically symmetric shell
extending over 19000{22000 and for Fe-K, we assumed the shell covered the radial range 18000{20000. We
calculated the projection factor using the method in section A.1 of Hayato et al. [62]. We determined
projection factors of 0.955 for Si-K and S-K and 0.948 for Fe-K. For Suzaku, an additional correction was
necessary to account for the °ux spreading due to the broad Suzaku PSF. This can be ignored for the
Chandra analysis.
The shell expansion velocities from Chandra are in the range of »4200{5500 km s¡1; all are consistent
with the Suzaku results. The large uncertainty on the Fe shell expansion from Chandra alone does not
allow us to exclude that it is moving at the same speed as the other species. However, by combining all
of the Si and S measurements we arrive at an expansion velocity for the Si+S shell of 4721+21¡19 km s
¡1
that is signi¯cantly greater (>4¾) than the Fe-shell expansion velocity of 4025§ 280 km s¡1.
4.3.3 Mean Photon Energy Map of Si-K
Small clumpy structures in the ejecta in Tycho's SNR have been noted since the Einstein Observatory
High Resolution Imager observations in the late 1970s [e.g., 171]. We consider here the possibility that
these structures or blobs might have di®erent expansion speeds which would be manifest as di®erences
in line centroid energy due to the Doppler e®ect. For this we used the Si-K line because of its large
statistical signal.
We divided the 1.6{2.1 keV band into 34 energy bins and made °uxed images at each energy using







where Ei and Ii are the photon energy and the intensity at each energy bin (i = 1; 2; :::; 34). To equalize
the signal-to-noise across the map, we used Voroni Tessellation [e.g., 29, 40] to merge pixels together to
reach a uniform signal-to-noise ratio of 20 in each bin. Hereafter we refer to these as VT bins.
Figure 4.4 (left panel) shows the mean photon energy map for the Si-K line in Tycho's SNR. The image
is dominated by patchy structures that, in many cases but not all, can be associated with speci¯c features
in the intensity map. There is some striping in the image that correlates with the readout direction of
the chips (toward the NE and SW), but this e®ect is clearly subdominant to the patchy structure of
the remnant. The dark region around the rim of the remnant is where nonthermal continuum emission
dominates; we do not remove the continuum in our map-making procedure so these regions are not correct
in this map. The maximum range of mean photon energy values is &60 eV, which corresponds to a range
of ejecta velocities of &9,700 km s¡1. This is quite close to twice the Si-K expansion velocity determined
above (see Table 4.3).
We have also done a Principal Components Analysis (PCA) of the Si-K band images following closely
the previous application of this method to Tycho's SNR [200]. In our application here, we generated a
large number of Si-K line spectra (one from each VT bin) and compressed each from 34 spectral bins
into 18 by ganging together the fainter wings of the line pro¯le. These spectra were input to the PCA
algorithm [86] to identify new axes in the 18-dimensional space of the data set that maximized its variance.
As discussed by Warren et al. [200], there is no guarantee, in general, that the Principal Components
(PCs) identi¯ed by PCA have a unique astrophysical interpretation. However, in this case of a speci¯c
emission line, we found that the ¯rst three PCs have spectral templates with a clear and unequivocal
interpretation: (1) line equivalength width, (2) line energy centroid, and (3) line energy width. There
are as many PCs as spectral bins (18 here) and in the case of a totally random dataset, each PC would
account for »6% of the variance of the full data set. Here we found that the ¯rst three PCs each account
for 17%, 15% and 6% of the variance with the remaining components each accounting for less than 5%.
We conclude therefore that the ¯rst two PCs are signi¯cant, the third is marginal, and that the remaining
PCs are all insigni¯cant.
A map of the Chandra Si-K spectral data projected onto the second PC is shown in Figure 4.4
(right panel). This map closely matches the mean centroid map shown in the left panel validating our
interpretation of it as being due to line centroid variations. The agreement between the two maps is
poor near the outer rim, where continuum emission causes the centroid calculation to produce spurious
results.
Together these maps indicate that there is enough variation in the Si-K line centroids to motivate
identifying individual red- and blue-shifted blobs and measuring their velocities through spectral analysis.
We turn to this in the next section.
4.3.4 Spectral Analysis of Speci¯c Blobs
Figure 4.5 shows a color image of Tycho's SNR constructed from three narrow energy slices of the Si-K
line as noted in the ¯gure caption. In this ¯gure, we see two kinds of Si-K blobs in the central region:
blobs with higher (bluish color) or lower (reddish color) photon energy. We de¯ned appropriately sized
regions for these blobs and extracted their spectra (shown in Figure 4.6). There is a clear separation of
the centroid energies between the red- and the blue-shifted blobs. For the Si-K and the S-K lines, the
di®erences of the centroid energies are »60 eV and »70 eV, respectively, or Doppler velocity di®erences
of » 9,000 km s¡1.
In addition to the Doppler e®ect, line centroids are also sensitive to the shock-heating history of the
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Figure 4.5: Three-color image of the Si-K line from the Chandra ACIS-I observation of Tycho's SNR.
The red, green and blue images come from the 1.7666{1.7812 keV, 1.8396{1.8542 keV, and 1.9564{1.971
keV bands. Magneta, blue, and green circles identify the redshifted, blueshifted and low velocity blobs,
respectively, used for the spectral analysis. Likewise the cyan circles show the knots in the southeastern
quadrant that we studied.
line-emitting material. In particular the ionization age (which is the product of the electron density and
the time since the material was shock heated, nt) can have an e®ect on line centroid energies. Increasing
the ionization age tends to increase the mean charge state which tends to increase the centroid of the K
line. However, over rather wide ranges of ionization ages, the charge state is dominated by the He-like
species (as in the case of Tycho's SNR) and the dependence of line centroid on ionization age is weak.
Furthermore, increases in charge state from He-like to H-like produce noticeable distortions in the shape
of the Si K line (i.e., making it double peaked) even at CCD spectral resolution. We see no signi¯cant
evidence for line shape distortions in the PCA results, so large ionization age variations are not expected.
Nevertheless, to separate Doppler shifts from any possible ionization state changes, we carried out
detailed spectral analyses using nonequilibium ionization (NEI) models. We extracted the spectra from
27 regions in total including the red- and blue-shifted blobs mentioned above, as well as several low
velocity blobs near the edge of Tycho's SNR. These were ¯tted with the vnei model (for the NEI thermal
component) and the srcut model (for the nonthermal continuum component) in XSPEC. Also, we allowed
for the model spectra to be broadened using the gsmooth model since thermal broadening and/or multiple
Doppler components might be present. For the srcut model, we assumed a constant radio spectral index
of ® = ¡0:65 [99] based on the integrated °ux densities at 408 and 1420 MHz and allowed the cuto®
frequency and radio intensity to be free parameters. Absorption due to the intervening column density
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Figure 4.6: Typical spectra of the red- and blue-shifted blobs. The symbol types and numeric labels
correspond to the regions from which the spectra were extracted shown on Figure 4.5. Vertical bars show
the 1 ¾ uncertainty on intensity; horizontal bars just indicate the size of the energy bin.
of interstellar material is negligible in this band (>1.6 keV) so we ignored it for these ¯ts.
Figure 4.7 shows a scatter plot of the best-¯t line-of-sight velocity versus the ionization age for each
blob. The maximum separation of blob velocity reaches »9000 km s¡1 even taking into account the
variability of the ionization age. From the thermal model, the ionization ages are in the range of » 1010{
1011 cm¡3 s, and electron temperatures are »0.9{2.7 keV (mean kT »1.3 keV). We also analyzed a
number of blobs close to the edge of the remnant. These blobs have smaller velocities than the blobs
from the interior, but a similar range of ionization timescales. The pattern of line-of-sight velocities
shown in Figure 4.7 is consistent with the e®ect of projection on the line-of-sight velocities and agrees
qualitatively with the results in Figure 4.2.
The detector gain for ACIS is monitored and updated by regular observations of the external 55Fe
source on board Chandra. However, since there is no simultaneous, independent gain reference for the
ACIS-I detector during any speci¯c observation, we are potentially subject to uncalibrated gain variations.
In order to assess this e®ect we extracted matched spectra of 8 blobs from the ACIS-S detector and ¯t
them using the same model as above. In this analysis, we initially conducted a joint ¯t between the
ACIS-I and the ACIS-S data for each blob. Then we linked all parameters except for the gsmooth and
redshift parameters and ¯tted for independent values of the broadening and velocity.
The ACIS-S spectral ¯tting results are shown in Figure 4.7 using the same symbol types as for the
ACIS-I results, except now with dashed error bars. Table 4.4 gives the sky locations of the jointly ¯tted
blobs, their locations on the detector (i.e., CCD chip and readout node), and the best-¯t velocity for
the two data sets. We obtained similar velocities in the two ACIS data sets. There is a discrepancy of
»500{2,000 km s¡1 in the sense that the ACIS-S detector tends to yield more redshifted spectra than
ACIS-I. However, even when averaging all of the velocity measurements, we still see a velocity di®erence
of >8,000 km s¡1 between the red- and blue-shifted blobs. Thus we conclude that our spectral separation
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Table 4.4: Summary of Joint ACIS-I and ACIS-S Spectral Analysis of Red- and Blue-shifted Blobs
ACIS-I ACIS-S Sky Background Blob Local Background
id (R.A., Decl.) chip node node V aI [km s
¡1] V bS [km s
¡1] V aI [km s
¡1] V bS [km s
¡1]
Blueshifted blobs (Mean: ¡3220§970) (Mean: ¡4310§880)




























Redshifted blobs (Mean: +4980§740) (Mean: +7230§840)























¡110 +7210 § 330
aLine-of-sight velocity using the ACIS-I detector
bLine-of-sight velocity using the ACIS-S detector
of the red- and the blue-shifted components correspond to intrinsic velocity di®erences in Tycho's SNR.
Velocity measurements, however, carry a systematic uncertainty of »500{2,000 km s¡1. Improvements
of the ACIS gain calibration may help to reduce this systematic error.
Figure 4.7: Scatter plot between the line-of-sight velocity and the ionization age (net) for each blob. The
open symbols, identi¯cation numbers, and red or blue colors correspond to the 8 regions in Figure 4.6.
Solid and dashed error bars show results from the ACIS-I and ACIS-S detectors, respectively. The ¯lled
circles show the results of the other 19 regions in Figure 4.6 and the colors correspond to redshifted (red),
blueshifted (blue) or low velocity (green) blobs.
Finally we consider the possibility of contamination of a blob's spectrum from material in the extrac-
tion region at a di®erent velocity (from, for example, the other side of the shell). Such contamination
would tend to reduce a blob's observed velocity compared to its actual velocity. To assess this e®ect, we
extracted local background spectra from regions near each blob (the ¯ts presented above used spectra
of blank-sky regions from beyond the remnant's edge) and carried out the spectral ¯ts with the new
background spectra. In Table 4.4, we summarize the ¯t results under the columns labeled \Blob Local
Background." Not surprisingly we found best-¯t velocities higher by »1,000-2,000 km s¡1 than with
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Figure 4.8: Best-¯t Si-K line widths for 8 individual blobs using local regions near each blob for back-
ground. Circle (box) symbols show the results of ¯ts using the gsmooth (Gaussian lines) model. Solid
and dashed lines show the best-¯t value and 90% con¯dence level uncertainty from the Sky8 region.
the traditional blank-sky background. Additionally best-¯t line widths were smaller. In the case of the
blank-sky background, line widths were in the range of »20{40 eV, while with the local blob background,
line widths were typically a factor of two lower and generally consistent with the minimum line widths
obtained from the Sky8 region: (see Figure 4.8 for the comparison). These results suggest that there is
some contamination from di®erent velocity components in the blob spectra and that the actual velocities
of the blobs could be as high as in the ¯rst columns of Table 4.4. However, the highly structured nature
of the X-ray emission on arcsecond scales makes a precise determination of the amount of contaminating
material in any individual blob's spectrum di±cult to do in practice. However, as an ensemble, it is
plausible to conclude that ¯ts using local blob background spectra provide reasonable upperbounds on
the velocities of the red- and blue-shifted blobs of . 7; 800 km s¡1 and . 5; 000 km s¡1, respectively.
4.3.5 Large Scale Distribution of Apparent Ejecta Velocity
Here we focus on the large scale velocity structure of Tycho's SNR. Inspection of the mean photon energy
map (Figure 4.4 shows an obvious asymmetry in the distribution of red- and blue-shifted blobs between
the northern and southern sides. This asymmetry is also clearly visible in the ACIS-S data (image not
shown).
When the remnant is divided into northern and southern parts (using the two green semicircular
regions shown in Figure 4.9, left), we ¯nd di®erent mean energies: »1.860 kev from the north and »1.851
keV from the south (Figure 4.9 right). The mean energy of the Si-K line at the edge of the remnant
(in the Sky8 region where the line width is minimum), determined using the same method, is »1.856
keV, which is approximately halfway between the energies of the two halves just determined. Taking this
energy as the \rest frame" of Tycho's SNR we ¯nd that the bulk of the northern and southern halves
appear to be moving along the line-of-sight at »§700 km s¡1 with respect to this frame.
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Figure 4.9: Left: de¯nition of the northern and southern side regions with the mean photon energy map.
Two green polygon regions are used for making the histogram. Two circles are used for the spectral
analysis. Right: the histogram of the number of pixels in the two green semicircular regions as shown in
the left ¯gure.
To examine this issue in more detail, we extracted ACIS-I, ACIS-S, and Suzaku XIS spectra from the
two circular regions shown in Figure 4.9 (the northern region is centered at [R.A., decl.] = [00h25m17s.519,
64±1000600.53], the southern one is at [R.A., decl.] = [00h25m15s.581, 64±0604100.07], and both regions are
1 arcmin in radius). Fits were done using the same Gaussian model as in x 4.3.1. Results are given in
Table 4.5. We found a strong tendency for the northern region to have higher centroid energies than
the southern region. Of particular note is the excellent numerical consistency between the ACIS-I and
ACIS-S detectors, which demonstrates that this e®ect is not an observational artifact. For the Si-K and
S-K line, the di®erence of centroid energies corresponds to a line-of-sight velocity di®erence of »2000 km
s¡1. The result for the Suzaku XIS is not as large due to the smoothing induced by Suzaku's broad PSF.
Before jumping to the concusion that this velocity di®erence implies a kinematic asymmetry in the
original SN explosion, we ¯rst must explore the possibility that the velocity di®erence is due to the patchy
nature of the ejecta shell. Recall that we interpret the °uctuations in the mean line centroid in the radial
pro¯les (Figure 4.2) in this way. We can estimate the average velocities in the northern and southern
regions assuming di®erent relative amounts of emission from the approaching and receding hemispheres
using this simple algebraic function
hvN;Si = vredIred;N;S + vblueIblue;N;S
Ired;N;S + Iblue;N;S
;
where the labels \red" and \blue" indicate the red and blueshifted components, the labels \N" and
\S" refer to the northern and southern sides, and I is the line intensity from each of the four relevant
locations. Then hvN;Si are the average speeds in each region. Next we de¯ne the relative intensity
ratio ÂN;S ´ Iblue;N;S=Ired;N;S allowing us to de¯ne the di®erence of the average velocities between the
northern and southern regions as








where we have made the simplest assumption that the north and south regions have the identical expansion
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North (keV) 1.8634§0.0003 1.8613§0.0005 1.8571+0:0003¡0:0002
South (keV) 1.8493§0.0003 1.8490§0.0007 1.8545§0.0003
±E (eV) 14.1§0.4 12.3§0.9 2.7+0:4¡0:3
±V (km s¡1) 2280§60 1990§150 440+60¡50
S-K®
North (keV) 2.4494§0.0007 2.4481+0:0035¡0:0027 2.4506+0:0017¡0:0010
















North (keV) 6.452+0:006¡0:007 6.435
+0:014
¡0:012 6.430§0.005
South (keV) 6.413§0.006 6.415§0.014 6.420+0:006¡0:007










speed, v, along the line of sight. We choose the northern and southern circular regions to be o®set
symmetrically from the center so this assumption is reasonable. Because of the o®set, the radial speed in
each region is less than the shell expansion speed (Table 4.3), by a projection factor. For a Si shell radius
of »3.40 the o®set location of the circular regions (»1.70) yields a projection factor to the line-of-sight of
cos 30± = 0:866, which yields a projected speed of v » 4000 km s¡1. The observed north-south velocity
di®erence is » ¡2000 km s¡1, so the value in the parentheses of the above equation is ¡0:5. This value
can be accommodated by a range of front-back intensity ratios for the north and south in the (physically
plausible) range ÂN = 1=3 and ÂS = 0 to ÂN = 3 and ÂS = 1. The most modest intensity ratio di®erences
are ÂN = 5=3 and ÂS = 3=5, less than a factor of two for each side.
Thus a biased intensity distribution for a uniformly expanding shell of ejecta can account for the
observed north to south velocity di®erence in Tycho's SNR. And the biased intensity distribution is not
necessarily the result of an asymmetric explosion, since local variations in the ambient medium density
can result in signi¯cant local intensity di®erences in the ejecta. A higher ambient medium density is likely
why the ejecta emission is so much brighter in the northwest quadrant of Tycho's SNR [see, e.g., 89]. To
explain the velocity di®erence, we suggest that this enhancement extends over the front (blueshifted) part
of the shell but not over the back (redshifted) part. This would require that the mean ejecta density be .p
3 higher in the front than the back, which is plausible given the estimated ambient density enhancement
of a factor of »2 in the northwest [89].
4.3.6 Velocities of Southeastern Knots
The southeastern (SE) quadrant of Tycho's SNR is morphologically and compositionally di®erent from
the rest of the remnant. For example, the bright knots in the SE are located at a radius of »4.20, which
is »20%{30% further out from the center than the peak Si-K and Fe-K line intensity over the rest of
the remnant. In addition, the SE knots show strong di®erences in relative Si to Fe abundances [e.g.,
190, 35, 200]. Here we study the kinematic properties of compact knots in this region, focusing on the
six knots identi¯ed in Figure 4.5 (cyan circles).
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Figure 4.10: X-ray spectra and the best-¯t models for the southeastern knots in Tycho's SNR. Labels in
each panel (e.g., Knot1, Knot2, and so on) correspond to the region number in Figure 4.5. Green and red
curves show the model for the IME component and the iron component, respectively. Blue curves show
the power-law continuum model. Orange dashed curves show the additional Gaussian models. Error bars
on the spectra are shown at 1 ¾
We extracted the spectra from these regions and ¯t them with a two component NEI model, power-
law continuum, and additional Gaussian lines. The two NEI models account for iron emission separately
from the intermediate-mass elements (IMEs), Si, S, Ar, and Ca. We link the redshift parameters for the
two NEI components. We assume no hydrogen, helium, or nitrogen in the shocked SN Ia ejecta, and solar
values for carbon, oxygen and neon. Several Gaussian lines at »0.7 keV, »1.2 keV and »5.6 keV were
added to account for missing lines, such as Fe{L and/or O{K, Fe{L and/or Ne{K, and Cr{K, respectively,
in the atomic databases. Line broadening of the plasma models is included using the gsmooth model,
and the broadening of the additional Gaussian lines is linked to the same value. Absorption is included
assuming solar abundances.
The spectral data and best-¯t models are shown in Figure 4.10 and numerical values of the ¯t param-
eters are given in Table 4.6. This model provided good results (with Â2/d.o.f < 1.6), and has highlighted
some di®erences among the knots. Knot2, Knot3, and Knot6 are more Si-rich, while Knot4 and Knot5
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Table 4.6: Fit Results for the Southeastern Knots
Parameter Knot1 Knot2 Knot3 Knot4 Knot5 Knot6
Â2/d.o.f 433.18/379 301.90/254 475.67/305 248.09/286 198.20/163 306.94/265
NH (10
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net (1010cm¡3 s) 2.26+3:21¡1:06 1.31§0.05 1.09§0.03 1.58§0.03 1.52
+0:04
¡0:02 0.97§0.08
































Fe L + O K Center (keV) 0.73+0:02¡0:03 0.737
+0:016
¡0:008 0.749§0.007 0.78§0.01 0.80§0.01 0.68
+0:02
¡0:01









Fe L + Ne K Center (keV) | 1.25§0.01 1.247§0.004 1.242§0.006 1.247§0.006 1.21+0:03¡0:01







Cr K Center (keV) | 5.61+0:58¡0:13 5.65
+0:14
¡0:21 5.61§0.11 | 5.61
+0:62
¡0:10
Cr K norm (£10¡8 ph cm¡2 s¡1) | 6.81§6.15 9.40§8.16 8.28§8.27 | 9.73+8:76¡8:74
aValue fixed to the equilibrium ionization limit.
bEmission measure of Fe model component linked to the value for the IME component.
are more Fe-rich; both points are consistent with previous results. Knot1 is dominated by nonthermal
emission compared to both the Si and Fe thermal components. The velocities of the Si-rich and Fe-
rich knots are » ¡2400 km s¡1 and » ¡1900 to ¡1100 km s¡1, respectively. This is unexpected for a
spherical expansion, where the edge of the shell should have no velocity along the line of sight. These
results suggest that the SE knots are in fact inclined to the plane of the sky and are therefore moving
faster than their proper motion would imply. We return to this point below. Of course the reader should
keep in mind the systematic uncertainty of »500{2000 km s¡1 in the velocities of individual blobs as
demonstrated in section 4.3.4.
4.4 Discussion
Thanks to the high angular resolution of Chandra, we have obtained (1) a more detailed view of the
radial pro¯les of line centroid and width, (2) consistency of our expansion velocity measurements with
previous results and (3) clear identi¯cation of red- and blue-shifted components on multiple angular scales
in Tycho's SNR. These basic results hold the hope of advancing our understanding of the type Ia SNe
mechanism. In this section, we begin this e®ort as we consider the implications of our results for the
distance to Tycho's SNR, the origin and nature of the southeastern (SE) knots, and the shock heating
processes in the ejecta.
4.4.1 Distance to Tycho's SNR
The expansion rate of Tycho's SNR has been studied using proper motion measurements from X-ray
imaging. Katsuda et al. [89] investigated the expansion rates of both the forward-shock and the reverse-
shocked ejecta using Chandra ACIS high-resolution images of Tycho's SNR obtained in multiple epochs.
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For the reverse-shocked ejecta, they presented proper motion measurements for ¯ve azimuthal sectors
around the rim for two sets of epoch pairs [see Table 3 in 89]. We use the 2003{2007 comparison (since
it uses the same instrument ACIS-I for both epochs) and average their ¯ve azimuthal results to arrive
at a mean proper motion of ¹ = (0:267 § 0:056)00 yr¡1. The uncertainty here is taken to be the rms of
the ¯ve azimuthal values (at 90% con¯dence level), rather than the uncertainty on the mean. Combining
this with our expansion velocity of 5010§340 km s¡1, we estimate an allowed range on the distance to
Tycho's SNR of D = (4:0 § 0:3 +1:0¡0:7)(V=5010 km s¡1)(¹=0:26700 yr¡1) kpc, where the ¯rst and second
terms show the uncertainties from expansion velocity and proper motion. This is consistent with the
result from Suzaku [62]: 4 § 1 kpc as well as the result based on the SN peak luminosity, as established
by the observed optical light-echo spectrum, and the maximum apparent brightness from the historical
records: 3.8+1:5¡1:1 kpc [103].
Although the Chandra expansion speed measurement seems redundant in that it reproduces the
apparently more precise value from Suzaku, it is important to note that the Suzaku result is subject
to a correction factor due to that telescope ’s large PSF that is completely eliminated in the case of
Chandra. Additionally, the high angular resolution of Chandra has allowed us to assess whether there
is an intensity-dependent bias in the measured velocity di®erence, which might arise if, for example,
brighter blobs tended to move at higher or lower speeds than fainter ones. We ¯nd that this is not a
concern. The velocity di®erence between high and low surface brightness regions in the central region of
Tycho ’s SNR is small (less than 10%) and not statistically signi¯cant.
Estimating the remnant's distance from the individual blob analyses will be more uncertain due to the
several systematic e®ects on the velocity measurements (see x3.4) and because of di±culty in identifying
an appropriate matched sample of knots with good proper motion measurements.
4.4.2 Separate Radial Dependence of the Red- and Blueshifted Components
of the Expanding Shell
In section 4.3.4, we showed that compact red- and blueshifted blobs could be identi¯ed thanks to Chan-
dra's high angular resolution. We also know that the radial pro¯le of line width shows a gradual decline
from a high value at the center [e.g., 50, 62], consistent with the scenario that we are seeing the combina-
tion of two di®erent velocity components of an expanding shell. We now describe an additional analysis,
that used Chandra's high resolution in a di®erent way, to separate the two shell components and provide
additional con¯dence for the expanding shell scenario.
For each radial region we generated the distribution of Si-K line centroid energies (Figure 4.11, left
panel) from the centroid map (Figure 4.4, left panel). From this we calculated the mean photon energy
and standard deviation of the distribution. Two spectra were extracted for each radial region: one for all
pixels with energy centroids greater than 1 standard deviation from the mean (the blueshifted spectrum)
and the other for all pixels with centroids less than 1 standard deviation (the redshifted spectrum). Then
we conducted spectral ¯tting (using the same spectral model as in x 4.3.1) for each pair of spectra from
each region to obtain the centroid energies for each component. Figure 4.11 (right panel) shows the radial
dependence of the Si-K centroid energy for these two components. The general shapes of these two curves
is consistent with the projection of each hemisphere (receding and approaching).
We approximate the projection e®ect with a pair of simple cosine functions (Figure 4.11 right). The
curves are not a ¯t to the data. We took the values of the mean energy and standard deviation (1.856 keV
and 10 eV) from the Sky8 region (the region closest to the edge of the Si shell) and added to these the
cosine function for a shell of radus 3.40 and peak velocity of 4200 km s¡1. The data points show a similar
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trend, but seem to prefer a lower shell velocity. This is to be expected since the red- and blueshifted lines
are broad (see Figure 4.3, top panel) and so the higher velocity pixels are diluted by the more numerous
lower velocity ones. We also see the e®ect of the shell patchiness in the central radial bin. Our analysis
here con¯rms that this region includes much more redshifted than blueshifted emission.
Figure 4.11: Left: the histogram of mean photon energies from the Sky8 region (between radii of 3.300{
3.440). Right: the radial dependence of the Si-K centroid energies of the red- and blueshifted shell
components. The blue and red solid lines show a cosine functions which approximatges the 3.40 shell
expansion. This ¯gure is symmetric for positive and negative radius.
4.4.3 High Velocity Knots in the Southeastern Quadrant
The SE quadrant is one of the most mysterious features in Tycho's SNR, and it is not yet understood how
such a prominent structure could be made. An aspherical explosion is one of the possibilities. Theorists
have found a number of ways to produce asymmetric SN Ia explosions, including, pre-explosion convection
[104], o®-center ignition of the burning front [109, 151], and gravitationally con¯ned detonations [140, 87].
On the observational front, Maeda et al. [110] have argued for large scale explosion asymmetries to explain
the diversity in the spectral evolution of SN Ia. In addition to Tycho's SNR, the elemental composition
in SN 1006 inferred from Suzaku observations also appears to be asymmetric Uchida et al. [184].
The light-echo spectrum of Tycho's SNR Krause et al. [103], spectrum shows a high velocity feature
(HVF) identi¯ed as the Ca II triplet at a velocity of 20,000{24,000 km s¡1 during the early evolutionary
phase of the SN that Tycho observed. Similar HVFs have been found in many SNe [e.g., 116, 32], as
result of asphericity in the explosion due to, for example, accretion from a companion or an intrinsic
e®ect of the explosion itself [199, 88, 178].
In section 4.3.6, we found that the SE knots have blueshifted spectra; we adopt mean radial velocity
values of 2400 km s¡1 for the Si-rich knots and 1500 km s¡1 for the Fe-rich knots (note that we restrict
our discussion here to Knot2 through Knot5). Katsuda et al. [89] determined the proper motions of
these knots. For the Si- and Fe-rich knots, the proper motions are 0.219{0.231 arcsec yr¡1 and 0.279{
0.293 arcsec yr¡1, respectively. Assuming a distance of 3.8 kpc, we can estimate the transverse velocities
as 3970{4190 km s¡1 (Si) and 5060{5310 km s¡1 (Fe). Combining with the radial velocities, yields 3-
dimensional space velocities of 4160{4380 km s¡1 for the Si-rich knots, which are comparable to the Si
expansion speed of the rest of the remnant, and and 5290{5560 km s¡1 for the Fe-rich knots, which are
comparable to the Si expansion speed of the rest of the remnant, and 5500{5760 km s¡1 for the Fe-rich
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knots, which are some 33%{44% higher than the expansion speed for Fe. Although large, these values
are not outside the range of velocities we see elsewhere in the remnant (Figure 4.5).
Figure 4.12: Schematic view of the positional relationship between the southeastern knots and the light-
echo.
Now we consider the relationship between the HVFs seen in the light echo spectrum and the SE knots
by examining the positional relationship between them. Figure 4.12 shows a schematic view to guide the
discussion. The plane of the sky lies in the plane de¯ned by the NS-EW axes and we indicate a sphere
with unit radius centered at the remnant's center. We use a spherical polar coordinate system (µ,Á) as
de¯ned by the blue dot on the unit sphere. We assume a distance of 4.0 kpc.
The SE knots (indicated with a red dot on the unit sphere) are slightly in front of the sky plane and
are slightly south of the EW axis. According to Katsuda et al. [see 89] the SE knots are located at angles
of 97±.5{107±.5 from north; we adopt the central value of µSK = 102±:5. We determine ÁSK from the
ratios of transverse and radial velocities, namely 0.55{0.58 (Si-rich knots) and 0.27{0.28 (Fe-rich knots).
We assume the mean ratio (»0.42) which yields a value of ÁSK » 23± + 270± = 293±.
The position on the sky of the light echo is about 3± away from the center of Tycho's SNR toward
the NW and the polar angle is µLE = 62±; for our assumed distance of 4.0 kpc to Tycho's SNR, the
scattering angle is 65±. From these values [which were taken directly from 103], we determine that
ÁLE = 270± ¡ (90± ¡ 3± ¡ 65±) = 248±. Using spherical trigonometry, we determine that there is an
angular separation of »59± between the centroid of the SE knots and the viewing direction of the light
echo. The separation between the Fe-rich knots and the light echo is about the same »59±.
There are systematic uncertainties on this result from the light echo (whose location with respect
to the remnant depends on the assumed distance, since it must satisfy light-travel time arguments) and
uncertainty on the radial velocities (as discussed above) and transverse velocities (whose main uncertainty
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is the assumed distance). Still we can set a robust lower limit on the angular separation between these
based on the very accurately determined polar angles: >40± (for the mean of the SE knots) and >45±
(for the Fe-rich knots).
Three-dimensional models suggest that large blobs (opening angle: »80±) or a thick torus (opening
angle: »60±) can naturally explain observations of the HVFs [178]. Although the angular separation
between the knots and the direction to the light echo is similar to the sizes of these proposed structures,
the unique feature of the SE quadrant is the presence there of Fe-rich knots, which are very localized.
We therefore conclude that it is unlikely for the Fe-rich knots in the SE quadrant to be responsible for
the HVF in the light echo spectrum.
Examining all six knots in the SE region (and ignoring systematic uncertainties in radial and transverse
velocities) we ¯nd that they cover a full angular spread of ¢µ » 35± and ¢Á » 40±. Yet how the knots
are located is not random; there is a correlation between µ and Á. Near the top of the feature (e.g.,
Knot1) Á » 299±, in the middle (e.g., Knot4) Á » 289±, and at the bottom (e.g., Knot6) Á » 260±. The
knots appear to be distributed in a chain along the edge of the remnant and therefore form a distinct,
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Figure 4.13: Radial pro¯les of the Fe-K surface brightness (top), centroid energy (middle), and ionization
age (bottom) for Tycho's SNR. The bottom panel is the result of spectral analysis using a vnei plus srcut
model assuming ¯xed temperatures of 3 keV (red) and 10 keV (black) across the radial range shown.
Dashed lines show the peak position of the Fe-K¯ intensity [213] and the location where the S/Si line
ratio begins to increase while moving out from the remnant's center [108].
4.4.4 Fe Ionization State Increase at the Edge of Tycho's SNR
The ejecta are heated as the reverse shock propagates from the outside of the remnant to the interior.
Thus the ionization age of the shocked thermal plasma should vary with the time since the reverse shock
passed (ignoring variations in the density of the ejecta). This is key information for our understanding
of the heating processes at the reverse shock. Some recent X-ray imaging and spectroscopy studies have
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begun to shed light on this process. One example is the work by Yamaguchi et al. [213] on the variation
of the Fe ionization state near the reverse shock mentioned in the last section. In other work, Lu et al.
[108] found a systematic increase in the sulfur to silicon K® line °ux ratio with radius through the outer
edge of Tycho's SNR, which they interpreted as a radial dependence of the ionization age.
In section 4.3.1, we found a strong increase in the Fe-K centroid energy also at the outer edge of
Tycho's SNR (see Figure 4.13). The line centroid energy (middle panel) increases by »90 eV over a
radial distance of approximately 10. Carrying along in the same vein as the studies mentioned in the
previous paragraph, we interpret this change as being due to a di®erence in the Fe ionization state and
carried out spectral ¯ts of the Fe-K band spectra using the srcut (continuum) and vnei (thermal) models
in XSPEC. The temperature of the vnei model was ¯xed at 10 keV; we used the ionization age parameter
(nt) to account for the observed changes in centroid energy. As before for the srcut model, we ¯xed the
radio spectral index to ® = ¡0:65.
We found a gradual, modest increase of the ionization age from 1010 cm¡3 s to 1:7£ 1010 cm¡3 s (10
keV) or 2:0 £ 1010 cm¡3 s (3 keV) over radii of »2.80 to »3.80. The inner radius is close to the peak
position of the Fe{K¯ emission and also to where the S/Si line ratio begins to increase moving out. The
di®erence in Fe ionization age over the outer edge of Tycho's SNR is ¢nt » (0.7{1.0)£1010 cm¡3s » 220{
320 (ne=1 cm¡3) yr. This is plausible range given the known age of Tycho's SNR (440 yr); additionally
the ionization timescale pro¯le from the one-dimensional models of Tycho's SNR [12] show a strong radial
gradient reaching values of nt » 2£ 1010 cm¡3s at the edge of the ejecta. However the radial region over
which we see this variation is exactly where 1D models fail, i.e., where the Rayleigh-Taylor instability
dominates the structure of the remnant. Understanding the thermodynamic evolution of the plasma in
this region will allow us to better understand and model this important region.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we have carried out a detailed analysis of the deep Chandra ACIS-I observation (»734
ks in total exposure) of Tycho's SNR. We have presented measurements of ejecta velocities and have
investigated the heating processes in the ejecta. Our results can be summarized as follows.
1. We investigated the radial dependence of the Si, S, and Fe K line intensity, line centroid, and line
width and obtained results consistent with previous work. Chandra's exceptional angular resolution
allowed us to discover several new features in the radial pro¯les, including radial energy centroid
shifts, a deep minimum in the line width pro¯le for all species at a radius of »3.40, and a gradual
increase in the Fe line centroid beyond radii of »30. From the line width pro¯le we determined
the expansion velocity of the Si-rich ejecta shell to be 4840 § 340 km s¡1 and, with the published
proper motion of the Si-shell, obtained a distance measurement to Tycho's SNR of 3:8§0:3 +1:0¡0:7 kpc.
Although this is fully consistent with the previous Suzaku result, it is subject to fewer systematic
uncertainties.
2. The Si K line from Tycho's SNR shows large (»60 eV) energy centroid shifts across the image with
the largest range appearing near the center of the remnant. The distribution of centroid shifts is
structured on scales ranging from arcseconds to arcminutes, which agrees qualitatively with the
highly structured intensity distribution. Structure in the energy centroid image can be matched
to features in the line centroid radial pro¯le. We argue that these structures are due largely to
di®erences in the intrinsic intensity of the approaching and receding hemispheres of the SNR.
3. We perform detailed spectral ¯ts on 27 blobs using nonequiliubrium ionization thermal plasma
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models. We succeed in separating these features cleanly into redshifted, blueshifted, and low velocity
clumps of ejecta. The determination of velocities is shown to be robust with respect to other spectral
¯t parameters that can in°uence line centroids, such as the ionization age parameter. For a subset
of the most rapidly moving blobs we perform joint ¯ts with the ACIS-S data in order to establish
the level of systematic velocity uncertainty: »500{2,000 km s¡1 where the ACIS-S spectra tend to
be more redshifted than ACIS-I. Using a local background for each blob tends to increase ¯tted
velocities by approximately 1000{2000 km s¡1. We conclude after considering these factors that
the velocities of the redshifted and blueshifted blobs are . 7; 800 km s¡1 and . 5; 000 km s¡1,
respectively.
4. We conclude based on geometric considerations that the unusual Fe-rich knots in the southeastern
quadrant are not likely to be responsible for the high velocity Ca II absorption features seen in the
light echo spectrum. And if this exceptional set of knots is not responsible, then perhaps the origin
of the HVF may be due to one of the more numerous, compact Si-rich knots that lie closer to the
light echo direction. Future spectral and kinematic studies of the knots in this direction may yield
important clues to the nature of the HVF in SN Ia spectra. A major step forward would be to
obtain a light echo spectrum from a region o® toward the SE of Tycho's SNR [such as the ¯elds
4523, 4821, and 5717 in 145] that may provide a more direct view of the SE Fe-rich knots during
the explosion.
5. We also note the detection of Cr line emission from 4 out of the 6 SE knots analyzed. Cr is also
detected in most of the spectra from the radial pro¯les (at least out to Sky9). A careful study of the
relative abundances of the Fe-group elements in the SE Fe-rich knots versus the rest of the remnant
should in principle yield information about the explosion Si-burning processes in both regions. This
is deferred to a future study.
6. Finally, we found that the Fe-K energy centroid showed a gradual increase beyond the radius of
the peak intensity. We interpreted this as a di®erence in the elapsed ionization time by an amount
¢nt » 220{320 (n=1 cm¡3) cm¡3 yr since the material was shock heated. The region over which we
see this happening is the region where Rayleigh-Taylor ¯ngers of ejecta extend out into the forward
shock region. Studying this region in more detail will yield useful information on this process.
This work was initiated in preparation for observations of Tycho's SNR with the Hitomi (ASTRO-H)
satellite, which was sadly lost in March 2016. Our work with the Chandra ACIS detectors shows the
richness of the science that can be extracted from the kinematics of SNRs. There is still much that
Chandra can do in this area. The Chandra High Energy Transmission Gratings have been used to extract
useful information on the kinematics of compact features in the extended remnants Cas A [107] and
G292.0+1.8 [21] and an observation of Kepler's SNR (PI: Sangwook Park) is awaiting observation in the
current cycle. Hopefully more remnants will be observed in coming cycles.
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Chapter 5
Dynamical Study of Kepler's
Supernova Remnant
Toshiki Sato & John P. Hughes
The Astrophysical Journal, 2017, 845, 167[162]
5.1 Previous Results and Motivations
Kepler's supernova (SN 1604) is one of the most well-studied young supernova remnants (SNRs) in the
Galaxy. General consensus holds, even without a light echo spectrum, that Kepler's SNR is a Type
Ia SN based largely on X-ray observations showing shocked ejecta with strong silicon, sulfur, and iron
emission and a near absence of oxygen emission [e.g., 147]. Multiple lines of evidence going back decades
[e.g., 189, 38, 205, 74] have shown that Kepler's SNR is interacting with a dense (few particles per
cm¡3), strongly asymmetric, nitrogen-rich ambient medium. More recent work shows that localized
regions in the SNR show prominent oxygen, neon, and magnesium X-ray emission with nearly solar
O/Fe abundance ratios that indicate an association [e.g., 147, 28, 93] with a dense circumstellar medium
(CSM). In these regions, infrared observations reveal strong silicate features suggestive of the wind from
an O-rich asymptotic giant branch (AGB) star [206].
Bandiera [15] ¯rst connected the environmental characteristics of Kepler's SNR, unusual for its lo-
cation a few hundred pc above the Galactic plane, with the possibility of a high-speed (»300 km s¡1),
mass-losing progenitor star. In his model, wind material is compressed by the low density ambient
medium forming a dense bow shock in the direction of motion (toward the northwest). This produces a
strong brightness gradient in X-ray and radio images and high density knots in the resulting SNR (see,
e.g., Borkowski et al. 25 for an early 2D hydro bow-shock model for the remnant). Bandiera's model is
likewise consistent with X-ray expansion measurements [194, 92] that show slower expansion rates in the
north compared with the rest of the remnant. More recent multi-dimensional hydrodynamical models
[191, 33, 28, 182] have considered a single degenerate (SD) scenario for the progenitor to Kepler's SNR
with the mass loss coming from the donor companion star to the white dwarf that exploded. However,
it is important to note that no surviving red giant, AGB or post AGB donor star has been found in the
central region of Kepler's SNR [96].
In this chapter, we report three-dimensional space velocities of several X-ray knots in Kepler's SNR
determined from both proper motions and radial velocities using archival Chandra observations. Our
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results yield insights on the nature of the explosion and the ambient medium around Kepler's SNR. In
x5.2 we present the observational results from image and spectral analysis of the several knots, including
measurements of elemental composition in addition to velocity. The discussion section (x5.3) studies
the kinematics of the knots; reports a new, accurate, kinematic center for Kepler's SNR; assesses the
implications of these results on the evolutionary state and nature of the ambient medium; and reexamines
the question of a possible left-over companion star under the SD scenario for the explosion. The ¯nal
section summarizes the chapter. Uncertainties are quoted at the 1¾ (68.3%) con¯dence level unless
otherwise indicated; positions are given in equinox J2000 throughout. This chapter is based on the
results in Sato & Hughes [162].
5.2 Observational Results
The Chandra Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer Spectroscopic-array [ACIS-S, 51, 16] observed Ke-
pler's SNR four times: in 2000 (PI: S. Holt), 2004 (PI: L. Rudnick), 2006 (PI: S. Reynolds) and 2014
(PI: K. Borkowski). The total net exposure time for each of these observations is 48.8 ks, 46.2 ks, 741.0
and 139.1 ks, respectively. The time di®erences with respect to the long observation in 2006 are 5.96
yr (2000-2006), 1.64 yr (2004-2006) and 7.90 yr (2006-2014). We reprocessed all the level-1 event data,
applying all standard data reduction steps with CALDB version 4.7.2, using a custom pipeline based on
\chandra_repro" in CIAO version 4.8.
Serendipitous point sources were used to align the images. Sources were identi¯ed in each ObsID
using the CIAO task wavdetect and position o®sets were computed with wcs_match. All ObsIDs were
matched to ObsID 6175, which was chosen as the reference because it has the longest exposure time
(159.1 ks). At least 4 and as many as 17 sources, depending on ObsID, were used for the alignment.
The source positions showed mean shifts in R.A. and decl. of less than 0.3500. Using the shift values, we
updated the aspect solution of the event ¯le using wcs_update. After corrections, the average residuals
in the point source positions relative to the reference ObsID (#6175) are <0.2500.
5.2.1 Proper Motions of the Knots
Figure 5.1 shows a three-color image of Kepler's SNR from the third epoch observation (in 2006) after
image alignment, highlighting emission from primarily O-Ly® (green), Fe L-shell (red), and Si-He® (blue).
Regions of CSM emission in Kepler's SNR (e.g., CSM1{3 in the ¯gure) tend to appear greenish in this
¯gure due to relatively more emission from O. Ejecta knots appear as purple (both strong Si and Fe
emission, e.g., N and NE knots) or orange (weaker Si to Fe, e.g., SW knots). Some of the purplish colored
regions around the edge of the SNR contain strong nonthermal emission.
Figure 5.2 shows a Doppler velocity map of Kepler's SNR made using three narrow energy bands in
the Si-He® line. Our recent work on Tycho's SNR [162] demonstrated the ability of the Chandra ACIS
instrument to measure radial velocities for relatively large and di®use ejecta knots. The radial velocities
of knots in Tycho's SNR show an obvious pattern indicative of a spherically expanding shell|with the
highest speeds through the center and decreasing speeds towards the limb. This pattern is not seen in
Kepler's SNR where instead the highest speeds (both red- and blue-shifted) appear as distinct knots lying
in chains that stretch east-west in speci¯c locations largely across the northern half of the remnant. A
number of these knots (the N, NE, and SW sets) also showed large proper motions when comparing the
images taken in 2000 and 2014 (see Fig. 5.3). We also identi¯ed three CSM knots and the northwest
ejecta knots (Ej1, 2, 3, and 4, which we combined into two separate knots Ej1-2, Ej3-4) whose proper
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Figure 5.1: Three-color image of Kepler's SNR from the 2006 data set with red, green and blue images
taken from the bands containing Fe L-shell emission (0.72-0.9 keV), O-Ly® emission (0.6{0.72 keV), and
Si-He® emission (1.78-1.93 keV), respectively. The image is binned by 0.24600 and has been smoothed
with a Gaussian kernel with ¾ = 0:49200. The intensity scale is square root. White boxes show the regions
used for the proper motion analysis. Small frames around the ¯gure show ¢C images from the image
¯ts. The pure red, green and blue colors show ¯tting results of each knot's proper motion comparing the
2006 image to data from 2000, 2004 and 2014, respectively. The center position of each knot in the 2006
image is noted with the plus sign in each small frame, along with a 100 scale bar in the lower right corner.
The brightest pixel in each color in the insert frames shows the minimum C value for that epoch; the
range of C values plotted in each frame was adjusted to enhance visibility. We alert the reader to the
di®erent uses of color in this ¯gure: the main panel uses color to show spectral variations with position
in Kepler's SNR while the 14 insert panels use color to denote proper motions, showing ¯t results for the
3 di®erent epochs with di®erent colors.
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Figure 5.2: Three-color image showing the Doppler velocities of Kepler's SNR in the Si-He® line from
the 2006 Chandra ACIS-S observation. The red, green and blue images come from the 1.78{1.83 keV,
1.84{1.87 keV, and 1.88{1.93 keV bands. Each image is smoothed with a Gaussian kernel with ¾ = 0:73800
Solid lines show the regions used for the spectral analysis and dashed curves show the background regions.
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Figure 5.3: Di®erence image made by subtracting the two Chandra observations of Kepler's SNR taken
in 2014 and 2000. White boxes show the regions used for the proper motion analysis.
motions were recently measured with the Hubble Space Telescope [HST; 157]. None of the N, NE, and
SW knots showed any evidence for optical emission in the HST images, while the CSM and Ej knots all
did. We selected 14 knots for proper motion and radial velocity analyses.
To measure proper motions, we extracted image cut-outs about each knot for the 4 epochs. The image
from the long observation in 2006 was used as the ¯tting model for each knot and was shifted in R.A.
and decl. to obtain the 2D proper motion shifts. We employed the C-statistic, a maximum likelihood
statistic for Poisson distributed data [30],
C = ¡2§i;j(ni:j ln mi;j ¡mi;j ¡ ln ni:j !) (5.1)
where ni;j are the counts in pixel (i,j) of the image in each epoch, and mi;j are the model counts from
the 2006 image scaled by the relative number of total counts (over the 0.6{2.7 keV band) from the entire
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SNR. We estimate the errors on the proper motion shifts using ¢C = C ¡ Cmin, which is similar to Â2
[30]. The ¯tting errors are subdominant to the systematic errors in image alignment, which we determine
by ¯tting the positions of seven serendipitous point sources using the same method. The systematic
errors (¾x, ¾y) are estimated to be (0.1700, 0.1800) for 2000, (0.2600, 0.2000) for 2004 and (0.2100, 0.3200) for
2014.
Images of ¢C for each knot are shown in small frames on Figure 5.1, clearly indicating the high
proper motion of the ejecta knots, and Table 5.1 presents numerical results. We obtained acceptable
¯ts for all knots (reduced C = 0.95{2.04). For the NE, N and SW sets, we found large proper motions
(»0.08{0.1400 yr¡1), comparable to values from around the rim [0.076{0.30200 yr¡1; 92]. In contrast,
the CSM knots have small proper motions (. 0.0400 yr¡1), consistent with being either ejecta knots
signi¯cantly decelerated by interaction with the CSM or features in the ambient medium overrun by the
forward shock. Our X-ray proper motion of the Ej3-4 knot is consistent with the H® result [»0.08{0.11200
yr¡1; 157], but the proper motion of knot Ej1-2 is smaller by about a factor of two in the X-rays than
in H® (0.069{0.08300 yr¡1). Knot Ej3-4 is detached from the main shell of X-ray emitting ejecta (and
relatively distant from any slow moving optical knots); the agreement between the Chandra and HST
proper motions indicates that the X-ray knot is driving the arc-shaped H® shock here. X-ray knot Ej1-2,
however, is closer to the (slower moving) main ejecta shell and is partially superposed on bright optical
radiative knots that appear to be slowly moving. We suspect that the discrepancy between the motion
of the H® shock and knot Ej1-2 is due to some contamination of the X-ray knot by slower moving ejecta
from the main shell or X-ray emission associated with the optical radiative knots.
Table 5.1: Proper Motions and Radial Velocities of Knots in Kepler's SNR
Imaging Analysis Spectral Analysis
center of the model frame (epoch 2006) mean sift: ¢x, ¢y proper motion angle radial velocity Â2º (d.o.f)
id R.A., Decl. (J2000) (arcsec yr¡1) (arcsec yr¡1) (degree) (km s¡1)
NE1 17h30m48s.022, ¡21±2900100.87 ¡0:112§0.020, +0:018§0.019 0.112§0.020 81§10 +3170+50¡200 1.05 (320)
NE2 17h30m46s.963, ¡21±2804100.21 ¡0:099§0.021, +0:064§0.020 0.117§0.021 57§10 +6540+890¡570 0.92 (166)
NE3 17h30m46s.224, ¡21±2803900.74 ¡0:064§0.020, +0:081§0.020 0.103§0.020 38§11 +2970+210¡220 1.26 (297)
N1 17h30m43s.428, ¡21±2803700.47 ¡0:063§0.020, +0:088§0.020 0.108§0.020 36§11 +8700+650¡470 0.96 (258)
N2 17h30m41s.561, ¡21±2803000.59 +0:008§0.020, +0:141§0.019 0.141§0.019 357§8 +9110+30¡110 1.32 (259)
N3 17h30m39s.974, ¡21±2805000.75 +0:029§0.020, +0:076§0.020 0.081§0.020 339§14 +5880+690¡1750 0.82 (165)
N4 17h30m39s.516, ¡21±2804500.34 +0:048§0.021, +0:099§0.020 0.110§0.020 334§11 +10020+1270¡440 0.86 (192)
SW1 17h30m37s.788, ¡21±3000100.09 +0:101§0.021, ¡0:060§0.020 0.118§0.020 239§10 ¡5590+340¡260 1.01 (253)
SW2 17h30m37s.366, ¡21±2905200.23 +0:068§0.020, ¡0:041§0.020 0.079§0.020 239§14 ¡8000+500¡150 1.24 (297)
CSM1 17h30m37s.930, ¡21±2903900.44 ¡0:005§0.020, +0:022§0.019 0.023§0.019 14§49 +740+980¡490 1.14 (191)
CSM2 17h30m35s.498, ¡21±2804700.31 +0:028§0.020, +0:023§0.019 0.037§0.019 309§30 ¡2300+240¡280 1.19 (227)
CSM3 17h30m35s.366, ¡21±2803500.31 +0:021§0.020, +0:039§0.019 0.044§0.019 332§26 +574+7¡90 1.26 (309)
Ej1-2 17h30m38s.222, ¡21±2705700.92 +0:028§0.020, +0:026§0.019 0.038§0.019 313§29 +244+46¡10 1.42 (445)
Ej3-4 17h30m38s.328, ¡21±2705200.51 +0:010§0.020, +0:112§0.019 0.112§0.019 355§10 +351+19¡22 1.69 (395)
5.2.2 X-ray Spectroscopy of the Knots
We extracted spectra in each epoch (2000, 2004, 2006 and 2014) from the knot and background regions
de¯ned in Figure 5.2, accounting for position shifts due to the proper motion. The spectra were ¯tted in
the 0.6{2.8 keV band using an absorbed vvnei + power-law model in XSPEC 12.9.0 (AtomDB v3.0.3).
An additional Gaussian model was included to account for a feature at »1.2 keV from missing Fe-L
lines in the atomic database [27, 9]. Among the four spectra from the di®erent epochs for each knot,
¯tted model parameters (temperature, ionization age, abundances, and radial Doppler velocity) were
linked. Our spectral ¯ts explicitly allow the ionization timescale, temperature, and redshift to be free
parameters, so line centroid variations due to changes in the thermodynamic state are explicitly included
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Figure 5.4: Observed spectra and best ¯tting models for several knots in Kepler's SNR (black: N1, red:
NE1, green: CSM1, blue: SW1, magenta: Ej1-2). Although we only show the spectra from the 2006 data
set here, spectra from all four epochs were used to constrain the model in the joint ¯t. The inset plots
the spectra in the vicinity of the Si line, with an expanded energy scale, in order to illustrate the Doppler
shifts.
Figure 5.5: Plots of the relative abundances of various elemental species with respect to carbon relative
to solar ratios for the several sets of knots studied here. The rightmost panel shows, for comparison, the
integrated yields from a variety of SN Ia explosion models including W7(99): W7 from Iwamoto et al.
[85]; W7(10): W7 from Maeda et al. [109]; C-DEF: spherically symmetric pure-de°agration, C-DDT:
delayed detonation after a spherical de°agration, and O-DDT: delayed detonation after an extremely
o®set de°agration all from Maeda et al. [109]; and N100: delayed detonation after a de°agration initiated
at 100 ignition spots from Seitenzahl et al. [169].
in our ¯ts, the derived values, and the uncertainty on the ¯tted redshift. To reduce the complexity of our
¯ts, we ¯xed a number of our model parameters to the best-¯t values determined by Katsuda et al. [93].
Speci¯cally we ¯xed the column density to the value NH = 6:4 £ 1021 cm¡2 using the abundance table
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from Wilms et al. [209] and the photon index of the power-law model to 2.64, allowing the normalization
parameter to be free. We assumed no H and He in the shocked SN Ia ejecta (for the N, NE, SE and
Ej knots), and ¯tted the Ne, Mg, Si and S abundances as free parameters. We ¯xed the abundances of
[O/C]/[O/C]¯, [Ar/C]/[Ar/C]¯, [Ca/C]/[Ca/C]¯ and [Fe/C]/[Fe/C]¯ to be 0.46, 37, 67.41 and 25.28,
respectively. For the Ej knots, we had to thaw the O abundance to obtain good ¯ts. Our ¯ts for these
knots also showed more neon and magnesium emission compared to the other ejecta knots, implying that
the Ej knots show a mix of both ejecta and CSM components. For the CSM knots, we used only an
absorbed vvnei model. Here we include hydrogen and helium in the plasma, and ¯xed the abundances
of He, C, O, Ar, Ca and Fe to the solar values. The nitrogen abundance is ¯xed to [N/H]/[N/H]¯ = 3:5
as expected for the N-rich CSM of Kepler's SNR, while the Ne, Mg, Si and S abundances are allowed
to be free parameters. Figure 5.4 shows example spectra and best ¯tting models; the small insert ¯gure
shows the clear e®ect of the Doppler shifting on the Si-line of the knot spectra.
The ¯rst four panels of ¯gure 5.5 plot the abundances of the various knots from our spectral ¯ts. The
abundances of all the N knots plus NE1 and NE2 are quite similar and show strong enhancements of Si
and S compared to Fe as well as the lighter elements. This is also the case for the Ej knots, but with
less contrast between Si/S and the other species. The SW knots plus NE3 appear to follow a di®erent
abundance pattern, while the CSM knot abundances are close to the solar ratios for Ne and Mg, but show
some enhancement (by factors of a few) in Si and S (albeit with large uncertainties). The last panel of this
¯gure shows integrated yields from a variety of published SN Ia explosion models (see the ¯gure caption
for details and citations) that indicate that the ejecta knot abundances we ¯nd are broadly consistent with
theoretical expectations. However, it is highly unlikely that the knots should contain material with the
spatially integrated yields, but rather they should re°ect the composition of the location in the exploding
white dwarf where they were formed. Indeed the high abundances of Si and S relative to Fe (especially
for NE1 and NE2 and the N knots) indicate that these knots formed at the outer, partially burned layer
of the exploding white dwarf. The presence of Fe and low O abundance further restrict their origin to
the partial Si-burning regime (e.g., mass coordinate range of 0.7{0.9 M¯ in W7, Nomoto et al. 127). A
future study will use the ¯tted abundances in more detail to better identify where these knots formed in
the explosion.
Our ¯ts are able to accurately represent the various knot spectra across the range of signi¯cant
compositional di®erences we obtain. We also ¯nd that the best-¯tting electron temperatures (kTe) and
ionization ages (net) di®er from knot to knot (kTe » 0:2¡1 keV, net » 7£109¡5£1011 cm3 s). In some
cases these are correlated in interesting ways. For example the O abundance and ionization age in knot
Ej1-2 are larger than those in the adjacent Ej3-4 knot: [O/C]/[O/C]¯ = 19¡23 and net = (1:5¡1:6)£1011
for Ej1-2, [O/C]/[O/C]¯ = 4 ¡ 5 and net = (5:9 ¡ 6:9) £ 1010 for Ej3-4. These spectral results argue
for a signi¯cant CSM interaction for knot Ej1-2, in agreement with the argument put forward above to
explain the proper motion di®erences.
Radial velocity determination can be sensitive to the background subtraction. To test this, we replaced
the individual local background regions with an annular (r = 2:40{3:50) blank sky region surrounding
the remnant. The spectral ¯ts were as good, but the precise values of the measured speeds di®ered, on
average, by »1,500 km s¡1 with the local background results being higher than the blank sky background
in nearly all regions (exceptions were the CSM and Ej regions). This trend is expected because using
local background regions removes contaminating emission with a di®erent velocity (from, e.g., the other
hemisphere of the remnant) projected across the knot spectral extraction region. Such contamination
tends to reduce a knot's observed speed compared to its actual speed.
The numerical accuracy of our velocity measurements with the ACIS-S detector is limited by ACIS
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gain calibration uncertainties1. For example, Sato & Hughes [162] showed a discrepancy in the radial
velocity measurements of »500{2,000 km s¡1 between the ACIS-S and ACIS-I detectors for a set of knots
similar to those we study here, which we argued was likely a result of uncertain gain calibration. Still,
the large velocities we measure for most knots (> 5,000 km s¡1) remain signi¯cant even given the level of
systematic uncertainty due to instrumental e®ects mentioned here and background subtraction discussed
in the previous paragraph.
The two rightmost columns of Table 5.1 summarize the radial velocity ¯ts. The N and SW knots have
high radial speeds (5,590 km s¡1 < v < 10,020 km s¡1) that are »2{3 times higher than the ejecta knot
speeds quoted by Sankrit et al. [157] from HST proper motions: » 1,600{3,000 km s¡1. On the other
hand, the CSM and Ej knots show relatively low speeds (< 2,300 km s¡1).
Figure 5.6: Two-color image of the 0.6{2.7 keV band (red) and the 4.2{6 keV band (blue). Left: Ex-
trapolation of the measured proper motion vector for each knot back to the explosion date (1604 Oct 9),
assuming purely undecelerated motion. The green lines, crosses and circles show the estimated distance
moved, best-¯t extrapolated original position and 1 ¾ uncertainty. Five knots (N1, N2, N3, N4 and
SW1) extrapolate back to a consistent position which we note by the solid white cross symbol (whose
size denotes the 1 ¾ uncertainty). The other cross symbols denote expansion centers estimated by others:
cyan [radio: 114], magenta and yellow [X-ray: 92, 194]. Two dashed circles, centered on the position we
determine here, match the northern (r = 1:710) and southern (r = 1:870) extent of Kepler's SNR. The
yellow ellipse is centered on the kinematic center, while the axis lengths and orientation are matched
to the nonthermal ¯lament on the eastern rim (highlighted with red crosses). Right: In this panel, we
use only the ¯ve knots with the highest expansion indices to extrapolate back to the explosion center
including the e®ects of deceleration using the measured expansion index. The agreement between the
individual knots is greatly improved. The dynamical center here is shifted by about 600 south of the center
shown in the left panel.
5.3 Discussion
5.3.1 Undecelerated Ejecta Knots and the Kinematic Center of Kepler's SNR
Given the known age of Kepler's SNR (401:7 yr at the mean time of the third epoch observation) we can
use our proper motion vectors to extrapolate the position of each knot back to its location at the time
1See http://web.mit.edu/iachec/ for the current calibration status
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Table 5.2: Kinematic center of Kepler's SNR from high speed knots
Undecelerated Decelerated




¾RA, ¾Dec §3:600, §3:500 §4:400, §4:300
Expansion indices and o®sets (00) from kinematic center
m, x, y m, x, y
Knot N1 0.76, ¡12.4, +24.2 0.71, +12.3, +7.0
Knot N2 1.04, ¡17.6, ¡5.1 0.95, ¡14.3, +0.2
Knot N3 0.87, +10.1, +7.5 0.75, +5.8, ¡1.2
Knot N4 0.97, +8.2, ¡0.9 0.86, +4.9, ¡1.6
Knot SW1 0.80, +13.5, ¡24.7 0.83, +0.2, ¡2.5
RMS x,y o®sets 12.8, 16.0 9.1, 3.4
Overall radius of Kepler's SNR from kinematic center
Radius (to N) 1:71§ 0:04 1:77§ 0:03
Radius (to S) 1:87§ 0:04 1:80§ 0:04
of explosion. Initially, we assume that each knot moves without any deceleration. Figure 5.6 (left panel)
shows the 2006 locations (small boxes), the distance traveled (green lines) and the initial locations in 1604
(green circles) of each of the knots. Five knots extrapolate back to a consistent position (for values see
Table 5.2), which we identify as the kinematic center of the explosion. This result agrees well with other
estimates for the explosion center, but, since it relies on knots that are nearly undecelerated, it is much
less sensitive to systematic errors due to the spatial variation of the expansion rate across Kepler's SNR.
We use our kinematic center to determine the expansion index (m in the relation r / tm) as m = ¹£ t=r,
which depends only on each knot's measured proper motion (¹), its distance from the expansion center
(r) and the remnant's age (t). The expansion indices (see Fig. 5.7) range from low values, m < 0:25,
indicating signi¯cant deceleration to high values, m > 0:75, indicating little to no deceleration.
For a power-law evolution of radius with time as we use here, it is possible to estimate the e®ects
of deceleration on the distance traveled by the knot and thereby obtain a more accurate estimate for
the kinematic center. We assume that the expansion index is constant with time, which is only a good
approximation for knots with high expansion indices; so we restrict our analysis to the same ¯ve knots
introduced in the preceding paragraph. We integrate the time evolution of velocity v = vf (t=tf )m¡1 over
the age of the SNR (tf ) to obtain the simple result for the distance traveled: r = vf tf=m. We start with
the results from the previous paragraph, which yielded a kinematic center and an estimate of m for each
knot. The distance each knot has moved is now redetermined assuming decelerated motion according to
its m value (although m was restricted to values of 1 or less) and the equation introduced a few lines
above. Averaging these values leads to a new estimate for the kinematic center. This process was iterated
until the individual m values and the location of the kinematic center converged, which took about 30
iterations. The kinematic center shifts slightly south from the case of undecelerated motion above (see
Table 5.2), but the di®erence between the two estimates is not highly signi¯cant, only »1 ¾ (» 600). Note
how the m values have changed only slightly as well.
Combining the proper motions and radial velocities allows us to determine the 3-dimensional (3D)
space velocities of these X-ray knots. The distance to Kepler's SNR is not well known with estimates
ranging from »4.0 kpc to > 7 kpc; here we use a value of 5 kpc which is consistent with HI absorption
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measurements [148] and recent optical proper motion measurements of Balmer shocks [157]. Figure 5.7
presents the scatter plot of 3D space velocity versus expansion index. There is a clear trend for low space
velocity knots to have small expansion indices, while the high space velocity knots tend to have large
expansion indices. It is notable that the three knots with the highest space velocities also have large
expansion indices; for these speci¯c knots we determine space velocities of 9,100 km s¡1 . v3D . 10,400
km s¡1 and expansion indices of 0.75 . m . 1.0. Thus not only are these knots expanding at nearly the
free expansion rate, they are moving with space velocities that are comparable to the expansion speed of
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Figure 5.7: Scatter plot between 3D space velocity and expansion index for the 14 knots identi¯ed in
Fig. 5.1. The space velocity is the root-sum-square combination of the radial velocity and the proper
motion assuming a distance of 5 kpc to Kepler's SNR. The plotted uncertainties are at the 90% con¯dence
level. The di®erent knots are indicated with di®erent colored symbols and are labeled along the right
side. Circles (boxes) indicate redshifted (blueshifted) knots. The solid vertical line shows the average
expansion index for the remnant [r / t0:5: 194].
We can also estimate the 3D radial locations of the knots using each knot's current projected distance
from the kinematic center and the angle de¯ned by the radial and transverse (proper motion) speeds. The
angle obviously depends on the remnant's distance. As a reference for comparison, we use the maximum
projected extent of Kepler's SNR from the kinematic center, which is »2.30 (3.35 pc for a distance of
5 kpc); this occurs at the northwest protuberance. A knot moving with a constant speed of 10,000 km
s¡1 would reach a radius of 4.1 pc in the lifetime of Kepler's SNR, and this radius would be equal to
the remnant's maximum projected extent for a distance of 6.1 kpc. For the fastest moving knots (N1,
N2, and N4), the estimated 3D radial locations are 1.57, 1.26, and 1.48 times the maximum projected
extent assuming a distance of 5 kpc. Values are larger than the simple example given because these
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knots have su®ered some deceleration. For a distance of 7 kpc, the radial locations are 1.16, 0.95, and
1.09, respectively, times the maximum projected extent. These considerations tend to favor distances to
Kepler's SNR on the larger range of those reported.
There are interesting relationships between the elemental composition of the knots and their space
velocities and inferred extent of deceleration. The N series of knots show both high speed and low
deceleration (m > 0:5), along with a clear ejecta-dominant composition showing high Si and S abundances
(Fig. 5.5). Although the knots NE1 and NE2 show similar abundances, they appear to have been
decelerated more (m ¼ 0:5) and are currently moving more slowly. The SW knots are kinematically
similar to the N knots, but are noticeably di®erent in composition. On the other hand, the CSM and Ej
knots have low space velocities (v3D < 3,000 km s¡1) together with small expansion indices (m < 0.5) and
have relatively less contrast between their light (O, Ne, Mg) and heavy (Si, S, Fe) element abundances.
Based on the abundance patterns, the CSM knots appear to be dominated by the ambient medium while
the Ej knots are more dominated by ejecta.
5.3.2 Global Evolution of Kepler's SNR
The mean expansion index of Kepler's SNR from published studies using high resolution Chandra images
is m » 0:5 with evidence for higher rates of expansion in the south compared to the north [e.g., 92, 194].
The dashed circles plotted in Fig. 5.6 are centered on our new kinematic center for either undecelerated
(left panel) or decelerated (right panel) motion and were chosen to match the northern and southern
extents of the SNR. The north/south radii (numerical values given in Table 5.2) di®er by 9+5¡4 % for
undecelerated motion (left) and 2 § 4 % for decelerated motion (right), where the uncertainties were
estimated from the standard deviation of the radial scatter of the plotted contour about the estimated
best-¯t circle.
Chiotellis et al. [33] calculated models for Kepler's SNR assuming the progenitor system was a sym-
biotic binary (a white dwarf and a 4-5 M¯ AGB star) moving toward the northwest with a velocity of
250 km s¡1. As in the model of Bandiera [15], this produces an asymmetric wind around the progenitor
with the densest regions at the stagnation point (i.e., where the momentum of the wind and ambient
medium equilibrate) ahead of the star in the direction of motion. In their model A, which provides a
decent description of Kepler's SNR, the forward-shock interaction with the wind bubble begins »300 yr
after the explosion when the forward shock was at a radius of »2.7 pc. This encounter has a strong,
immediate, e®ect on the expansion index in the direction toward the wind-stagnation point where the
dense shell material causes the forward shock to decelerate quickly. With time, the radial asymmetry of
the remnant also grows, but the decrease of the expansion index is more immediate and dramatic.
As seen in Fig. 7 in Chiotellis et al. [33], the expansion index m at the stagnation point changes
quickly from a value of »0.8 to »0.45 during the ¯rst »30 yr after the encounter, while the expansion
in the opposite direction remains high. Over the same time frame the remnant radius in the direction
of the stagnation point grows more slowly so that the remnant starts to become asymmetric, but the
di®erence of the radii is not so large (.2%). Thus this model is consistent both with the large north-south
variation of expansion index observed in Kepler's SNR [m = 0.47{0.83: 92] and the modest north-south
radius di®erence as shown in Fig. 5.6 (right).
In addition, we ¯nd that the bilateral protrusions at the southeast/northwest rims match well with a
simple elliptical geometry (plotted as the yellow ¯gures in Fig. 5.6). In each panel the ellipse is centered
on the kinematic center for undecelerated (left) or decelerated (right) knot motion and the axis lengths
and orientation are matched to the shape of the nonthermal ¯lament on the eastern rim. Although the
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physical origin of these prominent structures is not yet resolved, there have been suggestions that the
symmetric protrusions are related to the explosion [e.g., 183]. If so, the notable agreement of the shape
and orientation of the protrusions to a simple elliptical geometry centered on and symmetric about the
kinematic center derived from the decelerated knot motions, o®ers further support for this being the site
of the explosion.
5.3.3 Spatial Density Variations in the Ambient Medium
In one-dimensional SNR evolutionary models, a high value of the expansion parameter indicates that
the remnant is interacting with a low density ambient medium. Here we derive an estimate of the
density required. Dwarkadas & Chevalier [41] investigated the dynamical evolution of SN Ia assuming
an exponential ejecta density pro¯le. An expansion parameter m & 0.75 is realized in their models at a
scaled time of t0 . 0.1 (see Fig. 2f in their paper). The scaled time is related to the pre-shock ambient
medium density (nH), and the remnant's age, explosion energy (E51 in units of 1051 ergs), and ejected
mass (Mej) as
nH ¼ 0:24 (t0)3E¡3=251 (Mej=Mch)5=2 cm¡3
for the remnant's age of 401.7 yr. Assuming typical values for the explosion energy (E51 = 1) and ejected
mass (Mej =Mch = 1:4M¯), allows us to convert the scaled time for nearly undecelerated motion to an
upper-limit on the ambient medium density (assumed uniform) of nH < 2:4£ 10¡4 cm¡3. This value is
comparable to the expected density at the remnant's location above the Galactic plane in the absence of
stellar mass loss.
However, a compact knot, overdense with respect to its surroundings, undergoes a considerably di®er-
ent type of evolution than does an idealized spherically symmetric distribution of ejecta. To investigate
this scenario, we follow Wang & Chevalier [198] who simulated the evolution of clumped ejecta in Tycho's
SNR to understand the conditions under which an ejecta knot could survive as it propagates out to, and
possibly deforms, the forward shock. In this scenario a compact ejecta knot enters the reverse shock
at some time and propagates outward through the high-pressure zone of shocked ejecta. The impact of
the reverse shock on the knot drives a transmitted shock into the knot crushing it; in time this shock
exits the knot which sends a rarefaction wave through it. Meanwhile instabilities develop along the knot
boundary due to shear °ow and rapid local accelerations that result in the destruction of the cloud after
a few cloud-crushing times. This key timescale is given by tcc = Â1=2rcloud=vshock [98], where Â is the
density contrast of the knot with respect to the intercloud medium, rcloud is the initial radius of the cloud,
and vshock is the velocity of the shock in the intercloud medium. Note that this timescale was originally
developed for the case of an interstellar cloud impacted by the forward shock of a SN explosion, but is
applicable to the closely analogous knot/reverse shock situation we have here.
The survivability of an ejecta clump depends on its size (relative to the size of the high pressure
shocked ejecta zone) and density contrast with respect to the rest of the ejecta. Smaller clumps with
higher density contrast survive for longer. Moreover the drag on a high speed clump depends sensitively
on the density contrast, in the sense that a higher density contrast produces relatively less drag. Wang &
Chevalier [198] therefore ¯nd that in order for there to be undecelerated clumps of ejecta near the limb
of Tycho's SNR some 400 year after explosion, the density contrast needs to be high, Â > 100.
However, another option for increasing the survivability of an ejecta knot is to have it interact with
the reverse shock when that shock is still forming during its early evolutionary phase. For example Fig. 8
of Wang & Chevalier 198 shows a knot that survives and continues expanding out to deform the forward
shock from its initial interaction with the reverse shock at a scaled time of t0 = 0:217 through to t0 » 0:8.
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The same scaling applies here as in the ¯rst paragraph of this section so a value of the scaled time of »0.8
corresponds to an ambient medium density of nH » 0:1 cm¡3. Such a low density would additionally
allow for clumps with lower density contrast to survive to the current age. Thus, to summarize, the
presence of undecelerated knots in Kepler's SNR requires either that those knots were generated with
a high initial density contrast (Â > 100) or that the ambient medium contains lower-density (nH » 0:1
cm¡3) windows or gaps through which the knots have propagated.
The evidence that Kepler's SNR is embedded in a dense environment is strong. Yet our work now
suggests that the ambient medium could be structured including both higher and lower density regions.
One possibility, as brie°y explored by Burkey et al. [28], might be that the donor star's wind has sculpted
a dense disk-like structure with lower densities perpendicular to the disk plane. Another option could
rely on an \accretion wind" from the accreting white dwarf [58], which has the potential to blow a large,
low density cavity that allows for ejecta to expand rapidly [13]. If the progenitor system to Kepler's
SNR had a bipolar out°ow [as in the case of the supersoft X-ray binary RX J0513.9{6951: 130, 77], the
ambient density along the polar axis could be much lower than elsewhere.
5.3.4 Implications for the Left-Over Companion Star
Our new kinematic center allows us to reopen the search for a surviving donor star under the SD scenario
for the progenitor to Kepler's SNR. The most extensive study to date was carried out by Kerzendorf
et al. [96]. These authors identi¯ed two dozen stars from HST with V -band luminosities greater than
»10 L¯ assuming they lie at the distance of Kepler's SNR. We indicate these stars on Fig. 5.8 with cyan
colored circles. Kerzendorf et al. [96] use ground-based optical spectroscopy to measure radial velocities
for these stars, although some of the candidates (E, B, P, H, and K) were blended in the ground-based
data, and in addition it was not possible to obtain a reliable radial velocity measurement for star I.
The radial velocities were compared to two velocity distributions: one for ¯eld stars based on the
Besan»con model [150] of galactic dynamics and the other based on the distribution of radial velocities for
SD donors ranging from main-sequence to giant stars [59]. A probability was assigned to each star based
on a Monte Carlo simulation. None of the stars were signi¯cant outliers with respect to the Besan»con
model, although a number were inconsistent with the expected donor distribution. Kerzendorf et al. [96]
consider candidates E1, E2, K1, L, and N to be the most notable for further follow-up, since they have
L > 20L¯ and a modest probability for being consistent with the expected radial velocity distribution
for a donor star.
We can now assess the probability of positional agreement between the explosion center and each
candidate. The 3-¾ limit on the allowed distance is 1500 to which we add 3.500 to account for the donor's
possible proper motion (<200 km s¡1). Thirteen of the HST candidate stars fall within this area,
including stars L (the most luminous candidate with LV = 86L¯), I (no radial velocity measurement),
and G (second highest donor probability based on radial velocity), although the later two stars are
of modest luminosity (LV = 7L¯ and 9L¯, respectively). Although there remains no obvious donor
candidate for the traditional SD-scenario, our new kinematic center has ruled out many of the interesting
candidates suggested for additional follow-up and has signi¯cantly reduced the search area for donor
candidates for modi¯ed SD-scenarios [e.g., 39, 203].
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Figure 5.8: Hubble Space Telescope color image of Kepler's SNR using data from the Advanced Camera
for Surveys (ACS) in the F502N (blue), F550M (green), and F660N (red) ¯lters that trace [O III] ¸ 5007
emission, the stellar continuum, and H®, respectively. The green box is the region studied by Kerzendorf
et al. [96] where they measured spectra from the ground for a number of stars (not all of which were
isolated). The 24 stars circled in cyan are those with V-band luminosities greater than »10L¯ at the
distance of the remnant. Published explosion centers are shown with small magenta, cyan, and yellow
plus signs (same as in Fig. 5.6). The kinematic center reported here is shown as the large white cross,
the size of which denotes the 1¾ uncertainty.
5.4 Conclusions
Most of our key results are based on the proper motion analysis of the four available epochs (from
2000 to 2014) of Chandra ACIS-S X-ray observations of Kepler's SNR. We have discovered ¯ve knots
in the remnant that are moving with nearly undecelerated motion (i.e., with expansion indices > 0.75).
The proper motion of these knots extrapolate back, over the age of the remnant, to a consistent and
accurate center when their (modest) deceleration is included. A number of prominent structures in
the remnant display a notable symmetry about the new kinematic center. For example the similarity
between the northern and southern radii suggests that the forward shock of the remnant has encountered
the northern density enhancement fairly recently, within the last 100 years or so, as some models argue
[e.g., 33]. The symmetric shape, extent and orientation of the southeast/northwest protrusions about
the kinematic center add evidence to arguments that these protrusions may be related to the explosion
process itself.
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Our spectral analysis provides information on the composition of the knots. We report on three knots
with near-solar abundances that show little proper motion or radial velocity. The Ej knots were selected
because their associated H® shocks had measured proper motions from HST data [157]. In the X-ray
band these knots have metal-enhanced abundances but with a larger abundance of low-Z species (O,
Ne, Mg) compared to Si, S, and Fe than the other X-ray ejecta knots studied here. The Ej knots show
high amounts of deceleration and low 3D velocities. Beyond this, however, there is no simple relationship
between knot composition and motion. The N and NE series of knots share similar abundance patterns
with high Si and S abundances, some Fe, and very low O abundances but have a range of expansion
indices (from 0.45 to 0.95). On the other hand the SW knots show 3D speeds and expansion indices that
fall between the NE and N knots, but their spectra show considerably less enhancement of the Si and S
abundances compared to Fe. This strongly indicates that the origin of the knots (traced by composition)
is independent of the kinematics of the knots (traced by the expansion index).
The measurement of radial velocities from spectral analysis of Chandra ACIS data is subject to
systematic uncertainty from detector (gain uncertainty) and analysis (background subtraction) e®ects,
so we summarize the key results from these measurements separately here. We ¯nd that the 3D space
velocities of the highest speed knots are in the range 9,100 km s¡1 . v3D . 10,400 km s¡1, which is
similar to the expansion speed of Si-rich ejecta seen in the optical spectra of SN Ia near maximum light.
We also ¯nd a correlation between 3D speed and expansion index; the sense of the correlation is not
surprising: higher speeds correlate with higher expansion indices and vice versus.
We looked into the conditions that would allow for the existence of high speed, undecelerated knots
in Kepler's SNR some 400 years after explosion, using the article by Wang & Chevalier [198] as a useful
guide. One option would require that the knots formed with a high density contrast (more than 100
times the density of the interknot medium); another would require that the knots propagated through
an ambient medium with a relatively low density (<0.1 cm¡3). We favor the latter interpretation since
the generation of high-density-contrast clumps in a SN Ia explosion seems less plausible to us than the
possibility that the environment of Kepler's SNR contains gaps or windows of lower density gas.
Our new kinematic center has well-de¯ned positional uncertainties which has allowed us to re¯ne the
search for possible surviving donor stars under the single-degenerate (SD) scenario for SN Ia. As shown
before [96] there are no viable candidates for a traditional SD-scenario. Nevertheless our new position
for the explosion center rules out several interesting candidates suggested by others for further follow-up
and has greatly reduced the area to be searched for fainter donor stars under more exotic SD scenarios.
Our work has added new important pieces of evidence to the enigmatic remnant of Kepler's SN that
bear on both the nature of the explosion and the structure of the ambient medium. Further study of
the detailed composition of the new high-speed ejecta knots should allow us to identify the conditions
of the burning front where they formed during the explosion. Mapping the positions and velocities of
other high-speed ejecta knots in Kepler's SNR should allow us to determine the extent of the low density
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6.1 Previous Results and Motivations
Supernova remnants (SNRs) are known to be one of the most dynamic phenomenon in the Universe.
The spectral and image evolutions are quicker when the age of the remnants are younger since the shock
velocity is faster and its braking is larger. Recently, there are several arguments about the X-ray spectral
variations from young SNRs [e.g., 188, 187, 135]. Mainly, the variable component is considered to be
synchrotron X-rays (non-thermal X-rays) caused by high-energy electrons in the ampli¯ed magnetic ¯eld
(»mG). Also, time series of images revealed moments of expanding shell structures in young SNRs [e.g.,
47, 91, 133]. These facts tell us that SNRs are experiencing an extreme evolution, and we can detect
these evolutions in our observational time-scale (»10 yr). Such an information would be very useful for
understanding how the remnants evolve and e®ect the ambient medium.
Cassiopeia A, a Galactic young remnant of » 340 yrs old [47], has been found to display several X-ray
time variations by intensive observations with the Chandra observatory. Patnaude & Fesen [132] found
year-scale X-ray variability in thermal and non-thermal knots using the Chandra data taken in 2000, 2002,
and 2004. In the entire face of the remnant, they identi¯ed six time-varying structures, four of which
show count rate increase from »10 % to over 90 %. Uchiyama & Aharonian [187] analyzed the same
dataset and found year-scale time variation in the X-ray intensity for a number of non-thermal X-ray
¯laments or knots associated with the reverse-shocked regions. They found that variable non-thermal
features are much more prevailing than the thermal ones. Patnaude et al. [135] found a steady »1.5{2
% yr¡1 decline in the 4.2{6.0 keV band of the overall X-ray emission of Cassiopeia A. They discussed a
possible cause of this decline as a deceleration of the forward shock velocity. The strong braking with
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¼30{70 km s¡1 yr¡1 was necessary to explain the decay of the X-ray °ux.
On the other hand, we cannot completely ignore a contribution of the thermal X-rays to the time
evolution because the continuum emissions below 4 keV have not only the non-thermal component but also
the thermal bremsstrahlung component. Helder & Vink [63] estimated that the fraction of non-thermal
component is » 54 % in the 4.2{6 keV band. In the further lower energy band (1-3 keV), no signi¯cant
X-ray variability in the soft X-ray band (1{3 keV) has been found [e.g., 135, 153]. However, we note
the possibility that the 4.2{6 keV and the 1{3 keV band emission may originate from di®erent plasma.
The spectrum of Cassiopeia A can be well ¯tted with two temperature thermal model [e.g., 208, 80] in
addition to the non-thermal component. Of the two thermal components, the higher temperature one
occupies a signi¯cant fraction of the observed 4.2{6 keV spectrum, and explains the entire Fe-K line. In
addition, spatial distribution of the iron in Cassiopeia A is not similar to hard X-ray intensity distribution
[e.g., 55]. The thermal component has a di®erent spatial distribution from the non-thermal component,
and hence we believe it is worth while to investigate time variation of the thermal component.
In this chapter, while placing a possibility of time variation of the thermal component in mind, we
aimed to identify the variable component of the 4.2{6 keV of Cassiopeia A in more detail. We investigated
the time variations in the 4.2{7.3 keV band including the Fe-K emission lines by using Chandra ACIS for
the ¯rst time. The time variations in thermal emission dominated and non-thermal emission dominated
regions were also investigated. This chapter is based on the results in Sato et al. [168].
6.2 Observation and Data Reduction
6.2.1 Chandra ACIS-S
For our study of the year-scale variability in °ux, data of Chandra X-ray Observatory were utilized. The
Chandra observations of Cassiopeia A have been carried out several times since the launch in 1999 [e.g.,
79, 82, 135, 81, 134]. The data used in our analysis are listed in Table 7.1. The archived data taken
with ACIS-S with a Timed Exposure(TE) mode are gathered. ACIS-S3 is the back-illuminated CCD
chip with enhanced soft X-ray response and fairly constant spectral resolution during the course of the
mission compared to the ACIS-I array. The satellite and instrument are described by Weisskopf et al.
[202].
We reprocessed the event ¯les (from level 1 to level 2) to remove pixel randomization and to correct for
CCD charge transfer e±ciencies using CIAO version 4.6 and CalDB 4.6.3. The bad grades were ¯ltered
out and good time intervals were reserved. Cassiopeia A is so bright that the data were all taken with the
single chip operation mode of S3 to avoid the telemetry loss. Cassiopeia A was usually pointed near the
center of the ACIS-S3 chip of 1024 £ 1024 pixel CCDs, each with 000:5£ 000:5 pixels and a ¯eld of view of
80:4£ 80:4. The pointing position is moderately shifted from the aim-point and its roll angle varies from
observation to observation. The e®ective areas (arf) of individual observations were then calculated for
each ObsID using the Chandra standard analysis software package mkwarf in CIAO.
6.2.2 Suzaku XIS0 & XIS3
For tracing the non-thermal emission, the Suzaku data were utilized. A deep observation with Suzaku
was made in 2012. The exposure time was 205 ksec long (XIS0+XIS3). Suzaku has four X-ray CCD
cameras [XIS: 102, 185]. One of the four XIS detector (XIS 1) is back-side illuminated (BI) and the
other three (XIS 0, XIS 2 and XIS 3) are front side illuminated (FI). In the XIS data taken with the
Spaced-row Charge Injection (SCI) option with the normal exposure mode, the gap columns due to the
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Table 6.1: Chandra observation log.
ObsID. Date Exposure (ks) SI mode
YYYY/MM/DD
114 . 2000/01/30 49.9 TE 002A0
1952 . 2002/02/06 49.6 TE 002A0
5196 . 2004/02/08 50.2 TE 002A0
5319 . 2004/04/18 42.3 TE 003DA
9117 . 2007/12/05 24.8 TE 003DA
9773 . 2007/12/08 24.8 TE 003DA
10935 . 2009/11/02 23.3 TE 009E2
12020 . 2009/11/03 22.4 TE 009E2
10936 . 2010/10/31 32.2 TE 009E2
13177 . 2010/11/02 17.2 TE 009E2
14229 . 2012/05/15 49.1 TE 009E2
14480 . 2013/05/20 48.8 TE 009E2
injected charges appear at every 54 lines. The column widths of the FIs are three pixels which are smaller
than ¯ve for the BI. To minimize the °ux uncertainty due to the gap, we used only the FI data. In the
FI CCDs, the XIS-2 were not operated in 2012. Data screening was made with the standard criteria
provided by the Suzaku processing team.
6.3 Analysis and Results
6.3.1 Region Selection
X-ray emissions from Cassiopeia A are known to be a composite of the thermal and non-thermal com-
ponents [e.g., 75]. The thermal component is characterized by emission lines from highly ionized ions of
heavy elements such as iron, accompanied with a continuum emission by a thermal bremsstrahlung. The
non-thermal emission is known to be traced by a hard band continuum emission above 10 keV [e.g., 111].
Figure 6.1 shows the hard X-ray image (10{12 keV band) with Suzaku. We can see the concentrated
hard X-ray distribution from the western to region toward the center of Cassiopeia A. Figure 6.2 shows
the three color images of Chandra in the 4.2{6.0 keV, the 6.54{6.92 keV (Fe-K line) and the 1.75{1.95
keV (Si-K line) bands overlaid with the Suzaku contour in the 10-12 keV band. The Fe-K emission is
believed to originate from the optically thin thermal plasma. Using the Suzaku contour map and the
Chandra lines, we can segregate the distributions of the thermal and non-thermal X-rays. Based on this
information, ¯ve local regions and one whole SNR region were selected from the image for our analysis.
We de¯ned the \East" and the\North West" regions as the \Thermal dominant" region (Magenta
ellipses in Figure 6.2). The East region has the most abundant X-ray °ux of the Fe-K line. Therefore,
this region is the best region to discuss the time evolution of the Fe-K line with less contribution of non-
thermal emission. The North West region is the second luminous region of the Fe-K line emission. This
region shows a separation from the hard X-ray peak and a separation from continuum X-ray dominant
region [36, 63].
On the other hand, we de¯ned \South West", \Inner" and \Forward Shock" region as \Non-thermal
dominant" region (Light blue regions in Figure 6.2). Helder & Vink [63] and DeLaney et al. [36] show
the area dominated by a harder spectrum. As a matter of fact, these regions are manifest themselves in
hard X-rays. Our image also shows the Inner region is bright with hard X-ray. In addition, the forward
shock has a featureless non-thermal emission [e.g., 75, 14]. In the forward shock, it was found that the
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Figure 6.1: Suzaku XIS image which was corrected for the exposure map (i.e, the vignetting function of
the telescope) in the 10{12 keV band. This image was binned by 8 £ 8 pixels, and was then smoothed
with a Gaussian function with a sigma of 3 bins (= 0.42 arcmin). The image is normalized by the value
of the pixel value of the maximum brightness. White and green contours show the range of 1.0(maximum
brightness){0.5 and 0.1{0.01, respectively.
average proper motion of Cassiopeia A is 0:3000 yr¡1 [133], so we corrected the Forward Shock region of
each year with this value (see Appendix).
6.3.2 Spectra
With the regions de¯ned in the section 6.3.1, we extracted the spectra using a custom pipeline based
on specextract in CIAO script. Here, the background spectra were extracted from outside of the
Whole SNR region de¯ned in Figure 6.2. Since the X-ray emission from Cassiopeia A is very strong, the
background contribution is almost negligible for an estimation of the time variation. The background
fraction of the whole SNR is only »3 % in 4.2{7.3 keV band and this is almost constant value from 2002
to 2013. In 2000, this fraction shows a larger value (»7 %) presumably because of an increase in the
charged particle °ux experienced during this observation. After the background subtraction, we ¯tted
the 4.2-7.3 keV band spectra at each epoch with a power-law model and a Gaussian line with XSPEC
version 12.8.2. The best-¯t parameters are summarized in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.3 shows the spectra in the 4.2{7.3 keV band taken from the six regions. As described in the
section 6.3.1, the two bright non-thermal dominant regions South West and Inner are remarkable in the
hard X-ray continuum °ux (Figure 6.1 and 6.3). Accordingly, the photon indexes of these regions are
»2.6{3.0 while those of the thermal are 3.0{3.4. In the Forward Shock and the Whole SNR, the photon
indexes and that evolutions are a slightly di®erent from the results in [135]. This is probably due to
di®erence of the energy band used in the spectral ¯tting. The ¯t residuals are larger for the thermal
dominant than for the non-thermal regions. This is because weak thermal lines such as Cr-K (5.6 keV)
appeared in the band.
As shown in Figure 6.3 and Table 6.3, we also found the increase of the equivalent width of the Fe-K
line of Cassiopeia A for the ¯rst time. In the Thermal dominant regions, we can see » 10 % increasing
of the equivalent width for 13 years, and it is notable that a large evolution of the equivalent width like
this is the ¯rst detection from all the supernova remnants. In addition, we found the Fe-K line centroid
varies among the observations. Since, there is a calibration uncertainty for Fe K-line centroids of »0.3 %
(or »20 eV at Fe-K)1 , however, it is di±cult to discuss its evolution.
6.3.3 Time Variation of 4.2-6.0 keV and Fe-K
From the ¯tting, we investigated the time variation of the 4.2-6.0 keV band and Fe-K line °uxes. Flux
evolution of the Cassiopeia A was well reproduced by linear decline [135]. Therefore, we also ¯tted time
variation of the °uxes with a linear model. These ¯tting results of each region is summarized in Figure 6.2
and Table 6.3. In the Whole SNR, the 4.2{6 keV band and the Fe-K line °uxes show a signi¯cant decline
in these »10 years with a similar change (» ¡0:6 % yr¡1).
There is a discrepancy between the variation of the 4.2-6 keV band in this work: ¡0:65§0:02 % yr¡1
and that in Patnaude et al. [135]: ¡1:5§ 0:17 % yr¡1, in spite of nearly the same data set. Although we
tried several analysis methods (see Appendix), we could not reveal the cause of the discrepancy.
In the local regions, time variation of the 4.2-6.0 keV continuum and Fe-K line °uxes are di®erent
from the Whole SNR. In Figure 6.4, we can see larger time variation of the 4.2-6 keV band in the regions
which have higher equivalent width of the Fe-K line and the softer photon index. In addition, we also
found the Forward Shock region has no signi¯cant change of 4.2-6 keV and Fe-K. From these results, we
can interpret that Cassiopeia A is undergoing a °ux change in the reverse shock region which has a larger
contribution of the Fe-K line.
6.3.4 Fitting the spectra of the East region with the bremsstrahlung model
As shown in Figure 6.4, we found that the East region has the largest decay rate and the largest equivalent
width of the Fe-K line. Since the Fe-K line is a tracer of the thermal plasma emission, we evaluated time
variation of the emission from the East region via a thermal model. Table 6.4 shows the results of ¯tting
with a thermal bremsstrahlung instead of the power-law model. We then drew time histories of the
resultant temperature and normalization (=emission measure), and ¯tted them with a linear model. As
a result, it is found that the time evolution of the temperature and the emission measure are ¡(0:4§0:3)
% yr¡1 and ¡(0:5§ 0:5) % yr¡1 (90 % con¯dence level), respectively.
1Available at http://cxc.harvard.edu/cal/docs/cal present status.html
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Table 6.2: Best-¯t parameters of the ACIS spectraa
Epoch power-law model Fe-K line Â2/d.o.f
¡ Flux (4.2{6 keV) Energy EW Flux
[yr] [£10¡11 erg cm¡2 s¡1] [keV] [keV] [£10¡3 ph cm¡2 s¡2]
Whole SNR
2000.1 2.90§0.02 17.74+0:02¡0:04 6.6287
+0:0012
¡0:0008 0.95§0.01 5.27§0.05 347.52/206
2002.1 2.99§0.02 17.39§0.03 6.6309+0:0013¡0:0007 1.00§0.01 5.22§0.04 322.02/206
2004.1 2.99§0.01 17.27+0:01¡0:03 6.6376
+0:0010
¡0:0005 0.98§0.01 5.12§0.03 355.18/206
2007.9 3.00§0.02 16.52§0.03 6.6377§0.001 1.02§0.01 5.05§0.04 324.81/206
2009.8 3.00§0.02 16.21§0.03 6.6423+0:0014¡0:0009 0.99§0.01 4.79§0.04 321.93/206
2010.8 2.99§0.02 16.48§0.03 6.6354+0:0014¡0:0008 0.97§0.01 4.83§0.04 322.59/206
2012.4 2.95§0.02 16.44§0.03 6.6503§0.001 1.00§0.01 4.97§0.04 278.20/206
2013.4 3.00§0.02 16.31§0.03 6.6419§0.001 1.01§0.01 4.93§0.04 268.78/206
East
2000.1 3.22§0.04 2.52§0.01 6.677+0:002¡0:001 2.53§0.03 1.77§0.02 291.35/206
2002.1 3.31§0.04 2.45§0.01 6.675+0:002¡0:001 2.67
+0:04
¡0:03 1.76§0.02 307.28/206
2004.1 3.29§0.03 2.37§0.01 6.685§0.002 2.66+0:03¡0:02 1.70§0.01 420.74/206
2007.9 3.30§0.04 2.32§0.01 6.677+0:002¡0:001 2.79
+0:04
¡0:03 1.75§0.02 299.12/206
2009.8 3.31§0.04 2.26§0.01 6.679+0:002¡0:001 2.76§0.04 1.68§0.02 278.59/206
2010.8 3.28§0.04 2.28§0.01 6.672+0:002¡0:001 2.71
+0:04
¡0:03 1.68§0.02 270.84/206
2012.4 3.30§0.05 2.17§0.01 6.711+0:002¡0:001 2.82
+0:05
¡0:04 1.62§0.02 307.66/206




2000.1 2.98§0.03 3.73+0:01¡0:02 6.584
+0:002
¡0:001 1.61§0.02 1.85§0.02 316.05/206
2002.1 3.03§0.03 3.66§0.01 6.589+0:002¡0:001 1.66§0.02 1.85§0.02 283.29/206
2004.1 3.06§0.02 3.63§0.01 6.597§0.001 1.67§0.02 1.83§0.02 389.43/206
2007.9 3.12§0.03 3.44§0.01 6.596+0:002¡0:001 1.74
+0:03
¡0:02 1.78§0.02 277.33/206
2009.8 3.15§0.04 3.26+0:01¡0:02 6.605
+0:002
¡0:001 1.83§0.03 1.75§0.02 287.39/206
2010.8 3.17§0.04 3.34§0.01 6.597+0:002¡0:001 1.86§0.03 1.81§0.02 232.13/206
2012.4 3.01§0.03 3.39§0.01 6.618+0:002¡0:001 1.78§0.02 1.83§0.02 267.84/206
2013.4 3.04§0.03 3.28+0:02¡0:01 6.604
+0:002
¡0:001 1.82§0.02 1.80§0.02 290.10/206
South West
2000.1 2.74§0.03 3.92+0:02¡0:01 6.614
+0:003
¡0:002 0.60§0.01 0.77§0.02 242.97/206
2002.1 2.83§0.03 3.90§0.01 6.623+0:003¡0:002 0.62
+0:02
¡0:01 0.76§0.02 214.20/206
2004.1 2.78§0.02 3.94§0.01 6.630§0.002 0.59§0.01 0.75§0.01 229.44/206
2007.9 2.82§0.03 3.65+0:01¡0:02 6.627§0.003 0.62§0.02 0.72§0.02 265.07/206
2009.8 2.82§0.03 3.61+0:02¡0:01 6.631§0.003 0.62§0.02 0.71§0.02 220.24/206
2010.8 2.80§0.03 3.63§0.01 6.627+0:003¡0:002 0.62
+0:02
¡0:01 0.73§0.02 265.88/206
2012.4 2.80§0.04 3.75§0.01 6.636+0:003¡0:002 0.66§0.02 0.78§0.03 230.55/206
2013.4 2.82§0.03 3.71§0.01 6.629+0:003¡0:002 0.64§0.02 0.75§0.02 264.19/206
Forward Shock
2000.1 2.55§0.06 1.57§0.01 6.63+0:02¡0:01 0.22§0.02 0.12§0.02 198.16/206
2002.1 2.64§0.05 1.562+0:008¡0:009 6.61
+0:02
¡0:01 0.18§0.02 0.10§0.01 208.52/206
2004.1 2.69§0.04 1.565+0:005¡0:007 6.627
+0:008
¡0:009 0.18§0.01 0.092§0.007 199.11/206
2007.9 2.61§0.05 1.541+0:009¡0:007 6.64§0.02 0.19§0.02 0.10§0.01 229.06/206
2009.8 2.67§0.05 1.52§0.01 6.62§0.01 0.20§0.02 0.10§0.01 192.79/206
2010.8 2.55§0.05 1.57§0.01 6.63§0.01 0.20§0.02 0.11§0.01 207.04/206
2012.4 2.57§0.05 1.585+0:009¡0:008 6.61
+0:02
¡0:01 0.16§0.02 0.08§0.01 193.40/206
2013.4 2.65§0.05 1.575+0:010¡0:008 6.64§0.01 0.20§0.02 0.10§0.01 205.78/206
Inner
2000.1 2.86§0.04 2.409+0:012¡0:009 6.612
+0:008
¡0:007 0.20§0.01 0.15§0.01 188.96/206
2002.1 2.93§0.04 2.37§0.01 6.631+0:009¡0:008 0.21§0.01 0.15§0.01 203.19/206
2004.1 3.01§0.03 2.346+0:006¡0:008 6.625
+0:006
¡0:007 0.23§0.01 0.17§0.01 236.49/206
2007.9 2.89§0.04 2.256+0:008¡0:011 6.627
+0:009
¡0:008 0.26§0.02 0.18§0.01 187.30/206
2009.8 2.88§0.04 2.24§0.01 6.618§0.009 0.21§0.01 0.15§0.01 181.55/206
2010.8 2.93§0.04 2.31§0.01 6.649+0:010¡0:009 0.22§0.02 0.16§0.01 230.67/206
2012.4 2.91§0.04 2.26§0.01 6.655+0:010¡0:009 0.21§0.02 0.14§0.01 215.17/206
2013.4 2.99§0.04 2.26§0.01 6.632§0.009 0.22§0.02 0.15§0.01 179.23/206
aThe errors are at 1 ¾ con¯dence level.
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Figure 6.2: Three color images of Cassiopeia A with Chandra overlaid with the Suzaku contour in the
10-12 keV band. Blue, red and green colors show the 4.2{6.0 keV, 6.54{6.92 keV (Fe-K line) and 1.75{
1.95 keV (Si-K line) band images, respectively. Each plot around the image shows the time evolution
of observed °ux of Cassiopeia A at each region (Whole SNR: WS, East: E, Inner: I, North West: NW,
South West: SW, Forward Shock: FS). Blue and red data show °ux of the 4.2{6 keV band and Fe-K
line normalized at the ¯rst data-point, respectively. Solid lines show the best-¯t linear models. The error
bars of all Figures are 1 ¾.
6.4 Discussion
Patnaude et al. [135] already reported the decay of the intensity of the 4.2-6 keV continuum from the
whole remnant of Cassiopeia A. They discussed the cause of the decay by assuming all the emission is
originated from the non-thermal emission. As shown in Figure 6.2 we found time variation in the whole
remnant is also observed at the Fe-K line. Moreover, if we pick-up the local regions, the variabilities
in the continuum and the Fe-K line are highly di®erent from region to region. Therefore, the cause of
the time variation in the 4.2-6 keV continuum and the Fe-K lines must be revisited. We positively use
the fact that the Fe-K line is evidence of thermal emission. Then, we found the Forward Shock region
which has faint Fe-K emission shows the smallest decay rate and the East region which has bright Fe-K
emission shows the largest decay rate. The result naturally supports that these regions have di®erent
variable components (thermal or non-thermal origin). Using these regions, we here discuss the origin of
the decay with the thermal dominant scenario (section 6.4.1) and non-thermal dominant scenario (section
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Figure 6.3: Time variation of equivalent width of Fe-K line (plot in the middle) and observed spectra in
4.2-7.3 keV band (on both sides) at each region (Whole SNR: WS, East: E, Inner: I, North West: NW,
South West: SW, Forward Shock: FS). In the central plot, the solid lines show the best-¯t linear models.
Individual spectra were ¯tted with a model composed of a power law and a Gaussian. The error bars of
all Figures are 1 ¾.
6.4.2) individually.
6.4.1 A decay scenario of the thermal components
Young SNRs like Cassiopeia A are experiencing a drastic expansion due to the high speed of their ejecta.
The plasma formed by the shock heating should be then adiabatically expanded. The adiabatic expansion
causes the cooling of the plasma, too. Therefore, the changing of X-ray °ux from thermal component
must be ¯rst examined with an adiabatic cooling. Laming & Hwang [106] suggested that Cassiopeia A
is currently transitioning from the ejecta-dominated to the Sedov{Taylor phase, and hence it is natural
to assume that Cassiopeia A is experiencing an adiabatic evolution without a radiative cooling.
Here, we evaluate the time decay of the regions where the thermal emission is dominant by assuming
that their entire emission is of purely thermal origin. Bremsstrahlung X-ray °ux from a thermal plasma
is described as






where EM , h, kB and ¹gff are the emission measure, the Planck constant, the Boltzmann constant and
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Table 6.3: Time variation of Cassiopeia A in 4.2-7.3 keV banda.
4.2{6.0 keV Fe-K Equivalent Width
[% yr¡1] [% yr¡1] [% yr¡1]
Whole SNR ¡0:65§ 0:02 ¡0:6§ 0:1 +0:2§ 0:1
Thermal dominant region
East ¡1:03§ 0:05 ¡0:6§ 0:1 +0:8§ 0:2
North West ¡0:88§ 0:04 ¡0:2§ 0:1 +1:1§ 0:2
Non-thermal dominant region
South West ¡0:60§ 0:04 ¡0:2§ 0:3 +0:6§ 0:3
Inner ¡0:46§ 0:05 ¡0:3§ 0:9 +0:3§ 0:9
Forward Shock +0:00§ 0:07 ¡0:0§ 1:2 ¡0:3§ 1:0
aThe errors are at 90 % con¯dence level.
Figure 6.4: Left: a plot of the change rate of the 4.2-6 keV continuum intensity versus the equivalent
width of the Fe-K line. Right: a plot of the change rate of the 4.2-6 keV continuum °ux versus the photon
index of the continuum power law. The equivalent width and the photon index are the best ¯t values in
2000 yr (Table 6.2). The error bars are 90 % con¯dence level.




























where the constant ³ = 1:781. In the case of Cassiopeia A, a typical electron temperature is in the rage
of 1-3 keV [81]. Therefore, we can use equation (6.2) because the energy band we chose (4.2-6.0 keV) is
above the spectrum cut-o®.
First, we calculated time evolution of the emission measure. We assume the number of particle nV =
constant. Using the expansion parameter: m (r / tm), we can describe V / r3 / t3m, n / V ¡1 / t¡3m
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Table 6.4: Best-¯t parameters of the bremsstrahlung model in the East regiona























aThe errors are at 1 ¾ con¯dence level.
b3:02£ 10¡17=4¼D2 R nenidV .
around dynamical time scale or in the beginning of the Sedov-Taylor phase, and then
EM = n2V / t¡3m (6.4)















where we normalized m by 0.66 [133] and t by the remnant age of 340 yr.
Next, we calculate thermal decay rate by taking adiabatic cooling into account. For the adiabatic
gas, PV ° = const: By the same token, we can estimate temperature evolution along with the plasma
volume as described below,
TV °¡1 = const: ) T / V 1¡° / t¡2m (6.6)















Here we can describe EM(t) = EM0(t=t0)¡3m and T (t) = T0(t=t0)¡2m. In order to calculate the °ux















We measured a typical electron temperature of Cassiopeia A is kBT » 2:5 keV. This is about twice as low















The variation in the East region (= ¡1:03; see Table 6.3) is closest to this. Also, the predicted rates of
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the emission measure and temperature (see eq.(6.5) and eq.(6.7)) are consistent with the observational
values in the East region: ¡(0:4 § 0:3) % yr¡1 for the emission measure and ¡(0:5 § 0:5) % yr¡1 for
the temperature. Thus we conclude that the °ux variation in the East region of Cassiopeia A could be
explained by the thermal variation due to the adiabatic expansion.
On the other hand, the change rates in the other regions are much smaller than the value predicted
by eq.(6.9). In particular, the variations in the non-thermal dominant regions (< ¡0:6 % yr¡1) could not
be explained by the adiabatic expansion.
6.4.2 A decay scenario of the non-thermal components
The cosmic-ray electrons are considered to be accelerated in the shock front by di®usive shock acceleration
[DSA; 17, 23]. In the Sedov phase, the blast wave is decelerated by sweeping up ambient interstellar
matter. This e®ect causes a °ux decay of synchrotron X-rays. In addition to this, evolution of the
magnetic ¯eld and the electron injection rate also changes the °ux of synchrotron X-rays. Here, we
investigated whether the evolution of these parameters could explain the time variation of Cassiopeia A
or not.
Figure 6.5: Comparison between the time observed variation and the predicted change rate in the forward
shock region in the band 4.2-6 keV. Black circles show our results of time variation in the Forward Shock
(FS) region. Red solid and broken lines show the predicted change rate with m = 0:66 and m = 0:8,
respectively.
The X-ray synchrotron emission is well approximated analytically. The energy spectrum of electrons
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is generally given by
Ne(E) = AE¡p(1 + E=Eb)¡1exp[¡(E=Emaxe )2] (6.10)
where A, Eb and Emaxe are a normalization factor, the break energy and the maximum energy of electrons,
respectively. In the case of Cassiopeia A, the radio index ® = (p ¡ 1)=2 = 0:77: Baars et al. [11]. The
break energy expresses the spectrum shape which su®ers the synchrotron cooling. During the acceleration,
electrons with E > Eb are losing their energies via synchrotron cooling, which provides a steepened
energy spectrum. From this electron distribution, we can calculate the approximate formula of the X-ray
luminosity as shown in the equation (5) of Nakamura et al. [125],






where Bd, ºb and ºroll are the downstream magnetic ¯eld, the break frequency and the roll-o® frequency,
respectively. In this calculation, Nakamura et al. [125] assumed the photon energy is larger than the break
photon energy (º > ºb), and the break frequency depends on the downstream magnetic ¯eld (ºb / B¡3d ).
This assumption could be adapted for young SNRs (tage . 103 yr) due to their ampli¯ed magnetic ¯eld.
Here, we attempted to estimate the time variation of the synchrotron X-ray in the case of Cassiopeia A
by transforming this equation into our framework of time evolution formulation.
First, we considered the time evolution of the normalization factor: A in eq.(6.11). We assumed
that the amount of accelerated particles is proportional to the product of the °uid ram pressure and
the SNR volume as assumed in Nakamura et al. [125]. Then, we can describe A / (½v2s)r3 / t3m¡2,
where vs is the shock velocity and we assumed the shock is moving through the progenitor wind of the
supernova: ½ / r¡2. Then the decay of this term is sensitive to the value of m. In the case of Cassiopeia
A (m = 0:66), we can ¯nd that this normalization is almost constant with time.
Second, we considered the time evolution of the term B(p¡2)=2d in eq.(6.11). The magnetic energy
density is ampli¯ed to a constant fraction of ½v2s : case (a) or ½v
3
s : case (a
0) [e.g., 18, 192, 193], and we
can interpret the magnetic energy density evolution as a function of time below,







/ t¡2 ) Bd / t¡1; (6.12)







/ t(m¡3) ) Bd / t 12 (m¡3): (6.13)
Hereafter we denote B(p¡2)=2d / tX . If we neglect the time evolution of ºroll for the time being, the
discussion so far results in the synchrotron intensity at the forward shock as Lº / tX . Thus, we can
estimate the time variation of the synchrotron radiation by the evolution of the magnetic ¯eld as 1=Lº ¢
dLº=dt = X ¢ t¡1. In the case of Cassiopeia A, m = 0:66: Patnaude & Fesen [133], ® = 0:77: Baars et al.
[11] and tage = 340 yr predicts the variation of ¡0:08 % yr¡1 for the case (6.12) and ¡0:09 % yr¡1 for
the case (6.13), whose di®erence is quite small. From this result, we found that the contribution of the
magnetic ¯eld evolution to the X-ray variation is small.
Finally, we considered the time evolution of the term º¡p=2exp(¡pº=ºroll) in eq.(6.11). Assuming
that ºroll is determined by a balance between the acceleration rate and the synchrotron loss [4, 215], we
obtain below.
Emaxe / B¡1=2d vs ) ºroll / (Emaxe )2Bd / v2s / t2m¡2 ´ tY (6.14)
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From the discussion of the time evolution all parameters (A, Bd and ºroll), the logarithmic derivative of














; p = X + 3m¡ 2 (6.15)
In the case of Cassiopeia A, roll-o® energy hºroll is suggested to be » 2.3 keV in outer shock ¯lament [55].
This implies (º=ºroll) ' 2 for the band 4.2-6 keV. Thus, we can estimate the variation in outer ¯lament
as 1=Lº ¢ dLº=dt = 1=t ¢ (p+ Y=
p
2), and then a change rate is about ¡0:26 % yr¡1 for the both cases of
(a) and (a0).
Consequently the °ux variability is sensitive to the value of the expansion parameter m. If we adopt
m = 0:66, the variation in the band 4.2-6 keV is estimated to be ¡0:26 % yr¡1. Figure 6.5 shows a
comparison between the predicted rate and the observed time variation of the 4.2-6 keV continuum in
the forward shock region. We found the model rate well ¯ts to the observations from 2000 to 2010. The
parameter m could be interpreted as a deceleration of the shock velocity. If we assumed 5,000 km s¡1 as
the shock velocity of Cassiopeia A, m = 0:66 means the deceleration of » 5 km s¡1 yr¡1. In Fig. 6.5,
however, the data points after 2010 do not follow the m = 0:66 line. For reference, we draw another line
of m = 0:8 that is closer to the data after 2010. In this case the deceleration is » 3 km s¡1 yr¡1. This
means a strong braking in the shock velocity has not been occurring in the Forward Shock region (at
most » 5 km s¡1 yr¡1). We can see a °ux jump between 2010 and 2012. Several non-thermal ¯laments
in Cassiopeia A have a °ickering of X-ray °ux with a time scale of »year, and this jump might also be
able to be explained by that feature.
The particle acceleration and the synchrotron cooling in the reverse shock are very complicated.
The continuum emission seems to be decreasing gradually in the South West and the Inner regions.
However, these regions have a number of °ickering ¯laments and have a large contribution of the thermal
X-ray. In addition, the dynamical evolution of the reverse shock inward the remnants have not been
well understood. Zirakashvili et al. [216] investigated the particle acceleration in the forward and the
reverse shock of Cassiopeia A by using the numerical calculations. They predicted the change rate of
the synchrotron X-ray in the reverse shock is » ¡0:9 % yr¡1 at least because the ejecta density drops
proportional to t¡3 ( = ¡0.9 % yr¡1). However, we cannot see such a large decreasing in the South
West and the Inner regions, and cannot explain the details of the acceleration in the reverse shock in the
present.
6.5 Conclusion
Our work shows the °ux of the Fe-K in Cassiopeia A is decreasing with the continuum emissions in 4.2-6
keV for the ¯rst time. By using hard X-ray distribution above 10 keV as a good indicator of non-thermal
emission, we separated \Thermal dominant" and \Non-thermal dominant" regions from the whole SNR,
and investigated their time variations. Then, we found clear correlations of the decay rates in 4.2-6 keV
band with the photon indexes and with the equivalent width of Fe-K line. The correlation shows that
the °ux in the regions which have softer spectrum and richer emissions of Fe-K are decreasing more
drastically.
We found the East region, which is considered to be \Thermal dominant" region and has the softest
spectrum (¡ » 3:2), shows the most rapid decline. The °ux change rate of the Fe-K line and 4.2-6 keV
continuum are ¡0:6§0:1 % yr¡1 and ¡1:03§0:05 % yr¡1, respectively. In the region, the time evolution
of continuum °ux, emission measure and temperature are well explained by the adiabatic cooling with
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the expansion of r / t¡m with m = 0:66.
On the other hand, \Non-thermal dominant" regions show smaller decay rates. In particular, the
Forward Shock region, which has the hardest spectrum (¡ » 2:6), shows no large decay. It implies that
the blast wave of Cassiopeia A does not seem to experience a strong deceleration [such as ¼30{70 km
s¡1 yr¡1: 135]. From the decay rate, we conclude that the deceleration is » 5 km s¡1 yr¡1 at most.
It is interesting to note that the time evolution of the East region and the Forward Shock region,
where the thermal emission and the non-thermal emission dominates the most among all selected regions,
respectively, can be represented by the power law expansion of r / t¡m with a common index ofm = 0:66.
The emission from the other regions is a certain mixture of the thermal and non-thermal emission. Even
though m = 0:66 is common, the resulting intensity decay rate is larger for the thermal emission, and
the intensity of the non-thermal continuum is nearly constant, if m does not change in the last couple of
decade. A di®erent mixing ratio probably results in a decay rate of the emission that is di®erent from
region to region. Accordingly, we conclude that the decay of the X-ray intensity above »4 keV of the
whole remnant is probably caused by the thermal emission component.
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Chapter 7
Dynamical Study of Cassiopeia A
(2): Particle Acceleration
Toshiki Sato, Satoru Katsuda, Mikio Morii, Aya Bamba, John P. Hughes, Yoshitomo
Maeda, Manabu Ishida & Federico Fraschetti
The Astrophysical Journal, 2018, 853, 46[164]
7.1 Previous Results and Motivations
Shock waves in young supernova remnants (SNRs) are excellent astrophysical laboratories for under-
standing the process of particle acceleration. An important observational advance was the imaging of
synchrotron X-ray{emitting rims in SN1006 [101] which strengthened arguments for the shock acceler-
ation of electrons to TeV energies in the forward shocks of young SNRs. More recently, GeV and TeV
°-ray spectral observations have been shown to be well described by the decay of pions produced by
energetic protons interacting with ambient gas [e.g., 2], providing strong evidence for proton acceleration
in SNRs. From these studies as well as several others using a variety of di®erent techniques, it is now
widely accepted that electron and proton acceleration occurs in SNRs. Di®usive shock acceleration [DSA:
17, 23] in the forward shocks of remnants is the leading candidate for the process and can account for
the majority of Galactic cosmic rays. On the other hand, observational evidence for particle accelera-
tion at SNR reverse shocks, which propogate inward through the expanding ejecta, has not been clearly
demonstrated, although there have been some theoretical studies [e.g., 43, 180, 181].
Cassiopeia A with an age of » 350 yr [47] is one of the most well-studied young Galactic SNRs.
Non-thermal X-ray emission has been detected from both the outer rim and interior positions [e.g.,
75, 195, 14, 63, 111, 55]. In particular, the brightest non-thermal X-ray emission comes from the western
limb slightly interior to the forward shock position and is also strongly associated with TeV °-ray emission
[e.g., 3, 5, 111, 1, 55]. Those features naturally suggest e±cient production of accelerated particles in this
region, however, the origin of the energetic electrons in the interior of the remnant remains a mystery.
Radio and X-ray observations of Cassiopeia A have found that some features are moving back toward
the expansion center [7, 95, 36]; we refer to these as \inward shocks". The inward shocks are concentrated
in the south and west between azimuths of 170± to 300±. [63] have suggested that the bright non-thermal
X-rays at the reverse shock region could be due to the locally higher reverse shock velocity(vs » 6,000 km
s¡1) of the inward moving shock ¯laments. It was recognized even earlier that such high reverse shock
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velocities or inward moving ¯laments required a more complex structure for the circumstellar medium in
the west. For example, [95] argued for a physical connection with a local molecular cloud based on strong
radio and X-ray absorbing structures seen near the inward moving shocks [see also 156, 81, for the X-ray
absorbing structures]. Recent millimeter observations have additionally suggested an interaction between
the shock front and a nearby molecular cloud [97]. Such a high density cloud would also be consistent
with the pion-decay scenario for the °-ray emission from Cassiopeia A. Finally, a shock-cloud interaction
is considered to have a connection with the non-thermal X-rays [158, 159, 160, 84].
Although these various non-thermal features appear to be related, a uni¯ed picture for the western
reverse shock region of Cassiopeia A has yet to be established. As a step in further understanding
the particle acceleration properties in this exceptional region of the remnant, here we report new X-ray
kinematic and intensity properties for bright inward moving ¯laments. Using long-term monitoring data
from Chandra, we determine the proper motion and temporal °ux variation for a set of six bright non-
thermal ¯laments. We then combine this with results from hard X-ray measurements by NuSTAR to
determine the physical properties (e.g., magnetic ¯eld, di®usion coe±cient, maximum electron energy,
and acceleration and cooling timescales) of the particle acceleratio process in these shocks.
7.2 Observation and Data Reduction
7.2.1 Chandra
The Chandra ACIS-S have observed Cassiopeia A several times since the launch in 1999 [e.g., 79, 82,
135, 81, 134]. The data used in our analysis are listed in Table 7.1. We reprocessed the event ¯les (from
level 1 to level 2) to remove pixel randomization and to correct for CCD charge transfer e±ciencies using
CIAO [49] version 4.6 and CalDB 4.6.3. The bad grades were ¯ltered out and good time intervals were
reserved.
In order to align the images, we used the Central Compact Object (CCO) as a ¯ducial source.
Because of lack of other certain ¯ducial sources around Cassiopeia A, we registered only the CCO for
the alignment. First, we determined the CCO position using wavdetect implemented in CIAO1. Next,
shift values between two ObsIDs were computed with wcs_match script. By using these values, we ¯nally
updated the aspect solutions of the event ¯les using wcs_update. We here used the ObsID 4638 as
the reference of the alignment. The shift values are summarized in Table 7.1. In the following section
7.3.2, we assumed o±cial systematic errors of »0.5002 for the positional accuracy although we aligned the
images. Our image alignment using the CCO could reduce the uncertainties. However, there would still
be other positional uncertainties (e.g., roll angle, proper motion of the CCO, etc.). For example, [47] have
estimated a transverse velocity of '350 km s¡1 for the CCO. This corresponds to a shift of »0.300 (< 1
pixel) for 14 years at the distance of 3.4 kpc [see 144, for the distance], which is within the systematic
errors.
7.2.2 NuSTAR
NuSTAR, which is composed of two co-aligned X-ray telescopes (FPMA and FPMB) observing the sky
in the energy range 3{79 keV [60], has observed Cassiopeia A with a total of » 2.4 Ms of exposure time
during the ¯rst two years after the launch in 2012 (see Table 7.2). The ¯rst hard X-ray imaging revealed
44Ti distribution and morphology of >15 keV emission in Cassiopeia A for the ¯rst time [54, 55, 56].
1http://cxc.harvard.edu/ciao/
2See http://cxc.harvard.edu/cal/ASPECT/celmon/ for the Chandra absolute astrometric accuracy.
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Table 7.1: Chandra observations.
ObsID. date exp. angle shift values
YYYY/MM/DD (ks) (deg) (¢x, ¢y)a
114 . 2000/01/30 49.9 323.4 (¡0:09, +0:34)
1952 . 2002/02/06 49.6 323.4 (¡0:36, +0:38)
4634 . 2004/04/28 148.6 59.2 (+0:15, ¡0:20)
4635 . 2004/05/01 135.0 59.2 (¡0:05, ¡0:27)
4636 . 2004/04/20 143.5 49.8 (¡0:09, ¡0:21)
4637 . 2004/04/22 163.5 49.8 (¡0:04, ¡0:22)
4638 . 2004/04/14 164.5 40.3 (reference)
4639 . 2004/04/25 79.0 49.8 (¡0:04, ¡0:35)
5196 . 2004/02/08 49.5 325.5 (+0:07, +0:03)
5319 . 2004/04/18 42.3 49.8 (¡0:08, +0:08)
5320 . 2004/05/05 54.4 65.1 (+0:03, ¡0:41)
9117 . 2007/12/05 24.8 278.1 (¡0:01, +0:87)
9773 . 2007/12/08 24.8 278.1 (¡0:19, +0:89)
10935 . 2009/11/02 23.3 239.7 (¡0:53, +0:53)
12020 . 2009/11/03 22.4 239.7 (¡0:50, +0:32)
10936 . 2010/10/31 32.2 236.5 (¡0:44, ¡0:11)
13177 . 2010/11/02 17.2 236.5 (+0:00, ¡0:02)
14229 . 2012/05/15 49.1 75.4 (¡0:52, ¡0:60)
14480 . 2013/05/20 48.8 75.1 (¡0:38, +0:63)
14481 . 2014/05/12 48.4 75.1 (+0:08, +0:50)
aSky pixel value (1 pixel = 0.49200).


















In order to compare the hard X-ray image (15{40 keV) with the Chandra image (4.2{6 keV), we
analyzed all of the NuSTAR data. We reduced the data with the NuSTAR Data Analysis Software
(NuSTARDAS) version 1.6.0 and NuSTAR calibration database (CALDB) version 20170503 to produce
images and exposure maps for each telescope. All of the images were merged by using XIMAGE, taking
into account the exposure maps (i.e., the unique time-dependent exposure and the vignetting function
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of the telescope) for each pointing. After the correction, we deconvoluved the merged image with the
on-axis PSF image of the NuSTAR's telescope. We used arestore script in CIAO for the deconvolution.
Following the method in [55], we chose to halt the deconvolution after 50 iterations with a Richardson-
Lucy method, and we obtained almost the same image as the published image (see Figure 7.1). For the
NuSTAR imaging, the default aspect solution was used.
7.3 Analysis and Results
7.3.1 Soft and Hard X-ray imaging
In Figure 7.1(a), we show a di®erence image between 2000 and 2014 generated from Chandra data. Here
we can see moving X-ray structures as previously reported [e.g., 36, 133]. All of the forward-shock
¯laments which are located at the outer rim are moving outward. On the other hand, there are several
¯laments near the center and toward the west that are moving inward (such ¯laments are identi¯ed with
green arrows in the ¯gure). Those ¯laments are the same inward-moving features (inward shocks) as
reported in [36]. In particular, almost all the ¯laments toward the west seem to be inward shocks. By
de¯nition, the forward shock must always move to the outside of the remnant. Therefore, these inward
shocks cannot be forward shocks seen projected on the interior of the remnant. In addition, part of the
eastern region shows a uniform dark color (see a broken ellipse region in Figure 7.1). The eastern region
is known to have a large contribution from thermal X-rays with a °ux decline possibly due to adiabatic
expansion [168]. The dark eastern region in this ¯gure is just another view of the prominent °ux decay
of the thermal emission.
In Figure 7.1(b), we show the 15{40 keV image with NuSTAR. As reported in previous studies
[208, 63, 111, 55, 168], most of the hard X-rays are located at the west and the center. Thus, we ¯nd a
strong correlation between the inward-shock positions and the intensity peaks of the NuSTAR image.
In Figure 7.1(c), we compared the NuSTAR image with the soft X-ray images (4.2{6 keV: continuum
emission & 6.54{6.92 keV: Fe-K emission) with Chandra. As reported in [168], we can see a separa-
tion between the thermal X-ray distribution (Fe-K) and the hard X-ray distribution (which is spatially
coincident with the inward-shock positions).
To clarify the motions of the shock ¯laments, we also compared images taken in 2004 (ObsID. 5320)
and 2014 (ObsID. 14481) using a computer vision technique (optical °ow). The dense optical °ow algo-
rithm we use is by Gunnar FarnebÄack [45] as implemented in OpenCV 3.2.03. This algorithm estimates
displacement ¯elds between two frames using quadratic polynomials to locally approximate the image
°ux. To reduce the noise, the estimate is made by averaging over local neighborhoods. Also, we here set
statistical limits for the surface brightnesses. For the continuum and Si-K images, we ignore pixels whose
surface brightness is < 1£10¡7 counts cm¡2 s¡1 and < 3£10¡7 counts cm¡2 s¡1 respectively, which corre-
sponds to . 1 counts with » 50 ksec exposure time. Speci¯cally, we used the calcOpticalFlowFarneback
function with the following arguments: pyr_scale = 0.5, which speci¯es the image scale to build pyra-
mids for each image, levels = 3, number of pyramid layers, winsize = 15, averaging window size, and
poly_n = 5, size of the pixel neighborhood used for the polynomial approximation. As shown in Figure
7.2, we can visualize the motion of ¯laments (or small knots) as vector maps over the entire extent of
the SNR. In the vector maps (Figure 7.2 (a) & (b)), we plot only large vectors whose proper motion is
larger than » 0.05 arcsec yr¡1 (¼ 800 km s¡1 at the distance of 3.4 kpc), and we here found the large
motions are strongly associated with ¯lamentary (or knotty) structures. Also, we can see clearly that
3See http://opencv.org/ for more details.
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Figure 7.1: (a) Image di®erence in the 4.2{6 keV band of Cassiopeia A between 2000 and 2014 with
Chandra. Adjacent black and white features show transverse motions of X-ray structures. Green arrows
and boxes show the inward-shock positions de¯ned by eye and the regions which were used for the proper-
motion measurements. The boxes are identi¯ed by name (e.g., C1, W1) The box sizes are 21£21 pixels (1
pixel = 0.49200) for W1 and W3, and 31£31 pixels for C1, C2, W2 and W4, respectively. (b) The NuSTAR
image in 15{40 keV band. The green arrows and boxes show the same as shown in the ¯gure (a). (c)
Three-color image of Cassiopeia A. Red, green and blue color show the 4.2{6 keV image with Chandra, the
6.54{6.92 keV image (around Fe-K emission) with Chandra and the 15{40 keV image with NuSTAR. The
binning sizes for the 4.2{6 keV (Chandra), 6.54{6.92 keV (Chandra) and 15{40 keV (NuSTAR) images
are 1£1 pixels (0.49200£0.49200), 8£8 pixels (3.93600£3.93600) and 1£1 pixels (12.300£12.300), respectively.
The images were then smoothed with a Gaussian function with a sigma of 3 bins. The green arrows and
boxes show the same as shown in the ¯gure (a). Cyan dot shows the position of the central compact
object (CCO).
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Figure 7.2: Left side: X-ray images overlaid with proper-motion vectors obtained by the optical °ow
method, where the energy ranges are (a) a continuum band of 4.1-6.3 keV and (b) Si-K band of 1.7-2.1
keV. For the optical °ow analysis, we used images taken in 2004 (ObsID. 5320) and 2014 (ObsID. 14481).
The vector length is proportional to the actual shifting value. Blue and red show outward and inward
motions, respectively. In these ¯gures, small vectors whose proper motion is . 0.05 arcsec yr¡1 are not
shown. The ¯eld of view is 450£450 pixels (= 3.690£3.690). The center of the ¯eld of view, (x, y) =
(225, 225) is the CCO location. The unit of the color bar is 10¡7 counts cm¡2 s¡1. Contours overlaid
on the continuum and Si-K band images show 1, 5, 10, 15, 20£10¡7 counts cm¡2 s¡1 and 3, 15, 30, 45,
60£10¡7 counts cm¡2 s¡1, respectively. Right side: length of radial component of proper-motion vectors
are shown in color maps in the continuum band (a0) and the Si-K band (b0). Positive and negative values
correspond to outward and inward motions, respectively. The unit of the color scale is arcsec yr¡1. A
proper motion of 0.15 arcsec yr¡1 corresponds to »2,400 km s¡1 at the distance of 3.4 kpc.
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Table 7.3: Proper Motions and Spectral Parameters of the Inward-Shock Filaments in Cassiopeia Aa
Imaging Analysis Spectral Parameters in 2004
center of the model frame mean shift: ¢x, ¢y proper motion velocityb angle Photon Index fluxc
id R.A., Decl. (epoch 2004) (arcsec yr¡1) (arcsec yr¡1) (km s¡1) (degree)
west region
W1 23h23m12s.070, +58±4902300.64 ¡0:111§0.026, +0:077§0.027 0.135§0.027 2180§440 145§11 2.11+0:05¡0:08 5.70§0.04
W2 23h23m11s.126, +58±4805600.07 ¡0:180§0.026, ¡0:089§0.027 0.201§0.026 3240§420 206§8 2.00+0:03¡0:05 19.79§0.07
W3 23h23m17s.525, +58±4805000.73 ¡0:190§0.027, ¡0:113§0.027 0.221§0.027 3560§440 211§7 2.18+0:05¡0:08 6.65
+0:05
¡0:03




C1 23h23m31s.829, +58±4802900.70 +0:215§0.026, ¡0:013§0.027 0.215§0.027 3470§440 356§7 2.64+0:06¡0:09 6.56
+0:08
¡0:05
C2 23h23m29s.676, +58±4803000.20 +0:214§0.027, +0:101§0.027 0.237§0.027 3820§440 25§6 2.24+0:05¡0:07 8.41
+0:05
¡0:07
aAll of the errors in this table show 68 % confidence level (¢Â2 = 1.0). For the image analyses, the systematic uncertainties are also included.
bThe distance to the remnant was assumed to be 3.4 kpc.
cThe flux in 4.2-6.0 keV. The unit is 10¡13 ergs cm¡2 s¡1.
large motions are not identi¯ed at low count-rate regions.
In the continuum band (Figure 7.2 (a) & (a')), the inward motions are concentrated in the interior.
Indeed the positions of inward-moving features (blue spots in 7.2 (a')) are very similar to the locations of
the hard X-ray spots in Figure 7.1(b), providing further support for a connection between them. On the
other hand, almost all of the small structures in the Si-K band are moving to the outside of the remnant
(Figure 7.2 (b) & (b')). These indicate a clear di®erence in the character of motion between the ejecta
and the non-thermal emission components.
In this current study, we employ the optical °ow method to provide a largely qualitative view of the
expansion of the thermal ejecta and non-thermal shock ¯laments in Cassiopeia A. A detailed quantitative
study of the results is beyond the scope of this initial investigation, although in future work, we will
determine the accuracy and robustness of optical-°ow proper-motion measurements for determining the
global kinematics of young SNRs. In particular, combining comprehensive proper-motion and radial
velocity measurements will further improve our understanding of the three-dimensional kinetics of young
SNRs [e.g., 37, 162, 207, 163].
7.3.2 Proper-Motion Measurements of the Inward-Shock Filaments
To measure proper motions of the inward-shock ¯laments, we extracted images from the box regions
in Figure 7.1 and ¯tted with an image model. The ¯tting code used for this analysis was originally
developed for proper-motion measurements for knots in Kepler's SNR [163]. Here, we used the 2004
image normalized by the image in each epoch as the model. For obtaining the best-¯t shifts, a maximum
likelihood statistic for Poisson distributions was used [C-statistics; 30], which minimizes
C = ¡2ln P = ¡2§i;j(ni:j ln mi;j ¡mi;j ¡ ln ni:j !) (7.1)
where ni;j is the counts in pixel (i,j) of the image in each epoch, and mi;j is the model counts based on
the 2004 image. The ¯tting errors can be estimated in the usual manner since the statistical distribution
of ¢C = C ¡ Cmin is similar to that of Â2 [30].
The ¯tting results are summarized in Figure 7.3 and Table 7.3. We found that the best-¯t positions
of those ¯laments are gradually shifting from the outside to the inside with large proper motion values:
0.132{0.22100 yr¡1 for the W ¯laments and 0.215{0.23700 yr¡1 for the C ¯laments. For the assumed
distance of 3.4 kpc [144] to the remnant, we estimate the ¯lament velocities to be »2,100{3,800 km s¡1.
In the radio band, the kinematics of 304 knot structures over the entire remnant had been reported
previously [7]. This work showed that the motions of many western knots deviated from that of knots
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Figure 7.3: Results of the proper-motion measurements. Large panel shows a scatter plot of the best-¯t
positions (delta x vs. delta y). Here, each color identi¯es the best-¯t positions from 2004. Black arrows
show best-¯t directions of the proper motions. Small panel that is placed close to the large one shows a
plot of the best-¯t positions as a function of time (delta x, y vs. time). Solid lines show the best-¯t linear
models for the estimations of the mean shift values summarized in Table 7.3. The error bars show 68 %
con¯dence level, which include the systematic errors of (¾x, ¾y) = (0.500, 0.500). The ¯tting (statistical)
errors are much smaller than the systematic uncertainties.
in other regions and that some western knots were actually moving inward [see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 in 7].
In the X-ray band, continuum-dominated ¯laments with an inward motion were also found at azimuths
between 170± and 300± [36]. These features correspond to the inward shocks we found.
7.3.3 Flux Variations
Here we investigate the X-ray light curves of the inward moving ¯laments. First we extracted spectra
from each epoch for each inward-shock ¯lament using the CIAO specextract command. For the source
regions, we used ellipse regions which included the bright ¯lament structures. These regions were shifted
with time for taking the proper-motion e®ects into account. The background regions were selected from
nearby low-brightness regions. The background-subtracted spectra were ¯tted in the 4.2{6 keV band
using a power-law model in Xspec 12.9.0n [8].
We summarize the ¯tting results in Figure 7.4. For all of the western ¯laments, over the »14 yr span
of observation X-ray °uxes increased by up to »40{50 % and afterward decreased to the initial °ux level
from epoch 2000. Background photons in the extracted spectrum are less than 30 % of the total, and
°uctuate by . §20 % (see black-broken lines in Figure 7.4). The change in the background rate from
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Figure 7.4: Time variations of the °ux (black boxes) for each ¯lament in the 4.2-6 keV band. The °uxes
were normalized by the °ux in the ¯rst epoch (2000). The error bars show 68 % con¯dence level (¢Â2 =
1.0). Broken lines show background levels in each epoch.
a uniform level could introduce a °uctuation in the ¯lament's X-ray °ux of at most »9 %. Even given
this e®ect, signi¯cant time variations of the X-ray °ux are still present. Time intervals of the monitoring
observations would mainly in°uence on the estimation accuracy of variable timescales. The intervals
are » 2 yrs from 2000 to 2007 and » 1 yr from 2007 to 2014. Therefore, the uncertainty of estimated
timescales would be § 2 yr for the W1 and W2 ¯laments and § 1 yr for the W3 and W4 ¯laments.
Even taking these errors into consideration, the timescales are very short. For regions W1 and W2, the
timescales of the °ux increase up to the maximum level (tin) and decrease down to the initial level (tdec)
are tin » tdec = 4 § 2 yr. For regions W3 and W4, the increase times are longer than those at the W1
and W2 ¯laments. These ¯laments have a similar light curve although the W4 ¯lament's one shows a
little complex shape. As a representative of these, the W3 ¯lament shows tin = 9§ 1 yr and tdec = 4§ 1
yr. On the other hand, regions C1 and C2 show little to no sudden change of °ux; rather their °uxes
seem to be gradually decreasing by »20{30 % over »14 yr time span. The variability of the non-thermal
X-ray °ux is strongly related to the magnetic ¯eld [e.g., 188]. The di®erences of the variable timescales
seem be related to di®erences in the magnetic ¯eld strength at each region (this is discussed in section
7.4.2).
[132] and [187] have already shown X-ray variations in small structures of the remnant using the ¯rst
three epochs of Chandra observations. Regions W1 and W2 are nearly the same as regions R4 in [132]
and H in [187], respectively. Therefore, these are follow-up results for the past observations, and then
the time variations are almost consistent with each other in the same time interval.
Spectral parameters in 2004 are summarized in Table 7.3. We were not able to detect signi¯cant time
variation in the photon indices.
7.3.4 Thickness of the Inward-shock Filaments
We evaluate the spatial extent of the inward-shock ¯laments using Chandra's high angular resolution of
»000.5 (FWHM). We found all ¯lament widths to be in the range 200{400 (Figure 7.5), which is very similar
to the widths of the forward-shock ¯laments [100.5{400: 195]. The angular resolution of the Wolter type-I
optics used for the Chandra's mirrors degrades at o®-axis ¯eld angles. However, at the o®-axis location
of the inward-shock ¯laments (20{30), the angular resolution is nearly consistent with that at the on-axis
position4. Therefore, we are justi¯ed in ignoring the additional blur introduced by the o®-axis e®ects
for the shock thickness evaluation. At the remnant's distance of 3.4 kpc, the observational thickness is
estimated to be »0.03{0.07 pc. We can estimate a synchrotron loss time from the widths by combining
4See http://cxc.harvard.edu/proposer/POG/html/chap4.html for the angular resolutions at o®-axis angles.
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Figure 7.5: Emission pro¯les of the inward-shock ¯laments in the west (left) and center (right). The
pro¯les were extracted from 15 pixels wide using 2004 image in 4.2{6 keV band and were normalized by
the peak intensities. The positive direction in the angular distance shows a direction to the outside of
the remnant. The scale bar in the right panel shows the Chandra's angular resolution, »000.5 (FWHM).
them with the plasma fow speed away from the shock front (see section 7.4.2 for this discussion).
7.4 Discussion
We have shown that some bright ¯laments are moving inward with velocities of »2,100{3,800 km s¡1
using all the monitoring data taken by Chandra in 2000{2014. These ¯laments cannot be located at the
forward-shock position even when projection is considered because the forward shock must move outward.
In addition, we found that those ¯laments are cospatial with hard X-ray hot spots seen by NuSTAR and
additionally that these ¯laments show °ux variations (both increasing and decreasing) on timescales
of a few years. These results imply that the hard X-ray emission is related to non-thermal emission
from accelerated electrons at the inward-shock regions where the magnetic ¯eld is high ampli¯ed. These
results hold the hope of advancing our understanding of the mysterious non-thermal X-ray emission at the
interior of Cassiopeia A and the particle acceleration that is taking place at these shocks. In this section,
we discuss the implications of our results on the physical conditions at the inward shocks (section 7.4.1),
the process of particle acceleration there (section 7.4.2) and the origin of the inward shocks themselves
(section 7.4.3).
7.4.1 Inward Shock Conditions
Here we make the plausible assumption based on the location of the inward shocks (see Figure 7.1) that
they are propagating through the inner ejecta. Thus their actual shock velocities in the rest frame of
the ejecta should be higher than what we measure from the proper motions. Here, we de¯ne the shock
velocity vs as




where vej, v, Rej and t are the ejecta velocity, the velocity we measure, the typical ejecta radius and the
age of the remnant.
First, we consider the case where the inward shocks are propagating into cool freely-expanding ejecta.
We adopt a value of Rej » 5 £ 1018 cm, which was estimated from the typical reverse shock radius at
the distance of 3.4 kpc [53], and then obtained an ejecta speed of vej » 4; 900 km s¡1 for t » 320 yr (the
remnant's age in 2000). The inward shocks have measured proper motion velocities v from ¡2; 100 km
s¡1 to ¡3; 800 km s¡1, leading to shock velocity estimates of vs » 7; 000{8; 700 km s¡1. Next, we consider
a case where the inward shocks are propagating into previously shocked, and therefore hot, ejecta. In
this case, vej corresponds to the bulk expansion velocity of the ejecta. [36] estimated an expansion rate of
0.2 % yr¡1 for the ejecta component. Using this value and the same value of Rej as above, the expansion
velocity is estimated to be »3,000 km s¡1 [see also 72, 208, 121, 37, for the ejecta velocity]. Now the
shock velocities we infer is vs » 5; 100{6; 800 km s¡1. In either case, the intrinsic shock velocity of the
inward shocks is some »1{2 times higher than that of the forward shocks [4,200{5,200 km s¡1: 133].
The temperature of the medium (cool or hot plasma) into which the shock wave is propogating changes
the conditions of the shock. Assuming ¯rst the cool ejecta as the medium, the sound speed (a few tens
km s¡1) is much lower than the shock velocity (»7,000{8,700 km s¡1) implying a high Mach number
M & 100. In this case, the shock compression ratio is r = 4. On the other hand, the Mach number of the
shock could be much lower, if the inward shock is propagating into hot plasma with a high sound speed.
Using a typical value for the electron temperature for Cassiopeia A [2 keV, e.g., 81], the sound speed cs
and Mach numberM are estimated to be cs » 730 km s¡1 andM» 7{8 (for vs » 5; 100{6; 800 km s¡1),
Then the compression ratio r = (°+1)M
2
(°¡1)M2+2 is estimated to be »3.8 for ° = 5=3 and M = 7{8, which is
close to the high Mach number limit of r = 4. In contrast, the forward shock propagates though the ISM,
where both a high Mach number and high compression ratio are generally expected. We here note that
e®ects of particle acceleration can produce a shock with a compression ratio greater r = 4 [e.g., 19]. As
relativistic particles are produced and contribute signi¯cantly to the total pressure, the shocked plasma
becomes more compressible (° ! 4/3, r ! 7). Additionally the escape of the highest energy particles
would also further compresses the shock by carrying o® energy, analogous to that case of radiative shocks
[e.g., 42, 19, 43].
A further complication for the shocked plasma in the remnant concerns the possibility that the electron
and ion temperatures are not equilibrated. In the extreme case, the ions possess virually all of the thermal
energy. [105] have calculated the time variation of the ion and electron temperatures for reverse shocks
into pure oxygen ejecta for Cassiopeia A. Based on his results, we assume a plasma temperature of »
46 keV, which is the ion temperature in the shocked plasma 150 yr after explosion5. Here the sound
speed cs and the Mach number M are estimated to be cs » 3,500 km s¡1 and M » 1.5{1.9. Also, the
compression ratio is estimated to be »2 for ° = 5=3 andM = 1.7. However, it is possible that particles
would not accelerated in this case because the Mach number is below the critical value of M < p5 for
particle acceleration [196]. Columns 1 and 2 of Table 7.4 summarize the compression ratios and the shock
velocities for the several cases we study here. Given the current state of knowledge, all of these cases
o®er plausible scenarios for the forward and inward shocks.
Determining the shock conditions more accurately requires measuring the ion temperatures via, e.g.,
thermal line broadening in the X-ray spectra. From Chandra grating spectroscopy of some bright knots
[e.g., 107], ion temperatures were estimated to be quite low (the observed lines were narrow). Therefore,
the high Mach number scenario may be realistic at least for some dense features. On the other hand, for
5See Table 3 and Fig.3 in [105] for more details. The plasma parameters in this case explained well typical values in the
remnant (e.g., keT » 2.3 keV, net » 7£1010 cm3 s¡1).
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Table 7.4: Summary of di®usion and acceleration parameters estimated for the forward shock and the
reverse shocka.
compression ratio shock velocity E°;cut;keV B k0 Ee;max ¿syn ¿acc
forward shock
r = 4 4,200{5,200 km s¡1 (2) 2.3 keV(1) 0.1 mG(2);(3) 1.1{1.6 34 TeV 37 yr 63 yr
00 00 00 0.5 mG(4) 00 15 TeV 3 yr 6 yr
r = 7 00 00 0.1 mG(2);(3) 0.7{1.1 34 TeV 37 yr 63 yr
00 00 00 0.5 mG(4) 00 15 TeV 3 yr 6 yr
inward shock
r = 4 (into cool ejecta) 7,000{8,700 km s¡1 (this work) 1.3 keV(1) 0.5 mG(5);(this work) 5.3{8.2 11 TeV 4 yr 7 yr
00 00 00 1.0 mG(5);(this work) 00 8 TeV 2 yr 3 yr
r = 3:8 (into 2 keV plasma) 5,100{6,800 km s¡1 (this work) 00 0.5 mG(5);(this work) 2.9{5.1 11 TeV 4 yr 7 yr
00 00 00 1.0 mG(5);(this work) 00 8 TeV 2 yr 3 yr
r = 2 (into 46 keV plasma) 00 00 0.5 mG(5);(this work) 3.7{6.6 11 TeV 4 yr 7 yr
00 00 00 1.0 mG(5);(this work) 00 8 TeV 2 yr 3 yr
aThe numerical values are taken from: (1)Grefenstette et al. [55], (2)Patnaude & Fesen [133], (3)Vink & Laming [195], (4)Berezhko & VÄolk [20],
(5)Uchiyama & Aharonian [187].
di®use extended sources like Cassiopeia A, it is di±cult to measure the line broadening accurately using
grating spectroscopy. In the future, observations with a X-ray calorimeter would be more powerful. For
example, the high energy resolution (FWHM ' 5 eV) calorimeter on-board the Hitomi satellite measured
line broadening of »200 km s¡1 in the Perseus cluster [67, 68] and would have revealed much about the
thermal broadening in SNRs, too. We await the launch of XARM, the recovery mission for the Hitomi
satellite, to reveal the shock condition more accurately in Cassiopeia A.
7.4.2 The Di®usion Coe±cient and Particle Acceleration in Cassiopeia A
In DSA, particles are accelerated by scattering multiple times across the shock front. Particle di®usion
is characterized by the level of magnetic ¯eld turbulence. If the strength of the turbulent ¯eld is close to
the unperturbed magnetic ¯eld strength (Bohm regime: ±B » B), particles can be e±ciently scattered
and accelerated [see a review: 146]. This situation is often assumed for particle acceleration in SNRs,
although it might not be so in some cases [e.g., 131, 44]. In the following we follow [131] who characterize
departures from the Bohm limit as k0 = D0=D0;Bohm, where D0 is the di®usion coe±cient at the electron
cut-o® energy. This parameter can be expressed in terms of the photon cut-o® energy (E°;cut = hºcut),
shock velocity (V3, in units of 1000 km s¡1) and the compression ratio r as






The NuSTAR spectra above 15 keV showed photon cut-o® energies for the forward shock and the reverse
shock of 2.3 keV and 1.3 keV, respectively [55]. We here assume the shock velocity and the compression
ratio at the forward shock and the inward shock listed in Table 7.4, which are estimated in the section
7.4.1. For the forward shock, the di®usion parameter was k0 . 1.6, which is close to the Bohm regime,
in both of the compression ratios (r = 4; 7). On the other hand, the inward shock shows departures from
Bohm di®usion: k0 & 3 (Table 7.4). [176] have already suggested a similar k0 di®erence between the
forward shock and the inward shock in their map of the electron cuto® frequencies in Cassiopeia A. The
authors estimated upper limits to the di®usion coe±cient and found that the forward-shock in the north,
northeast, and southeast was close to the Bohm limit. These results agree with ours.
Using the coe±cient k0 and other observational values, we can also estimate the electron maximum
energy Ee;max, the synchrotron cooling timescale ¿syn and the acceleration timescale ¿acc as shown below
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[131];










¿syn ' (1:25£ 103 yr) E¡1TeV B¡20:1 ; (7.5)
¿acc ' (30:6 yr) 3r
2





where B0:1 and ETeV are the magnetic ¯eld in units of 0.1 mG and the electron energy in units of 1012
eV, respectively. At the forward shock region, B = 0.08{0.16 or 0.5 mG have been estimated by using
the width of the rim of 100:5{400, and also the average magnetic ¯eld in the whole SNR was estimated to
be B > 0.5 mG [195, 20]. For B & 0.5 mG, the synchrotron cooling timescale becomes comparable to
the variability timescale of . 4 yr at the reverse shock region [187]. Our results show almost the same
timescale as that in [187]. From these observational results, we assumed the typical magnetic ¯elds at the
forward shock and the reverse shock are 0.1{0.5 mG and 0.5{1 mG, respectively. Using these parameters,
we newly estimate the acceleration parameters for both the forward and inward shocks of Cassiopeia A
(Table 7.4).
We ¯nd the maximum electron energy for the inward shock, Ee;max = 8{11 TeV to be smaller than
for the forward shock (Ee;max = 15{34 TeV) even though the shock velocity at the inward shock is
higher. This is because the inward shock has larger k0 and B values. The variability timescales are
also estimated to be shorter at the inward shock: ¿syn » 2{4 yr, ¿acc » 3{7 yr (e-folding time), which
is mainly due to the strong magnetic ¯eld of 0.5{1 mG. In section 7.3.3, we found the °ux variations
with timescales (for changing by »40{50 %) of tdec = 4 § 1 yr and tin = 9 § 1 yr for the W3 (and
maybe also W4) region. These timescales are very similar to the predicted timescales for B = 0:5
mG. For regions W1 and W2, the timescales were estimated to be tin » tdec = 4 § 2 yr, which is
also close to the time scale for a strong magnetic ¯eld of 0.5{1 mG. For regions C1 and C2, we found
gradual °ux declines of »20{40 % over »14 yr. Here, B » 0.2 mG can well explain the °ux-decline
timescale. From these points, we note that di®erences of the variability timescales can be explained
by di®erence in the magnetic ¯eld strength. In addition, we note that the time variation of spatially
adjoining regions are similar to each other (see both Figure 7.1 and 7.3). This tendency may also
imply something about the di®erence of the magnetic ¯eld from region to region. For example, the
radial positions of the inward shocks: RW1;W2 > RW3;W4 > RC1;C2 seems to be inversely related to
the variability timescales: tW1;W2 < tW3;W4 < tC1;C2. This tendency might suggest that magnetic ¯eld
ampli¯cation has a dependence on the radial location of the shock within the remnant. In contrast, the
variability timescales at the forward shock are much longer than at the inward shock. [168] have shown
the time variation of X-ray °ux at the forward shock region is not signi¯cant: 0:00 § 0:07 % yr¡1. The
constant °ux can be explained by the balance between acceleration and cooling even for both cases of
high and low magnetic ¯elds in Table 7.4 [see also 90]. We leave for future work investigations into speci¯c
scenarios to account for the rapid °ux changes that we see in some of the inward shocks.
The synchrotron cooling timescale can be also estimated from the inward-shock width, »0.03{0.07 pc,
presented in section 7.3.4. The accelerated electrons are advected away from the shock at a downstream
velocity Vd = Vsh=r during the synchrotron timescale, where r is the shock compression ratio. The
size of the advection region is thus given by ¢Radv = Vd £ ¿syn, where ¢Radv is the advection width.
Although particle di®usion also expands the width, we simply constrain the observational width as
¢Robs ¸ Vd £ ¿syn £ P , where P is a projection factor. In the ideal case of a spherical shock, the
projection factor is P = 4:6. [131] described the relation between the synchrotron cooling timescale and
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Figure 7.6: Synchrotron cooling timescale and observational shock width for the forward shock (black)
and the inward shock (red) estimated from typical parameters in Table 7.4.
the observational width as
¿syn · ¢Robs
Vd
' (8:5 yr)£ r
4
£ ¹P¡1 £ V ¡1sh;3 £¢Robs;¡2; (7.7)
where ¹P and ¢Robs;¡2 are de¯ned as ¹P = P=4:6 and ¢Robs ´ ¢Robs;¡2 £ 10¡2 pc, respectively. Using
equation (7.7) and the estimated parameters in Table 7.4, the relation between the cooling time and
the shock width was estimated (Figure 7.6). For a typical inward-shock width of 0.05 pc, the cooling
timescale in the inward shock is . 3{5 yr, which is consistent with the observed decay timescale and the
predicted cooling timescale in the case of B = 0.5{1 mG (Table 7.4). For the forward shock, the timescale
is longer (»10 yr) than that for the inward shock. This tendency is the same as the other observational
timescale estimates (Table 7.4).
Particle acceleration at reverse shocks have been studied in some theoretical work [e.g., 43, 180, 181].
For all of the models, the maximum energy reached by particles at the reverse shock is always lower than
at the forward shock. Also, recent deep °-ray observations of Cassiopeia A with MAGIC have showed
a clear exponential cut-o® at » 3.5 TeV [57], which implies only modest cosmic-ray acceleration to very
high energy for the hadronic scenario. From the observations, Cassiopeia A is considered not to be a
PeVatron (PeV accelerator) at its present age. Both theoretical and observational studies suggest that
particle acceleration at the reverse shock (inward shock) in Cassiopeia A could not produce the high
energy particles (protons) up to \knee" energy (» 3 £ 1015 eV) even if the shock has as high a shock
velocity as shown in section 7.4.1. On the other hand, the reverse shock region is propogating into a
metal-rich environment produced by supernova nucleosynthesis. If such elements were accelerated by the
reverse shocks, the cosmic-ray composition would be a®ected. Therefore, particle acceleration at reverse
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shocks are important for understanding the cosmic-ray abundances.
7.4.3 The Origin of the Inward Shocks
For SNR expansion into an ambient medium with a constant or gradually declining density pro¯le (e.g.,
ISM, CSM), it is not possible to explain an inward moving reverse shock (in the observer frame) for an
evolutional phase that describes Cassiopeia A. In such a young evolutionary phase, the reverse shock
must expand outward. As an alternative explanation for the inward shocks we consider a \re°ection
shock" produced by the forward shock interacting with a density jump in the ambient medum.
Figure 7.7: Estimate of the re°ection shock velocity and the density of interacting cloud in the case of
Cassiopeia A with solving the °uid equation in [66]. The black and red curve show the forward and
re°ection shock velocity, respectively. Blue area shows the range of the velocities of the western ¯laments
in this work: »2,100{3,800 km s¡1.
The re°ection-shock conditions can be calculated using a simple °uid equation [66]. We here assume
a density of ambient medium before the encounter with the density jump as ½0. The density jump ½1
is de¯ned as ½1 ´ ®½0. Then, the forward shock density ½2 is described as ½2 = 4½0 from the Rankine{
Hugoniot relation. After the encounter, a contact discontinuity is made by the interaction. Upward
materials are compressed by 4½1, and then downward materials are pushed back [see also 84]. Figure 7.7
shows the estimate of the re°ection shock speed using [66]. We assumed the forward shock is interacting
with the density jump with the speed of 5,200 km s¡1. In order to explain the inward-shock velocities, we
require that the forward shock be interacting with a surrounding material whose density is & 5-8 times
higher than that of a ambient medium elsewhere.
A local molecular cloud would be a good candidate for explaining such an enhanced density structure
around the remnant. Millimeter observations in 12CO and 13CO J = 2{1 (230 and 220 GHz) with the
Heinrich Hertz Submillimeter Telescope indicated the existence of the molecular cloud around Cassiopeia
A [97]. In particular, the inward-shock regions seems to overlay with the fastest gas (¡50 to ¡45 km s¡1)
and the slowest gas (¡39 to ¡34 km s¡1). We show a schematic diagram of the shock-cloud interaction
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Figure 7.8: A schematic diagram of the shock-cloud interaction. The image show the same image as in
Figure 7.1(a). Magenta arrows show the proper-motion directions of the inward shocks. The forward
shocks are emphasized by thick green lines. Small and large circles indicate the radii of the reverse shock
and forward shock [53], respectively. Cross marks show the center positions of each circle. The center of
the reverse-shock circle o®sets to the northeast direction. Small screen set on left bottom show the CO
map with the velocity of ¡39:24 km s¡1 in [97].
in Figure 7.8. As shown in this ¯gure, the inward shocks seems to be shifting radially against the
distribution of the molecular clouds. Here, we can estimate the time when the forward shock ¯rst hits
the cloud and pushes the re°ection shock into the ejecta. Dividing the distance between the forward
shock and the inward shocks (» 0.7 pc, see Figure 7.8) by their velocity di®erence of » 7000 km s¡1,
it can be estimated to be < 100 yrs ago. This is much shorter than the age of the remnant (» 350 yrs
old), providing us with a further support that the inward shocks are re°ection shocks by the western
cloud. Not only the western ¯laments but also the ¯laments at the central position (e.g., C1, C2) might
be also related to the shock-cloud interaction. For example, the high-speed CO gas (¡46 to ¡49 km s¡1)
is concentrated in ¯lamentary structure to the south and southeast of the remnant. The locations are
very close to the positions of the central inward shocks [see Figure 3 right in 97].
However, it is di±cult to con¯rm the shock-cloud interaction. [97] have argued for a shock-cloud
interaction around the western and southern rim using the broadened CO lines [see Fig. 4 in 97]. As a
matter of fact, their locations are a little di®erent from the inward-shock positions. Future observations
with the Nobeyama 45-m Telescope will be helpful in studying the shock interaction with the molecular
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cloud. 12CO observations with the telescope would have good spatial resolution (» 1700) able to reveal
more small structures and the relation with the X-ray distributions (Inaba et al., private communication).
For example, in the case of RX J1713.7{3946, non-thermal X-rays which are enhanced around CO and
HI clumps have been found [e.g., 158, 159, 160]. They suggested that the ampli¯ed magnetic ¯eld around
the CO and HI clumps enhances the synchrotron X-rays and possibly the acceleration of cosmic-ray
electrons. In the theoretical view, the ampli¯ed magnetic ¯eld could be explained as one of features of the
shock-cloud interaction. [84] have investigated cosmic-ray acceleration assuming interaction with clumpy
interstellar clouds using three-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic simulations. They predicted a highly
ampli¯ed magnetic ¯eld of »1 mG caused by a turbulent shell due to the shock-cloud interactions. Then,
the short-time X-ray variability was predicted at the same time. This supports well our observational
results in Cassiopeia A as discussed in the section 7.4.2.
7.5 Conclusion
The bright non-thermal X-ray emission in the interior of Cassiopeia A has been one of the most enigmatic
features of the remnant since the earliest observations by Chandra. Even as basic a fact as the type of
shock (e.g., forward shock, reverse shock or something else) has remained obscure. In this paper, we put
forth new evidence that the interior non-thermal emission originates in an \inward shock" through new
analyses of archival Chandra and NuSTAR observations. We identi¯ed inward moving ¯laments in the
remnant's interior using monitoring data by Chandra from 2000 to 2014. The inward-shock positions are
spatially coincident with the most intense hard (15{40 keV band) X-ray emission seen with NuSTAR.
We measured the proper motions of the inward shocks, which equate to speeds of »2,100{3,800 km
s¡1 for a distance of 3.4 kpc to the remnant. Assuming the shocks are propagating through the expanding
ejecta (which is itself moving outward), we determine that the shock velocities in the frame of the ejecta
could reach up to »5,100{8,700 km s¡1, which is » 1{2 times higher than that at the forward shock.
Additionally some of the inward-shock ¯laments showed °ux variations (both increasing and decreasing)
on timescales of just a few years. We ¯nd that the high shock velocity combined with a high magnetic
¯eld strength (» 0.5{1 mG) in the reverse shock region can explain the non-thermal properties well. At
the same time we are able to constrain the di®usion coe±cient and ¯nd that di®usion at the reverse shock
is less e±cient (k0 &3) than that of the forward shock (k0 . 1.6). Expressed in terms of magnetic ¯eld
turbulence, we ¯nd (as do others) that the turbulence at the forward shock approaches the Bohm limit,
while at the inward shocks turbulence is less well developed.
As to the nature of the inward shocks, we propose that they are \re°ection shocks" caused by the
forward shock's interaction with a density enhancement in the circumstellar medium. A density jump of
a factor of &5{8 reproduces the observed inward-shock velocities. Previous works have shown evidence
for a local molecular cloud on the western side of Cassiopeia A with some indications of an interaction
beyween the cloud and the remnant's shock. Further investigations into the shock-cloud interaction will




Spectroscopy and Future works
We here discuss the results related to the SNe and SNRs by the new Hitomi observations. The Hitomi
satellite[177], was launched on 2016 February 17 (JST), is equipped with several instruments, covering
a wide energy range from a few keV to 600 keV. It has four Wolter-I x-ray telescopes, two of which are
the soft x-ray telescopes (SXTs[174]), covering up to »12 keV. The SXT is composed of two independent
units called SXT-I and SXT-S, which focus X-rays onto detectors of the CCD camera of the Soft X-ray
Imaging system (SXI) and of the SXS calorimeter's pixel array respectively. The angular resolution and
e®ective area of the telescopes are »1.30 and »580 cm2, respectively[83, 165, 167, 61, 166].
The Hitomi's SXS has the highest energy resolution (¢E ¼ 5 eV in the 2{10 keV band [67]), which
enabled us to measure the plasma state and element abundance much accurately. It really progressed
our understanding of the SNe and SNRs even with a few observations. We show that a combination
between the high-resolution X-ray spectroscopies and our dynamical studies of young SNRs is helpful to
understand the progenitor systems, plasma state and shock physics of the SNRs. Also, we discuss the
necessity of further SNR studies by the X-ray Astronomy Recovery Mission \XARM"1 that has the same
X-ray calorimeter as the Hitomi mission.
8.1 Progenitor Systems of Type Ia SNe and SNRs
The SNe Ia produce most of iron-peak elements (chromium, manganese, iron and nickel) in the Universe.
The amount of the synthesized iron-peak elements in the SNe Ia are thought to vary with di®erence of
the progenitor systems. Therefore, revealing the element production by each progenitor is very important
to understand how the current cosmic abundance built up by the supernova nucleosynthesis. In addition,
the amount of the synthesized iron-peak elements is directly related to the luminosity of the SNe Ia. The
SNe Ia are used as distance indicators for the cosmic expansion measurements owing to their uniform
luminosities [e.g., 149, 137]. On the other hand, Phillips [138] reported that the observed peak luminosity
of SNe Ia varied by a factor of 3, which causes observational uncertainties for the distance measurements.
The variety of the luminosities implies the di®erence of the amount of the synthesized 56Ni (! 56Fe) among
the SNe Ia [e.g., 115]. Therefore, deep understanding of the type Ia progenitors and their productions




Figure 8.1: The metal abundance measurements of the Perseus Cluster by Hitomi [71]. (a) Comparison
between the observed abundances in the Perseus Cluster and theoretical calculations for the Fe-peak
elements. The magenta arrows indicate the 1 ¾ lower limit of the XMM-Newton measurements for the 44
objects [117]. The blue, green, and gray regions represent the theoretical predictions for SNe Ia from the
near-MCh delayed-detonation explosion [169], sub-MCh violent merger [129], and single sub-MCh WD
[211], respectively. (b) The zoom-in spectrum of the Perseus Cluster in the 5.3{6.4 keV band by Hitomi,
where the emission from He-like Cr and Mn are detected. The red-shifted Fe I °uorescence from the
AGN is resolved as well. (c) The zoom-in spectrum of the Perseus Cluster in the 7.4{8.0 keV band by
Hitomi, highlighting the Ni XXVII resonance (w) line clearly separated from the stronger Fe XXV He¯
and other emission. This enables the ¯rst accurate measurement of the Ni abundance in a galaxy cluster.
For comparison, an XMM-Newton spectrum extracted from the same spatial region is shown as the blue
data points.
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progenitor systems and their productions observationally.
Using the element abundance of the hot plasma that permeates galaxy clusters, we can investigate
the accumulation of heavy elements produced by billions of supernovae [e.g., 124, 161, 117]. This is a
useful way for understanding the SN Ia progenitor systems. The recent research by Hitomi has revealed
the solar abundance ratios of the iron-peak elements in the Perseus Cluster [71] (Figure 8.1a), in contrast
to previous observations [117]. They succeeded to detect the weak resonance lines from He-like Cr, Mn,
and Ni clearly owing to the Hitomi's excellent energy resolution (Figure 8.1b and 8.1c).
The solar abundance ratios could be explained by taking into account a combination of near- and
sub-Chandrasekhar-mass type Ia supernova systems (Figure 8.1a). Here, the main di®erence of the iron-
peak-element productions between the near- and sub-Chandrasekhar-mass explosions is caused by the
WD core's density during the initial phase of the explosion. If the WD mass is close to MCh ¼ 1:4M¯,
the electron capture (p+ e¡ ! n+ ºe) can take place in the highly dense core (½ & 108 g cm¡3), which
increases the production e±ciency of neutron-rich species (e.g., Ni, Mn) [e.g., 85, 26]. In contrast, the
sub-MCh explosion that can best reproduce the observed properties of SNe Ia require lower masses and
central densities for the primary WD, and therefore predict lower yields of these species [e.g., 211, 129].
We can not explain the solar abundance ratios by only one of either the near- or sub-MCh explosions.
Thus, the results strongly support the existence of both of the explosions in the Universe.
The neutron-rich species in the SNe Ia are a good indicator for distinguishing between the near-
and sub-Chandrasekhar-mass explosions as shown in the Hitomi observations [see also 214]. In general,
the near-Chandrasekhar-mass explosions are thought to be the results of the SD scenarios since a MCh
progenitor is naturally explained by the evolution of a WD slowly accreting mass from a non-degenerate
companion [e.g., 58]. Using the features of the SNe Ia, we can also discuss the progenitor systems of
individual SNRs. For example, the recent observation of the Type Ia SNR 3C 397 with Suzaku showed
the high Ni/Fe and Mn/Fe mass ratios, which suggests the progenitor of 3C 397 must have had a mass
very close to MCh [214]. Such a study for the other remnants will help us to understand the Type Ia
progenitor systems and their element productions. On the other hand, the neutronization by the electron
capture in the near-MCh SNe Ia is taken place only in the innermost »0.2 M¯ of ejecta [26]. Since it
usually takes at least several thousand years to heat the innermost ejecta, we need to observe evolved
SNRs, which have already heated all of the ejecta, for the discussion on the production of the neutron-
rich elements. However, there are not so many old SNRs of SNe Ia such as 3C 397. For discussing
such an evolved Type Ia SNR, G337.2{0.7 (5,000{7,000 yr [143]), G344.7{0.1 (3,000{6,000 yr [212]) and
G352.7{0.1 (»5,000 yr [52]) would be useful candidates.
In chapter 4 and 5, we showed new results on the two young type Ia SNRs, Tycho's SNR and
Kepler's SNR. These SNRs are dynamically young, so it is di±cult to discuss the progenitor systems
using the neutron-rich species. On the other hand, the detailed studies of the kinematics might be useful
to constrain the explosion mechanism in the future. In particular, these SNRs showed quite di®erent
expansions in our studies, which might be a key for the constraint. Tycho's SNR showed a uniform
shell-like expansion [see also 207], which suggests a uniform ambient medium of the progenitor system.
Such a uniform medium around the progenitor system will support the DD scenario for Tycho's SNR
since the the system has no complex ambient medium unlike the SD scenario. Also, the recent study on
the remnant [210] showed the lack of a surrounding StrÄomgren sphere made by steadily nuclear-burning
white dwarfs, which supports that the remnant's origin is the merger of a double white dwarf binary. On
the other hand, Kepler's SNR showed highly asymmetric expansion due to the asymmetric-distributed
ambient medium of the progenitor system. Also, Katsuda et al. [93] suggested that Kepler's SNR is the
remnant of an overluminous Type Ia event. These results imply that Tycho's SNR and Kepler's SNR
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have di®erent origins although it can not be concluded in the present.
8.2 High-Resolution X-ray Spectroscopy of SNRs
The high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy is a powerful tool to determine the plasma state, the plasma mass
and so on in the SNRs. Such a study is useful for understanding the progenitor stars of core-collapse
SNRs, too. In this section, we show our recent observations of two core-collapse SNRs (the Crab nebula,
N132D) by Hitomi and discuss the future studies of SNRs using the high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy
based on these results.
Figure 8.2: (a) Close-up view around the Fe-He® resonance line in the Crab nebula. Over the unbinned
spectrum (gray plus signs), several models are shown: the best-¯t continuum model (black dashed), and
the emission (solid) and absorption (dashed) by a 3.16 keV CIE plasma with 3 ¾ upper limits (blue).
Ten times the absorption value is also shown with green (SXS) and purple (convolved with a Suzaku XIS
response). (b) SXS spectra around the Fe-He® line of N132D. The blue shaded region shows the best-¯t
model, and the black shaded region, barely visible, shows the estimated total background. The dotted
line shows the model with velocity ¯xed at vhelio;LMC = 275 km s¡1.
The Crab nebula: Out of some 400 Galactic supernova remnants (SNRs) detected in the X-rays and
°-rays [46], about 10% of them have no shell made by the blast wave. They are identi¯ed as pulsar wind
nebulae (PWNe), which are systems that are powered by the rotational energy loss of a rapidly rotating
neutron star generated as a consequence of a core-collapse supernova (SN) explosion. The Crab nebula is
one such source. When the nebula is viewed as a supernova remnant (SNR), it has an anomalously low
observed ejecta mass and kinetic energy for an Fe-core collapse SN. Intensive searches were made for a
massive shell that solves this discrepancy, but none has been detected [e.g., 172]. An alternative idea is
that the SN 1054 is an electron-capture (EC) explosion [126] with a lower explosion energy by an order
of magnitude than Fe-core collapse SNe.
Hitomi observed the Crab nebula with the net exposure time of 9.7 ks as the in-°ight calibration
source [e.g., 112]. Most of the X-rays are thought to be the non-thermal origin from the accelerated
electrons by the PWN, and the total 7.6£105 events were observed in the 2{12 keV range during the
observation. In Hitomi Collaboration et al. [70], signatures of thermal plasma (emission or absorption
lines) were searched by using the Hitomi's SXS that has the high sensitivity for those signals. As a result,
a new upper limit of . 1 M¯ for the X-ray plasma mass was obtained for a wide range of assumed
shell radius, size, and plasma temperature both in and out of the collisional equilibrium (Figure 8.2a).
To compare with the observation, hydrodynamic simulations of the Crab SNR for two SN models under
two SN environments were also performed. As a result, it is found that the observed mass limit can
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be compatible with both SN models if the SN environment has a low density of . 0.03 cm¡3 (Fe-core
collapse SN) or . 0.1 ¡3 (EC SN) for the uniform density, or a progenitor wind density somewhat less
than that provided by a mass loss rate of 10¡5 M¯ yr¡1 at 20 km s¡1 for the wind environment.
N132D: N132D is the X-ray brightest SNR in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) with an age
estimated to be» 2500 yr [197]. High-velocity ejecta were ¯rst detected and studied in optical wavelengths
in N132D [e.g., 34, 122, 123] Optical/UV spectra from the Hubble Space Telescope show strong emission
of C/Ne-burning elements (i.e., C, O, Ne, Mg), but little emission from O-burning elements (i.e., Si, S),
leading to an interpretation of a Type Ib core-collapse supernova origin for this SNR [22].
Hitomi observed N132D with a very short exposure time of only 3.7 ks [69]. Despite such a short
observation, the Hitomi's SXS easily detects the line complexes from highly ionized sulfur and iron with
16{17 counts in each. The Fe-K line was measured for the ¯rst time with the high spectral resolution.
Based on the plausible assumption that the Fe-K emission is dominated by He-like ions, it is found
that the material responsible for this Fe emission is highly redshifted with the velocity of » 800 km s¡1
compared to the local velocity in the LMC (Figure 8.2b). This indicates that the Fe emission arises from
the supernova ejecta, and that these ejecta are highly asymmetric, since no blue-shifted component is
found. The results also show that even with a very small number of counts, direct velocity measurements
from Doppler-shifted lines detected in extended objects like supernova remnants are now possible. Thanks
to the very low SXS background of » 1 event per spectral resolution element per 100 ks, such results are
obtainable during short pointed or slew observations with similar instruments.
As described above, even with a few SNR observations, the Hitomi satellite was able to provide
us important results for understanding the progenitor stars of core-collapse SNRs. These observations
highlight the power of high-spectral-resolution imaging observations, and demonstrates the new window
that has been opened with Hitomi and will be greatly widened with future missions such as XARM.
Figure 8.3: (Left) The SXS simulation for the red- and blue-shifted blobs in Tycho's SNR. The red and
blue model show the red- and blue-shifted models, respectively. The Doppler velocities are » §4,800 km
s¡1. The line width is assumed to be 12 eV (kTSi ¼ 1.1 MeV). (Right) Close-up view around the Si-Ly®
line. Color shows di®erence of the ion temperature (black = 1.1 MeV, red = 500 keV, green = 2 keV).
We expect that the future high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy of SNRs will further progress our dy-
namical studies of young SNRs. In chapter 4 and 5, we detected the Doppler-shifted lines from the highly
ionized ejecta in Tycho's SNR and Kepler's SNR, which really opened the new kinetic studies in the Type
Ia SNRs. On the other hand, we have the large systematic errors on the Doppler-shift measurements due
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to the gain uncertainty of the CCD camera (»500{2,000 km s¡1) in the present. The high-resolution X-
ray spectroscopy of XARM's calorimeter will be able to measure the velocities with high accuracy. Figure
8.3 left shows the simulated spectrum by the X-ray calorimeter. Using its excellent energy resolution,
we can easily separate the red- and blue-shift components and measure the Doppler velocities with the
small systematic uncertainty in the future.
Also, such a high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy will help us to understand the SNR shock condition.
As reviewed in section 2.3.4, it takes a long time for the SNR plasma to shift to the thermal equilibrium
between ions and electrons, which is generally believed. However, it has been observationally unclear
because of the di±culty of the ion temperature measurements. The ion temperature appears in the
thermal broadening of line emission, and the Hitomi's SXS have already succeeded to measure it in the
Perseus Cluster with the high accuracy [67]. In the case of SNRs, we can also measure it easily (Figure





We performed X-ray studies of young SNRs, Tycho's SNR, Kepler's SNR and Cassiopeia A, using the
current X-ray observatories, Chandra, Suzaku and NuSTAR. The important results are summarized as
follows:
1. For the type Ia SNRs of Tycho's SNR and Kepler's SNR, we have investigated the kinetics of the
small-scale structures. Using both of the imaging and spectroscopy by Chandra, we measured the
radial velocities of these SNRs for the ¯rst time.
In the case of Tycho's SNR, we performed detailed spectral ¯ts on 27 blobs using nonequiliubrium
ionization thermal plasma models. We succeed in separating these features cleanly into redshifted,
blueshifted, and low velocity clumps of ejecta. The determination of velocities is shown to be robust
with respect to other spectral ¯t parameters that can in°uence line centroids, such as the ionization
age parameter. We conclude that the velocities of the redshifted and blueshifted blobs are . 7,800
km s¡1 and . 5,000 s¡1, respectively. The results also suggest most of ejecta have similar velocities
of a few thousands km s¡1 and are expanding with almost like a shell geometry.
In the case of Kepler's SNR, we reported measurements of proper motion, radial velocity, and
elemental composition for 14 compact X-ray bright knots using archival Chandra data. The highest
speed knots show both large proper motions (¹ » 0.11{0.1400 yr¡1) and high radial velocities (v »
8,700{10,020 km s¡1). For these knots the estimated space velocities (9,100 km s¡1 . v3D . 10,400
km s¡1) are similar to the typical Si velocity seen in SN Ia near maximum light. High speed ejecta
knots appear only in speci¯c locations and are morphologically and kinematically distinct from the
rest of the ejecta. The ¯ve knots are expanding at close to the free expansion rate (expansion indices
of 0.75 . m . 1.0), which we argue indicates either that they were formed in the explosion with
a high density contrast (more than 100 times the ambient density) or that they have propagated
through relatively low density (nH < 0:1 cm¡3) regions in the ambient medium. X-ray spectral
analysis shows that the undecelerated knots have high Si and S abundances, a lower Fe abundance
and very low O abundance, pointing to an origin in the partial Si-burning zone, which occurs in
the outer layer of the exploding white dwarf for SN Ia models. Other knots show slower speeds
and expansion indices consistent with decelerated ejecta knots or features in the ambient medium
overrun by the forward shock.
2. We found simultaneous decrease of Fe-K line and 4.2-6 keV continuum of Cassiopeia A with the
monitoring data taken by Chandra in 2000{2013. The °ux change rates in the whole remnant
are ¡0.65§0.02 % yr¡1 in the 4.2{6.0 keV continuum and ¡0.6§0.1 % yr¡1 in the Fe-K. In the
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eastern region where the thermal emission is considered to dominate, the variations show the largest
values: ¡1.03§0.05 % yr¡1 (4.2-6 keV band) and ¡0.6§0.1 % yr¡1 (Fe-K line). In this region,
the time evolution of the emission measure and the temperature have a decreasing trend. This
could be interpreted as the adiabatic cooling with the expansion of m = 0:66. On the other hand,
in the non-thermal emission dominated regions, the variations of the 4.2{6 keV continuum show
the smaller rates: ¡0.60§0.04 % yr¡1 in the southwestern region, ¡0.46§0.05 % yr¡1 in the inner
region and +0.00§0.07 % yr¡1 in the forward shock region. In particular, the °ux does not show
signi¯cant change in the forward shock region. These results imply that a strong braking in the
shock velocity has not been occurring in Cassiopeia A (< 5 km s¡1 yr¡1). All of our results support
that the X-ray °ux decay in the remnant is mainly caused by the thermal components.
3. We present new evidence that the bright non-thermal X-ray emission features in the interior of the
young SNR Cassiopeia A are caused by inward moving shocks based on Chandra and NuSTAR
observations. Several bright inward-moving ¯laments were identi¯ed using monitoring data taken
by Chandra in 2000{2014. These inward-moving shock locations are nearly coincident with hard
X-ray (15{40 keV) hot spots seen by NuSTAR. From proper motion measurements, the transverse
velocities were estimated to be in the range »2,100{3,800 km s¡1 for a distance of 3.4 kpc. The shock
velocities in the frame of the expanding ejecta reach values of »5,100{8,700 km s¡1, slightly higher
than the typical speed of the forward shock. Additionally, we ¯nd °ux variations (both increasing
and decreasing) on timescales of a few years in some of the inward-moving shock ¯laments. The
rapid variability timescales are consistent with an ampli¯ed magnetic ¯eld of B » 0.5{1 mG. The
high speed and low photon cut-o® energy of the inward-moving shocks are shown to imply a particle
di®usion coe±cient that departs from the Bohm regime (k0 = D0=D0;Bohm » 3{8) for the few simple
physical con¯gurations we consider in this study. The maximum electron energy at these shocks
is estimated to be »8{11 TeV, smaller than the values of »15{34 TeV inferred for the forward
shock. Cassiopeia A is dynamically too young for its reverse shock to appear to be moving inward
in the observer frame. We propose instead that the inward-moving shocks are a consequence of the
forward shock encountering a density jump of & 5{8 in the surrounding material.
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